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. The ],):resident's Reorgan~z~tiqn, ~F.?t~9'!:: <~W~ ~in~~;
that tb.$· pre~ent Federal Cl,V~l ~t!:P.~~ur~ ··£c;>f···prf;!l?~r~p.«:1.
fo~, re:$p_c;mc:hng to, and rec~:V~f~~~·:fr~~· ~pe! ~t.f~cts·"Of.
maJor ~-ati<?nal cata·stroph~, lil:i l.h
-~;L~~~ax·:· · ~~, :e~o~end:s
1
consol1dCI.,t~ng three agenc~es wh !g~ ~ ftaye' ·. t)le P.c:ts~c, :~;Jt~si~
dential. authorities for emerg~n¢y 'p~~P:a.l?eiji'te~fs"':,an9(r·~sp.op.se
( Deci si.o1_1 No • 1) ii? -~ new, in~e~pp~fl~.J·~~l;'~Y'' ~~P?_r·~·tn; ·'to
the PJ:e.s.·J.dent (Dec~s~on No. 2) , ~c?.$.·e~}:}e~·.wrl.·tll select.e·(i!;·;·
allied emergency planning and· flai1l::f~'· 'rtfl~i:Cjat).o!t~~ ~-1\'et:io.I:ls
whie:h support its. basic m-ission toe'Ci:~bri~·N'ol.,.:;4,) : :; 'fbi~.. : ·
agency would be ch~rged with ~-9r~~?~¥~~~!~·:·re~pol)s_.i~t.iJty
for plann.tng, prepar~Otnes~, ~~~~s~. ;~~·/ ~a.~d ·re~&'V¢:t:Y •-:·
from larg:e scale eme~g~nc::~7s· ~);lg~'t!1 ~':t:'~~~~~~~a;l"··~d
manmade di1asters to c~ v~l~an p.:fq't;S~t:Idft'· J!rf' lrlu.c1ea'r:.~war.
:
- .. . -~~~.~.-~:·J: ~~·~·} ~-.. Il. .(•.tJ.'~ ·~~~~~-··~{·:(· ·.~;.. ·.·.~~~ _,
PRP further :e~~~nP.s tq~~-. @t ~.tm.\.t~ .J~.o"!:~~
.
~~e:r;.g~J;lC¥
man~g7ment comruttee be. est~!:;~~ -~.~!l~ ·:~~-r~_d::':b~?:t:~~
Adm~I?~strator qf. the new a~~B~Y. J~~_)~~.¢'~,Sli.-9,n·~c:t~· J J ~ .·~h~
co~~ ttee would, be respc;lil§~.J:~;t.e ~:~~,~}t,~HY;f4ti£ng .PP:l7cy ·' ··
g.u~dance
to the new ag.ency., ~n.4 a:a;~~ij'~q
.'t:h\ii ,.,.
P:~~J;(ient
.
.
t"·J
, ....
~n c~vil emergency situ~tJ@f!,§·
·.• ·/J···It·
~~- ·:.
·,.~
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We anticipate ~ fa:ro~~ple r~C!,yt~,()ni't? ·-~~e I>l~~ ~I)
congress. There ~s wldespread".f'eco~nl.t:~on···qf ·.the :n~~d
~or coi?solidation of. a1Jt:h@!t:t!~~?~·~~~--Cj~·~·~tio~r:~~~~:f_a_._·f
~n deslgn to the ba-sJ,.q @@Jl§9}~~~t;l-~n-.7'.P~~po~~m ·&.a~::~.~~~fl
sponsored by Senators J?~g~~p~ , 1~~~-r.~~-, :::;9a~~?~~~~$.~8H
and about 20.. m7mb7rs of 1;:.f1.~±i!JBU~Er. c:· ~~~:.::rn~j~i-;··.~~~F·~:,
local and publ~c ~nterest_.. ~i
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o Questionnaires for Governors developed jointly
by the Project and the National Governors' Association.
o Meetings with key Federal agency represen,tatives,
interested Congressional Members and Committee staff
and 14 expert consultants now in the private sector.
o Case studies and research papers prepared by
the Project staff on critical ~ssues.
o Involvement with rela·ted initiatives, including
the Earthquake Hazard Reduction Task Force, the Working. Group on Terrorism of the Special Coordinating
·Committee and PRM 32 under the National Secur.ity
Council.
A major emphasis throughout the Proj ec.t was to establish
and maintain the best possible communications and coordination with key Adminis.tration officials, the Congress,
State and local government leaders and the public at larg,e.
Background
As ou·r Nation has grown increasingly complex and dependent on technological systems·for food, shelter, transportation, and communications, large-scale civil emergencies
have steadily grown as a threat to established: society.
The range of potentially life-threatening catastrophes has
expanded. Natural phenomena like earthquakes, tornados
and storms are not new, but industrial, urban and agricultural development has made us more vulnerable to their
destructive power. Technological progress has placed the
nation's civilians in direct jeopardy of military and
terrorist action, and created a new category of manmade
accidental dis-asters rang.ing from dam failure and blackouts
to chemical and radiological accidents.
·
In recent ye·ars, these problems have received important
attention at the State and local levels. Nearly all States
and many communities have adopted· new .·emergency planning
and ass'istance laws to improve emergency coordinating
authorities. Georgia, for examp.le, developed its. first
comprehensive emergency and disaster operations plan while
President Carter was Governor (May 16., 1974) and has recently adopted major changes in its laws patterned after
the plan.. .Additionally, State and local emergency planning
is now conducted on an "all-hazard" basis, taking advantage
of similarities inherent in preparing for the full range of
potential emergencies without regard to their cause.
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control); Small Business Administration and Farmers' Horne
Administration (disaster loans); u.s. Geological Survey,
National Science Foundation and National Bureau of Standards (earthquake and fire. hazard reduction research); HUD
(temporary disaster housing); National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (hurricane warnings); National Fire
Prevention and Control Administration (fire research and
hazard reduction), and dozens of others.
The ef.fectiveness of these programs depends heavily
upon a parallel involvement a·nd commitment of manpower and
funds by State and local governments. These governments
will most readily provide resources to meet recognizable
threats such as floods,.fires, tornados, and earthquakes.
They have shown less enthusia·srn in preparing for a threat
which is less immediate but ultimately more devastatinga nuclear attack upon the United Sta.tes. On the basis of
extensive in,terviewing and analysis· of current program
performance, our study concludes that a majority of State
and local governments will trea.t attack preparedness
seriously only under one of two conditions:
(1) the
Federal Government pays 100 percent of the cost, or (2)
there is a demonstrable dual benefit from attack .preparedness programs which can be applied in meeting the effects
of natural or manmade calamities for which State and. local
governments have the lead role.
Problem Iderttification
There are serious problems with this organizational
structure. Case studies, questionnaires, ex.tensive consultation with officials at each level of government, in
associations, and in Congress, and analysis of many Congressional, GAO, and executive branch study reports have
virtually all raised serious questions about the performance o·f the current organizational structure in anticipating and managing the effects of large scale disaster
on the civilian population.
Appendix A, pp. 2 through 10, contains a detailed list
of the problems identified in the study process. A sununary
of the most serious problems includes:
o Although the President is responsible for
Federal perforinance in national emergency situations,
no single individual or agency is accountable to the
President for Federal emergency policy or operations.
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o Executive Responsibility. Antic·ipation of and
planning for civil emergencies is an important executive
responsibility, deserving regular attention and emphasis
at the highest levels of the Federal structure. When a
threat to life and property is large scale, the buck
usually goes immediately to, and stops at the President's
desk.
o State/Local Role. Both a·ttack and natural disaster preparedne·ss programs must be founded on in-place
civilian organization and resources which are primarily
at State and local levels of government and voluntary
organizations. This is true at present expenditure
levels and at any higher expenditure levels which are
foreseeable.
o Use of In-Place Resources. Whenever possible,
emergency responsibilities should be extensions of
regular government responsibilities; the primary organizational task is to coordinate, facilitate, and make
accountable the employment under emergency conditions
of resources that have other uses on a day-to-day basis.
o Mitigation. Hazard mitigation-reducing vulnerability of people and property through sensible regulation of land use and building standards-should be a
central long.-term thrust of the cooperative Federal,
State, and local effort to deal with potentially predictable disasters like floods, hurricanes, and earthquakes.
PART II-REORGANIZATION DECISIONS
The central decisions to be made relate to consolidation
of the major emergency planning and coordination ag.encies,
location of the consolidated agency and its linkage to the
White House. The remaining decision relates to additional
functions or programs that are recommended for transfer to
the consolidated agency.
DECISION No. 1-CONSOLIDATION OF DCPA, FDAA AND FPA
The Project concentrated first on alterna.tive structures
for the three agencies (DCPA, FDAA, FPA) which have the major
coordinative authorities delegated to them by the President.
Each of six alternatives was analyzed against ten criteria
which were developed on the basis of public input and Project
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And, to the extent possible, any new organization
should meet program responsibilities more efficiently
and should not crea.te anticipations leading to increased budget pressures.
The detailed comparison of each organizational option
with each criterion appears in Appendix A, beginning at
page 15. The Project finds that the alternative which
most fully satisfies all of the criteria is the consolidation of all three agencies. This would include all functions now assigned to these agencies except stockpile
disposal which would remain in GSA. Key communications
and engineering functions now performed by the u.s. Army
in direct support of DCPA's civil defense programs would
also transfer. The total number of personnel transferred
to the new agency by the consolidation would be approximately 1,850, including 225 now under U.S. Army ceiling.
The mission of such an agency, a complete statement of
which is at Appendix E, would be broad and important. It
would develop, implement and monitor Federal policies and
programs to protect the civilian population and preserve
national resources and constitutional government in anticipation of major emergencies. It would coordinate Federal
programs and activities for all phases of civil emergency
planning. and management, including preparedness for, mitigation of, response to and long-term recovery from the
eff~cts O·f natural, accidental, and wartime civil
emergencies.
The Administrator will be expected to delegate a number
of operational authorities to other departments or agencies,
with appropriate reallocation of funds and subject to
agreed-upon accounting mechanisms. The Project anticipates
that disas-ter temporary housing and disaster unemployment
as'sistance programs will fall in this category. The Projec-t
also believes that the concept of delegate ag·ency funding,
used in the past as a mechanism to assure performance of
preparedness assignments by Federal agencies, should be reinstituted for essential ta·sks to be specified by the
Administrator as part of the budget formulation process.
The civil defense and industrial mobilization functions
of the new agency require close and frequent working contacts with the Department of Defense. The Project believes
that the most effective way to provide this link would be
to have a DOD liaison office reporting to the Administrator
of the new agency. Such a staff would be small and manned
by high-level DOD personnel re.flective of De.fense expertise
in operations, policy, and resource management. In
developing civil defense and industrial mobilization
policies and functions of the new agency, the Administrator

11
- Establishment of a crisis control center
to support Presidential decision-making. in
domestic emergencies.
- Institution of an annual report to the
President and Congress on national preparedness for civil emergencies.
- Development of a comprehensive training
program on civil defense, natural disasters,
fire prevention, and peacetime nuclear incidents for Federal, State and local personnel.
- Development of a centralized vulnerability
assessment capability.
o Responding to Congressional ini tiati_v:e_s_,~which
have strong ,support, for.reorganization and program
change by leg.islation.
o Consolidation of the large automatic data processing systems of FPA and DCPA resulting in improved
services to the users and in future savings through
decreased procurement of duplicated system components.
o Significant economies and efficiencies realized
through combinin9 separate sets of regional offices and
elimination of operational and administrative duplication. Preliminary data indicate that a 10 to 15 percent
permanent staff reduction from the initial size of the
consolidated agency can be achieved through attrition
without adversely affecting program performance.
The costs and potential drawbacks associated with the
consolidation include:
o Combining civil defense with natural disaster
activitiea could result in deemphasis of one or the
other.
o The States would expect a more sympathetic
hearing from 'an agency corresponding. more closely to
their own organizations. This could result in pressures
for higher funding.
o Short-term disruption to established capabilities
would be a risk. 'This is most serious with regard to
FDAA.
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ineffective because of the poorly defined' objectives
of DCPA and FPA. This option is preferred by those who
fear that empha,sis on civil defense and other attack preparednes·s programs will be diminished if these prog,rams
are combined in an agency which is also charged with
natural disaster preparedness and response. The OMB
National Security budget division favors this option and
recommends that FPA 's func.tions be added to those O·f DCPA
within the Defense. Department.
The Project notes, however, tha;t the successful
implementation o.f preparedness programs for both nuclear
attack and natural disasters depends upon the commitment
and involvement of State and local governments. They
have rejected this alternative emphatically. This Project
finds further that these governments are unwilling to
commit substantial resources to preparedness programs
which have no demonstrable payoff in terms of their
contribution to development of a capability to deal with
day-to-day emergencies. The continued separation of
nuc.lear attack from natural disaster preparedness and
response programs will assure perpetuation of the current
lack of concern about and progress toward development and
maintenance of a capability to protect the civiliart population in time of attack. This alternative also fails to
take advantage of economies inherent in "dual use·" of
emergency-relevant resources as described in Appendix F.
Congress will regard this change (which can be accomplished
by Executive order) as unresponsive and proceed with more
comprehensive changes in prog.ram and organization through
legislation.
o

Creation of an EOP Oversight Staf.f

This option would place final responsibility for
monitoring and guiding, as necessary, all Federal emergency policies, plans, and operations coordination in a
staff in the EOP. Such an arrangement would require no
realignment of current organizations with its attendant
disruptions, and would be a significant statement of
concern for and emphasis of Federal emergency responsibilities. It would also partially meet the desire of
Congress and State and loca,l governments that any new
organization resulting from this study be located in the
EOP.
The Project rejected this option for three basic
reasons. First, such an arrangement would enlarge the
EOP staff, which the President wants to keep a·s small
as possible. Second, this option would separate
coordination and planning from operational functions
to an extent that might well lead to increased,
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civil defense is determined to be important to our strategic
posture, an effective program can be carried out better by
a consolidated civilian agency than by DoD where the program
has always been treated as an afterthought. DoD has no other
significant grant administration programs. Keeping civilian
attack preparedness in DoD, and separate from other programs
which also contribute to "all.-hazards" planning, will be
strongly rejected by State and local governments. Finally,
many "strategically significant"· assets are not and have never
been under DoD control-including. continuity o.f government,
industrial mobilization and stockpile, emergency food supply,
transportation networks, and civil defense policymaking which
is in fact formally assigned to FPA.
PRP believes that while marg.inal improvements over the
status quo can be made with other alternatives, both management
and political criteria indicate strong,ly that a more sweeping
consolidation of authorities is the preferred alternative.
Each alternative can be accomplished by Executive order.
PRP Recommendation:

Co.nsolidate DCPA, FPA, FDAA

DECISION NO. 2--CREATION OF AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
(This and subsequent decisions are relevant only if the
PRP recommendation in Decision No. 1 is approved.)
The following options were considered as alternative
locations for a consolidated agency:
o Incorporation within the Executive Office of
the President.
o Incorporation as a sub-unit under one of the
three parent agencies (DoD, HUD, GSA) or another agency.
o

Creation of an independent agency.

The first option was rejected on the basis that it was
not crucial to the success of the agency and it would more
than double the curr.ent size of the EOP. Creation of essential links of the consolidated agency to the EOP, not its
placement there, was considered the key element.
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functions of the consolidated agency and would, therefore,
be strongly resisted by the national security conununity.
Whether or not a.ttack preparedness would, in fact, be
downgraded in favor of peacetime disaster priorities in
a domestic agency (and we believe it would), the international perception would inevitably be that civil defense
was disappearing from the American military ·strategy.
On the O·ther hand, subordination of the agency within
DOD would raise objections on the basis that it i~ inconsistent with the overall respo:asibilities of the Defense
Department and extends the military role into civilian
matters far more than is presently the case. Defense has
given scant attention to its civil defense program in the past. It would also be especially obj:ectionable to State
and local government, and to voluntary associations and
church groups.
The option of creating a new independent agency has as
its major disadvantage the fact that another Federal agency
is added to the existing inventory of entities reporting
directly to the President. This may be viewed as inconsistent with his pledge to r.educe the number of agencies.
A secondary disadvan.tage is that the President will not be
protected by Departmental "layers" from personal criticism
in the event of a mishandled. emergency. However, we
believe. that independence is absolutely essential to the
success of the new agency and would provide the following
advantages:
o Immediate accountability of the agency to the
President, who, in any event, bears personally the Constitutional, statutory and political responsibility for
Fede·ral emergency planning and response to major civi.l
emergencies.
o Increased public visibility for and understanding c).f Federal involvement in emergency planning
and response.
o Elimination of the policy conflicts inherent
in the ag.ency' s placement within a major department
or agency both in dealings with its own paren.t agency
and with other Cabinet level departments.
o Creation of an effective Federal focal point
without multiple oversight levels on issues of planning,
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be provided by the new agency. ~-Je further recommend that
the Administrator be invited to relevant NSC and all
Cabinet meetings. These are flexible devices, pe,rmi tting
direct access to the Pres.ident when required. But more
importantly, they would establish the access and visibility which the new agency's Administrator will require
to gain cooperation at all levels of government for carrying out responsibilities that are indeed Presidential in
scope and importance.
There has been no opposition to these recommendations
though the National Securi,ty Advisor believes the Vice
President should serve. on and chair the Committee.
PRP Recommendatioas:

Establish White House Emergency
Management Committee
Administrator iavited to relevant
NSC and all Cabinet meetings

DECISION NO. 4-ADDITI.ONAL RELATED FUNCTIONS
Approval of the above three decisions will satisfy the
demands made by State and local governments and will meet
little resistance in Congress. Standing alone, the organization established by those decisions will be stronger and
more s.table than similar consolidations de·scribed in the
historical survey. ·(Appendix B).
The Project went beyond the functions of DCPA, FDAA, and
FPA in its analysis, however, and examined in depth 19
further programs and functions which are closely allied with
the major responsibilities· of the new agency. In particular,
we looked closely at programs which have separate contacts
with State and local emergency services agencies for specialized types of emergencies. We also took note of the
fact that the size and breadth of Federal hazard reduction
and disaster mitigation. activities have greatly expanded in
recent years, assuming a role of equal importance with response planning and reLief operations. New authorities
since 1973 g,ive the Federal Government important ·roles in
fire prevention, flood plain management and flood insurance,
weather disaster preparedness, dam safety, radiological
safe,ty, environmental disaster cleanup, and earthquake
hazard reduction. The array of such activities, and the
challenge of coordinating them, is now much greater than
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1.

Office of Earthquake Hazard Reduction

P.L. 95-124 requires the designation by August 3,
1978, of a Federal entity as the focal point for coordina.tion of earthquake hazard reduction research and
implementation activities at the Federal, State and
local levels. This role has been assigned on an interim basis to t'he Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP), which is now developing, in cooperation
with an interagency task force, an implementation plan
as required by the law. OSTP concurs in the recommendation that t'he new agency be assigned responsibility
for developing and coordinating the earthquake hazard
reduction program.
(Appendix G)
2.

Dam Safety Coordination

There is currently no focal point for coordination
of Federal activities to assist State and local governments in iden,tifying hazard areas and planning for warning and evacuation of areas subject to inundation dam
failure.. The President will have assessments (from
OSTP) on both Federal dam safety and the appropriate
Federal role with respect to non-Federal dams by the
time the new agency is established. Placing responsibility for implementation of recommendations from these
studies, in the new agency will meet a serious need in
this area. OSTP has no objection to inclusion of this
.function in the new ag.ency later in the year.
(Appendix H)
3.

Warning Oversight and Emergency Broadcast
System Policy

The General Accounting Office has criticized the
lack of coordination among emergency warn'ing systems
and recommended that the Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) assure the integration of disaster and
attack warning system requirements. Since this recommendation, ·OTP has been abolished and most of its
functions transferred to Commerce. The warning oversight function has never been assigned to any agency.
OTP also had responsibility for determining overall
policy and White House requirements' related to the
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) • EBS is a means of
Presidential communication to the general public in
emergencies and operates through voluntary participation of the broadcast media.
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5.

National Weather Service Community Preparedness
Program

The National Weather Service (Department o.f Commerce)
administers a $2 million community-level disaster preparedness program with primary empha,sis on local pre-·
paredness planning for hurricanes., floods and severe
winter storms. Although small (43 staff years budgeted
in FY 79), this is in fact the ~argest natural disaster
preparedness system in the Federal Government. The
Project finds that these activities overlap civil
defense and disaster preparedness authorities to be
centered in 'the new agency and that separate contact by
NWS personnel at the State and local level contributes
to criticism of program fragmentation and is wasteful.
In particular, the function of advising communities on
the relative priorities of weather-related disasters
can conflict with broader priorities on an all-hazards
assessment.
The Department of Commerce opposes transfer of
this program. It points out that disaster preparedness
meteorologists spend a quarter of their time training
for forecasting duties (according to their job description) , and that this contribution to forecasting capability would have to be replaced. Commerce emphasizes
the technical content of this function, and asserts
that the program could re-direct its efforts away from
preparedness programs and concentrate "entirely on the.
technical and scientific problems associated with an
effective. warning system."
PRP recommends transfer of the community preparedness function to the new agency, leaving about one-quarter
of the staff resources in -commerce so as to minimize net
impact on forecasting capabilities. (Appendix K)
6.

Na.tional Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)·

With the earthquake hazard reduction program still
in development, the. major nonstructural hazard mitigation program now in effect is the NFIP. It is
administered by the Federal Insurance Administration
(FIA) in HUD. The flood insurance program requires
the establi-shment of local flood plain zoning and
building standards as a condition for availability of
subsidized flood insurance. The NFIP cons.ti tutes 85 to
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small a remainder to carry out their insurance oversight and consultation activities effectively.
Finally, HU:D worr_ies about a decline in status and
visibility for NFIP in the new agency.
PRP recommends inclusion of NFIP in the new
agency to give it the central role in hazard mi tiga·tion
responsibilities. Some Congressional opposition to the
proposal may emerge, and Congressional critics may use
the reorganization proposal as an avenue to attack the
program. Environmental groups will scrutinize the proposal carefully. They should support it unless they
perceive that transfer would mean a decline rather than
enhancement of hazard reduction as a basic principle in
opposition to disaster relief.
(Appendix L)
7.

Na-tional Fire Prevention and Control Administration (NFPCA)

Loss of life and property from fire exceeds by
many times losses from all other natural disasters
combined. The typical incident, however, is small
scale rather than a mass disaster.
While over 30 Federal agencies and departments
conduct fire programs, the central oversight agency is
the N'FPCA, established in 1974. The NFPCA reports
directly to the Secretary of Commerce and is concerned
with fostering research, planning, and public information on fire prevention and. mitig,ation. It ha·s 124
employees, a budget of $18 million, and no regional
offices. The agency works closely with States and
larger communities, deliberately deemphasizing fire
combat as opposed to prevention and mi tigat·ion.. Funds
for establishment of a a Na_tional Academy for Fire Prevention and Control were eliminated from the 1979 budget
pending further review of building plans.
The func-tions of the NFPCA demand effective· interagency involvement and are similar in scope and definition to planning, coordinating, and mitigation
responsibilities of the new agency. The program requires
close contact with State and local governments which
could be greatly e-nhanced through the new agency 's
regional structure. In addition, the program shares, in
part, the same constituency as the civil defense
program: about 15 percent of local civil de-fense
organizations are in fact fire departments, a pattern
particularly noted in such large cities as Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago, and Seattle.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Earthquake Ha·zard Reduction Program (OSTP)
Dam Safety Coordination (OSTP)
Warning and EBS Policy Oversight (OTP)
Response to Consequences of Terror.ist Incidents
Conununity Disaster Preparedness (NWS)
National Flood Insurance Prog,ram (HUD)
National Fire Prevention and control
Administration"- (Commerce)

PART III-IMPLEMEN.TATION
A detailed r,eorganization plan incorporating these
decisions can be prepared for submission to Congress
within one month. Assuming favorable action by the Congress, the total restructuring should be achieved by
January 1, 1979.
Early attention should be paid to recruitment of an
Administrator. He or she will have a difficult task,
since the problems are long-lasting and the changes recommended here are essential tools rather than solutions in
themselves. Because the highest caliber of executive
talent is need·ed, and because much of the job will involve
coordination of Cabine,t departments, we recommend that the
Administrator be given a Level II executive appointment.
On previous plans, the Congress ha's insisted on a
detailed description of the internal structure of any new
entities created as well as organizational changes to
agencies from which functions are being deleted. A preliminary organization chart of the new agency is attached
to Appendix N. The structure reflects a balanced approach
to consolidating responsibilities by merging like functions
and operations to the extent possible while maintaining
the identity of important programs such as disaster relief,
civil defense and fire prevention.
PART IV-SUMMARY
Approval of the· full se,t of recommendations would
result in an organization with an initial personnel complement of approximately 2., 300 and a first-year budget of
roughly $475 million. However, after effective prog·ram
and staffing integration occurs, both of these levels can
be reduced. As indicated earlier, a personnel cutback of
200 to 300 spaces could occur through attrition w.ith no
degradation of program performance. Budget reductions,
while not proportional to personnel cuts, may possibly
be as high as $10/15 million annually. Budget and personnel implications, when fully developed with cooperation
of the agencies involved, will be highlighted in the submission to Congress.
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In sum, the plan has considerable potential for public
appeal and acceptance. It has widespread support in the
Congres-s and the near unanimous endorsement of State and
local leadership as evidenced by the Resolution of support
of the mid-winter National Governors Conference.. The media
is becoming increasing.ly interested in natural disasters,
terrorism and civil defense.. We believe that this plan will
be seen as firm action on the part of the Administration to
insure that, a's a nation, we are ready for and can respond
rapidly and effectively to disasters,. emergencies, and
crises of all types.

A

APPENDIX A

PROJECT OVERVIEW
I.

SCOPE

A fundamental purpose· of g.overnment is the protection of
its ci tizeris. As socie.ty has become more. complex and interdependent, its vulnerability to disruption by manmade causes
and by natural forces has correspo_ndingly. increased.
Since the end of World War II, Congress has enacted an
array of programs which permit the Federal Government, on its
own behalf and in concert with State and local governments, to
plan and prepare for and respond to and recover from a wide
range of civil emergencies. These include programs to warn
and to protec.t the civilian population and industry in the case
of an attack upon the United States, to provide for the continuity of civil government at Federal, State and local levels,
to anticipate and ameliorate the effects of disruptions in resource supplies and distribution networks, to inventory and
allocate surviving resources in a post-attack environment, and
to assist State and local governments and individuals in preparing for and coping with the effects of natural disasters.
More recently, increasing attention has been f.ocused on
programs which may be undertaken in advance of certain predictable· calamities to reduce and, in some cases, ultimately
to eliminate their ef.fects. These include programs relating
to earthquake hazard reduction, dam safety, flood control, and
flood plain management, including flood insurance.
The study has identified forty-two Departments and independent agencies which have res·ponsibili ties under law, Executive, Order or redeleg.ation for programs. or activities relating
to hazard mitigation and to civil emergency planning, preparednes·s, response. and recovery. A much smaller number of agencies
hold the major Federal authori ti.es in these· areas, however, and
it is on these which the study has. focused. For all programs
other than hazard mitigation, the most important authorities
are currently assigned by Executive Order to the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA) of the General Services Administration
(GSA), the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) in the
Department of Defense (DOD), and the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration .(FDAA) in the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. (HtjD) • Without exception, the authorities
exercised by these three ag.encies are vested in the President.
The maj.or authorities for hazard mi.tigation activities are
less homogeneously distributed.
The history ·of the organizational locatie.n of maj•or Federal
authorities to plan and prepare for and to respond to civil
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cr;i.ses and natural disasters has been a convoluted one, involving almos·t every possible combination of authorities and
organization locations. Indeed, this functional area of
government has been reorganized 'fatally, or in part, on six
occasions since 1945. The mo~t recent of the reorganizations
of these authorities in 1.973 created several serious problems
which led to the need for this study. This reorganization
abolished the former Office o.f Emergency Preparedness (OEP)
located in the Executive Office of the President, and distributed its functions among a number of agencies, including GSA,
HUD and the Departments of Treasury and Commerce, resulting in
the greatest degree o-f fragmentation of these authorities which
has existed to date~
II.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

In accordance with the President's guidance and the mandate _qf __ the Congress as contained in the Reorganization Act,
-the. Projec_t_ has- solicited and received extensive --co-mment frOm
inte-rested. -cjrol.ips-::eri-t1ie-J?rocess o£ identifying problems - -surrounding Federal organization and management of emergency
preparedness and response authorities. The conimonality in
their problem statements is that the attitudes of State and
local governments towards, and. their willingness to undertake,
civil emergency preparedness programs correlates directly to
their perception of the importance placed upon these programs
at the Federal level. The major problems which havE3 come to____ _
the attention of and have been corroborated by'the Projectis
--analysis ·a:.re :as follows:
---A.

Awareness
1.

National security capabilities of civil government,
developed when attack preparedness was more salient,
have eroded considerably during. the last decade.

2. _ Throughout government at all levels th·ere is a
lack of recognition that civil emergency prepared- ness requires a full and continuing conuni tment to
integrate disaster readines-s into existing organizational structures.
B.

Authorities
1.

Executive orders and legislative statutes, which
are in some cases seriously out of date, are
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interpreted differently by various agencies
leading to duplication of effort, j·urisdictional
disputes, inconsistent planning requirements, and
inefficient delivery of services.
2.

C.

D.

The Federal government lacks a clear and consistent
understanding of the relationship between attack
and peace.time preparedness activities and of its
legislated role in assisting States to prepare for
natural disaster relief and recovery.

Policy Making
1.

Emergency preparedness policies lack continuity and
clear national leadership endorsement and are
subject to frequent disruptive changes in thrust
and funding.

2.

State and local governments lack opportunities to
contribute to preparedness policies, which result
in uneven commitment to measures for which they are
jointly_responsible by statute.

3.

Federal agencies are uncertain about the source of
emergency preparedness policy guidance, resulting
in confusion, inac.tion, and uncoor.dinated e-fforts
at the Federal level.

4.

The principal national plan for emergency preparedness has not been revised since 1964, resul.ting. in
outdated guidance that does not reflect current
world conditions or enemy capabilities. -·
·

Program Structure
1.

Duplication and overlap exist in preparedness
grant and assistance programs. There is no central
coordination of agencies which assist States to
prepare for nuclear attack (DCPA, FPA), natural
disasters ·in general (FDAA), floods (the Federal
Insurance Administration in HUD, Corps of Engineers),
earthquakes (the u.s. Geological Survey in Interior
and the National Science Foundation)·, nuclear incidents (the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) ,
environmental di sa,s·ters (the Environmental Protection Agency), emergency medical needs (the Department
of Health-, Education and Welfare) and other potential
catastrophes.
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E.

F.

2.

There is an unnecessary fragmentation of Federal
warning policies and associated communications
systems.

3.

Required grant documentation is excessively
voluminous and not carefully linked to accomplishment of mission.

4.

State preparedness activities are vague.ly defined.
The concept is broad enough to encompass major
hardware and personnel expenses with no one responsible for setting program priorities.

Crisis Management
1.

No recognized structure exists for dealing with
rapidly developing crises such as serious disruptions of essential resources. Current arrangements
are·ad hoc and fraught with jurisdictional disputes.

2.

Anticipation of slowly developing emergencies
(e.g., drought, energy shortages). has been poor,
resulting in hastily conceived remedial measures
that are wasteful and ineffective.

National Security Emergency Functions
1.

Continuity of government responsibilities of maj.or
.Federal agencies lack top-level attention and are
inadequately monitored. The capability for continued operation of the Federal Government during
and after a nuclear attack is questionable.

2.

Preparations are inadequate for the mobilization
of industry and the management of resources during
an attack cr~s~·S. This can result in severe
shortages for defense and the essential civilian
economy •

.3.

The separation of Federal agency coordination for
a.ttack preparedness from the coordination of State
activities causes serious progr.arn gaps .and contributes to the lack of emphasis Sta.tes place on
attack preparedness.

4.

The relatively low organizational placement of the
principal emergency preparedness agencies,and
functions within agencies, has submerged their
importance and accountability.
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G.

H.

Disaster Mitigation and Relief
1.

Neither State nor Federal organizations integrate
disaster mitigation with relie.f and preparedness,
so that there is an inadequate understanding of
the relative costs, benefits, and feasibility
o.f mitigation measures .

2.

Mitigation and prevention programs are developed
on an ad hoc basis (dam safety,. earthquake hazard
reduction., flood control, flood plain management},
with no qne responsible for se·tting priori ties
among them or developing comprehensive plans.

3.

The criteria and decision-making process used
in Presidential disaster declarations are unclear, resulting. in confusion on elig.ibility
for Federal assistance.

4.

Sub-Presidential authority to declare disasters
and determine elig.ibili ty for as•sistance is
fragmented and inconsistent. Uncoordinated
program delivery on behalf of responsible
Federal agencies has lead to ineffective
implementation.

5.

Federal staffing patterns in a disaster relief
situation often in personnel being assigned. who
have insufficient training and experience, and
in .disruptions to regular work prog.rams of such
agencies as USDA, l{UD, and SBA.

6.

Auditing/certifica.tion procedures for individual
grants are cumbersome and dupl.icative.

Long-Term Recovery
1.

The Federal re.sponsibili ty for coordinating
long-term recovery has not been assigned, resulting in multiple contact points for affected
jurisdictions~
·

2.

Immediate postdisaster relief is carried out
without attention to possible pre-emptive effects
on long-term recovery options·.
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III.

OTHER POLICY AND PROGRAM STUDIES

The level of concern ~bout !;he programs which are the
subjects of this study is manifest by the amount of attention
which they have recently received, including:
A.

Extensive Congressional hearings by a panel of the
House Armed Services Committee during 1976 and by
the former Joint Committee on Defense Production in
1976 and 1977.

B.

A Presidential Review Memorandum issued. last fall
calling for a review of civil defense policy;

C.

A study l.ast fall by the Secretary of Defense

~hich

-----~}{Ci_mined al t~rnat_i ~~~ciyiJ,_c__ 9t=:fe!1~~--prQg:t:'ain level$;

D..

A review currently underway of disaster declaration
criteria being sponsored by the Office of Management
and Budget;

E.

An

internal study begun last fall by the Department
of Agriculture on the policies and procedures relating
to agriculture disaster programs;
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IV.

F.

A. conference in Salt Lake City thjis spring, sporisored_
by the Western Governors' Conferenc·e,
Federal
response to disasters; _

G.

A study of disaster preparedness programs and procedures by the National Governors Association,
currently underway;

H.

A comprehensive study now in the development· stage
of Federal programs and capabilities to meet crises
by the Congress's Office of Technology Assessment.

to:-- examine

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE AND JUSTIFICATION
A.

Informa1:ion Sources - To support its analytical work,
the _ PrCJ>j:ect
used a variety of techniques and
consulted a wide range of views.

1. Case Studies. Detailed studies were conducted by
the · ·Pro] ect. , to highlight problems or to determine more
precisely the nature of certain interrelationships, as
follows:
a. The Civil Ell\er enc Pre·aredness Folic
Planning Gu~dance Document (CEPPPG . This study was
undertak.en to determ1.ne why the 1977 CEPPPG prepared
by FPA to replace the 1964 version was not promulgated
and to assess any policy and organization implications
stemming from this decision. The findings of the
study were that when the document was reviewed by the
Departments for coodination, several significant
objections were raised which led to the NSC decision
not to issue it. These included disputes between
FPA ·and FDAA over author.i ty to define the Federal
role and set agency priori ties for natural disas-ter
preparedness, as well. as disagreements concerning the
departmental mission statements and their application
to readines·s for wartime crises vis-a-vis peacetime
disasters. .Anlong the conclusions drawn fr_qm these __
findings was . that:--- the Federal Government's
policy for suppo.rt of State and local governments in
preparing for peacetime emergencies (as distinguished
from attack readiness in civil defense) has no-t been
clearly defined by national leadership. Issues on
jurisdictional authorities and agency operational
response cannot be final.ly ·resolved until thi.s policy
question is answered.
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b.
"Dual-Use".of Civil Defense Funds. The
purposes of this study were to review the history
of the "dual-use~' poli~y for civil defens.e resources,
to assess the basis for positions advocating and denouncing the policy, including statutory authorities
for its use, and to identify and evaluate any policy,
organization andprogram implications which arise
from these issues. Among the key. f'indings of the
study was the fact that disagreements over the scope
_and application of the "dual-use" policy stem, in
great measure, from uncertainty about the attitudes
of the national leadership on this issue and from a
lack of definition on the role civil de-fense is to
play in the national strategic defense. posture.
Conclusions drawn from the study indicate that while
"dual-use" as a policy is unassailable in terms of
efficient resource utilization, it cannot be effectively and consistently implemented without potential
detriment to attack preparedness priorities until
a Federal ro.le in and responsibility for support· of
comprehensive emergency preparedness at the State
and.local J.evel is enunciated.
c. Develo ment and Implementation of Crisis
Relocation Planning (CRP Program. The primary
objective o-f this study was to examine the Federal
Government's decision to develop a CRP program and
to determine the. factors which have contributed to
its relatively slow implementati.on. Issues taken
into consideration include the authority for undertaking this program a·s a pr.incipal civil defense
option and involvement in the program by State and
local governments, both at its inception and during
its operational implementation. The significant
findings developed were that the program was undertaken principally on the basis of a DOD/DCPA decision
as to its need, without the endorsement of national
leadership and FPA. Under these circumstances, State
and local government commitment, which was important.
to its effectiveness, was more pas.sive than active
and the othe-r Federal agencies with mission responsibilities to support CRP made little or no effort to
contr.ibute to its implementation. ·The conclusi.ons
drawn from these findings raise two main points;
first, that questions of national resolve and policy
.. authority must be addressed if comprehensive program
participation and·support by Federal agencies i~ to
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be effective, and; second, that State and local
go:vernments cannot be expected to respond affirmatively unless th~y per9eive a coordinated Federal
commitment to program achievement •.
d. Flood Plain Management and Flood Insurance.
This ca·se study was des~gned to ~nvestigate the bas·is
for establishing the National Flood Insurance Program
and., if possible, to assess the potential application
of this form·of disaster mitigation assistance to other
recurring emergencies. The findings of the study ind'icate. that, while the requirement for systematic
planning, control and enf.orcement O·f sanctions
inherent in the program have some potential bene.fi ts
for flood disaster mitig:ation, it is too early to
demonstrate this conclusively. The prog.r.am will not
achieve its full potential until al.l federal flood
planning and a·ssistance programs contributing to
damag.e mitigation are more fully coordinated toward
common objectives. More effective and broader policy
oversight for these programs is needed to assure that
they are complementary and consistent.
e.

Federal Response to Eastern Kentucky Flood
of 1977. The focus of this study was on the steps ·
taken by the Federal Government to provide emergency
assistance and relief to flood victims in Kentucky
and to assess the effectiveness. of these measures in
terms of policy, organizational or procedural impl.ications. The study finding confirmed previous reports
that Sta·te and local preparedness plans were not
generally effective in ·minimizing the flood impacts
and that Federal plans to provide emergency as·s·istance
were fragmented in approach and not responsive to
public and private re.lief needs. Key weaknesses
identified in the Federal response included lack of
orientation of Federal assistance to particular community needs in the disaster area and lack of program
coordination and cooperation by participating Federal
agencies. Conclusions drawn from the study indicate
that, absent effective interagency direction, coordination, and support, Federal assistance programs
tend to be isolated by design and non-compleme·ntary,
particularly in melding preparedness planning objectives with actual disaster mitigation and' relief
operations.
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f. The National Drought of 1977. This case
study was targetted at determining the effectiveness
of the Interagency Emergency Drought Coordinating
Connnittee established in April 1977. It included an
investigation of why the Committee was established,
how its role was defined and an assessment of bhe
strengths and weaknesses of this type of organizational
initiative. The findings developed in the study show
that the Committee was set up to ·fill a gap identified
in exis.ting federal procedures, to centralize the processing of state drought relie-f requests, and to coordinate ongoing and new drought relief programs
implemented by several Federal agencies under independent prog.ram authorities. As a program focal point
the Committee met its objectives, but as a coordinating unit it was not very effective, because comprehensive drought assistance planning on an inte·ragency
basis with State and local governments had not been
pursued by those agencies bearing that responsibility.
The key organizational implication drawn from the study
is that effective Federal disaster response must. be
developed and planned for on a comprehensive basis
under the guidance and coordination of an authority
clearly charged with that responsibility.
2. I·ssue Papers. A number of issue papers were
prepared for the purpose of examining mo.re. specific areas
of concern, as follows:
a. Industrial Pre~aredness. In a survey of
the status of programs ~n this area, the paper finds
that they have been s'eriously eroded during the past
decade from lack of attention, traceable, in part,
to the lack of a focal point for planning and
coordination.
b. Continuity of Government. This paper
explores the relat~onsh~ps between FPA and DCPA in
establishing the policy and planning guidance and
in operating the systems which will support continued
Federal operations in the trans and post attack periods.
The paper finds that a consolidation of systems and
policy responsibilities would be more efficient.
c. Terrorism. The pape-r examines current
perceptions of the terrorist threat and the current
mechanisms for·dealing with terrorist activities.
It distinguishes between dealing with the incident

ill

as it transpires--the responsibility of the Special
Coordinating Committee of the National Security·
Council--and dealing. with the consequences of the
incident in terms of destruction or resource supply
interruption--not now the responsibility of any central
coordinating mechani.sm.
d. Long Range Recovery. This paper.surveys the
history of and current research on the Federal Government's eff.orts to assist State and local governments
in disaster recovery efforts which go beyond the
immediate post-disaster emergency period. It finds
that while research has not been able to document
specific long term economic consequences of disasters,
there needs to be a closer correlation of emergency
assistance to longer term mitigation and recovery
efforts.
e. Delegate Agency Funding. This paper traces
the history of the delegate ag.ency funding concept
as it ha•s been applied to the support of emergency
preparedness functions o.f certain Federal agencies.
It finds that a. prerequisite to the successful reinstitution of this concept is a clear and purposeful
statement of support for civil emergency preparedness
prog.rarns. Without such a statement it will be difficult to exercise any meaningful control over _the
purposes which the funds are intended to meet.
3. Agency Information Request. A detailed information request was developed and transmitted_to all agencies
pr.eliminarily identified as having programs or responsibilities. within the\--scope of the Project.· Analysis of the
responses to this request confirms both-the breadth of the
Federal Government's responsibilities for emergency preparedne-s.s-, response and recovery activities, and the
de.termination that the fundamental authorities are vested
in a few key agenc,ie-s.
4. Historical Analysis. The Proj.ect conducted.
_
an analysis of former reorga;nizations of Federal emergency
authorities,· particularly those which occurred in 19'58,
1961 and 1973, to determine the rationales for these actions
and, by implication, the reasons why prior organi.zational
structures were deemed unsatisfactory.
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5. Intragovernmental Contacts. The Project kept
close touch on a formal and informal basis with represe:t:ltatives· of those Federal agencies having primary
program interest in this area. Continuing emphasis was
placed on consultations with those Members of Congress
and Congres-sional staff with a jurisdictional or personal
interest in the Project's subj-ect matter.
6.
Expert Consultation. The Project secured the
pro bono services of a d~stinguished panel of fourteen
individuals with a long and varied association with
civil emergency preparedness programs and organizations .
.The group included the former heads of previous Federal
emergency response organizations, former staff members
of Congressional Committees with preparedness program
interests, a·nd members of the academic and research
communities.
7. Public Involvement. The study group actively
solicited comments and proposals from the general public
and f.rom groups and associations with an interest in this
area. Approximately 200 letters have been received from
Governors, State and local emergency services officials
and other government officials, volunteer agencies, Members
of Congress and others. Additionally, the group conducted
regional meetings in Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia
and Atlanta which were attended by a total of
people
for the purpose o-f receiving public views of and comment
on the study's activities. A more detailed presentation
of the project's activities in this area is contained in
Appendix
B.

Criteria Selected. The study, using as its primary
basis the inf:o.rmation gathered through the processes
described above, developed the following. criteria
against which to test alternative organizations:

1 ~ Minimize· fragmentation and overlap of responsibilities. There is near unanimous agreement that thel973
reorganization which abolished the former Office of Emergency
Preparednes·s aggravated an already undes•irable situation by
fragmentating the major Federal civil emergency preparedness
authorities among three sub.agency units (DCPA, FPA, FDAA) .
Since each of these units has certain preparedness
respons:ibilities, Federal agencies and State. and local
governments are subject to direc.tion from three diff_erent
Federal sources·, each of which is concerned with the same
func-tiona-l area but approaC:hes it from a diffe.rent program
perspective. This situation frus.trates attempts to fost7r
a comprehensive approach to emergency. preparedness plann~ng.
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The study has determined that a similarly fragmented
situation currently exists with respect to Federal authorities relating to natural hazard mitigation activities.
It is apparent that the Federal Gove.rnment lacks and needs
a capability to adopt an "all-hazards'i approach to its
mitigation, planning,_ preparedness and response authorities.
2. Maximize authorities and enforcement capabilities.
Federal organization for ~ergency preparedness activities
proves that "wha.t is everybody's business is nobody' s
business." The diffusion of authorities and program responsibilities permits· policy guidance to be ignored or
frustrated, and defeats attempts of State and local governments to determine the source of definitive policy guidance.
3. ·Maximize capability for centralized crisis
management. There is curren.tly no focal point at the
Federal level for management of the full continuum of the
national government's preparedness, relief and recovery
responsibilities. In meeting situations which are not
anticipated and specifically provided.for in law, the
Federal Government has relied on ad hoc structures,
developed.to meet particular contingencies and subsequently
dismantled with the lessons learned and relationships
developed lost ..;. onlY' to be redeveloped in a subsequent
crisis. States and local governments need, and efficient
emergency application o·f the panoply of Federal capa:bili ties
calls for, a clearly identified focal point for civil crisis
informa t.ion and management a·cti vities.
4. Minimize potential for policy conflict. As. indicated earlier, the Congress has provided the Executive
Branch with a wide range of authorities to mitigate, plan
and prepare for, and respond to natural disasters and·
other civil emergency situations. The effective application of these. authorities is hampered by their disbursal
among a number of agencies, each o.f which has its separate
reporting and fundirig relationships.
There is currently no institutional focal point in
the Executive Branch at which divergent pol.icy interpretations can be resolved, nor is there currently one agency
which clearly has the .ability to assume and maintain this
role.
J
5. Maximize recognition of emer · .enc
re aredness ·
and response as a nat~ona· pr~or~ty. The nature of emer. gency preparednes·s ahd response activities is such that
they ·require the active supp~rt and involvement of State
and local governments. At the same time, the nature-of
those programs designed to protect the civilian population
and provide for the maintenance of civil government in the
event.of.an attack upon the United States is such that it
is difficult.to sustain the necessary conunitment of these
levels of government.
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As We have already noted, State and local governments
take their cues in this area from the Federal Governmen.t.
To the extent that the Federal organization for carrying
out these programs appears fragmented and weak, other
le~els of g.overnrnent zrtay be forgiven their unwillingnes•s
to commit scarce-resources Eo attack preparedness.
6. Minimize involvement with competing functions and
responsibilities. The fundamental authorities for Federal
civil emergency preparedness and response programs are now
lodged in organizations located in agencies with primary
responsibilities in other functional areas. Inevitably,
the primary missions of the Departments of 'Defense and
Housing and Urban Development, and of the General Services
Administration are going to claim the preponderance of
management attention and resource allocation. Such an
arrangement reinforces the perception that the.Federal
Gover.nrnent does not take its emergency preparedness responsibilities seriously.
7. Miniinize the need. for changes in legislation.
A number of bills have been introduced by the Congress
which propose organization or program changes affecting
this area o·f st11dy. Additionally, our study has found
some areas in which amendment to current legislation
would be an aid to more efficient program management.
In the interest of prompt and efficient implementation
of the recommendations contained in this study, however,
it was our judgment that submission of a Reorganization
Plan would be preferable to legislative amendment. Any
necessary.changes which require legislation can best be
pursued by the head of the new org_anization at a later
date.
B.· Minimize-program disruptions. Any chang.e in
existing program and reporting relationships may have
undesirable short-term effects on rapidity of response
and deli very of service.s to the public.
9. Maximizepotential for public sector acceptance.
A reorganization based on a 11 from the bottom up" approach
must be sensitive to the problems identified by the
interested publics., and deal with these problems in
organi.zation design proposals. Indeed, :t>Ublic contribu""'
'tions to the study havebeen critical to the design of the
criteria-themselves.
·
10. Minimize budget implications. To the extent
possible the new organization should be designed to _
meet program responsibLLities.more efficiently and
should not create anticipati.ons that will lead to increased budget pressures ..
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C.

·organizational Options. Having established the criteria
set out above I the Prg:} es:_~ examined the pos·sible.
alternative comb~natio!?-s of those three agencies-(DCPA, FDAA, FPA) which have the fundamental
authorities and functions being studied. For
analytical purposes, it was presumed that each
agency would retain, in the alternative combinations,
the functions for which it is currently responsible.
Each of these organizational op.tions was then matched
against the established criteria, in the process set
forth below.

1.
Status· Quo. This option would retain the current
organizational structure within the Federal Government to
prepare for and respond to disasters. Responsibilities
relating to preparedness for and relief of civil emergencies
and disasters would remain with the Department of Housing.
and Urban Development, to be administered by the Fede.ral
Disaster Assistance Administration. Responsibilities for
measures to ensure continuity of civil government\ operations__ _
in the event. of an attack, as well as responsibility ·
· --for resource moi)ilization including management of the
national secur.ity stockpiles would remain with the General
Services Administration with program management by the
Federal Prepf!redness Agency. The national civil defe:r:lse
program would continue as a responsibility of the
Department of Defense, with the -management o.f the prog.ram
in the Defense-Civil Preparedness Agency.
a.
Minimize fragmentation and overlap of
of responsibil.i ties. , This option does not _provide
a national focal point for Federal emergency and
disaster planning and coordinatioil. The current
organization fragments major responsibilities among
a number of key agencies.
b.
Maximize clarity of authorities and enforcement
capabi.lities. Current authorities do not clearly
def~ne the separate re·sponsibili ties of FPA and FDAA
in the area of planning and .coordinating Federal
response to emergencies. DCPA and FPA have unclear
responsibilities· in planning for civil preparedness
in attack emergencies. This option does not foster
policy enforcement and responsiveness across agency
boundaries.
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c. Maximiz·e capability for centralized crises
management. This option does not provide for
centralized crisis management in either the natural
disaster or national security area. There is no
formal or continuous organizational structure or
forum which provides for centralization of crisis
management.
d. Minimize potential for policy conflict.
Policy conflicts arise when no central authority
coo·rdinates independent agency policies and procedures.
Case studies of recent natural disasters highlights
the inability of the coordinating agency to adequately
i-nfluence or direct agency responses. Because of policy
differences and the absence of c.entr.al policy direction,
a competitive environment has developed rather than one
o.f cooperation and mutual assistance.
e. Minimize need for changes· in leg·islation.
No changes required, criterion met.
f. Maximize recognition of emergency preparedness
and response as a national priority. The present
organization which distributes responsibility among
several lower level officials belies any statement
of national emphasis. There is no direction or program
visibility which indicates national resolve.
g. Maximize potential for public sector acceptance.
There is. significant public sector dissatisfac-tion with
the current structure.. State_ and local governments,
particularly those which have experienced a recent
disaster, criticize. the fragmented, uncoordinated
response of the Federal Government to their disaster
needs.
h. Minimize involvement with competing functions
and responsi~ilities. Under the.p~esent organizat~onal
structure maJor emergency author~t~es are located ~n
agencies with higher priority and non-complementary
functions. This tends to downgrade attention to
and support for emergency preparedne-ss.
i •. Mimimize program disruptions.
Criterion met.

No' disruption.
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j. Minimize budget implications. To the extent
that the current structure does not provide for a
pentral policy coord'inating body which establishes
program priorities, buaget pressures are likely to
remain diffused.
The Status Quo has resulted in the problems ide-ntified in
Sect~on II of this Appendix and is not considered to be
an acceptable alternative.
2. Merge DC.PA and FDAA.
This option would involve
combining functional responsibilities of DCPA and FDAA as
well as policy, planning and coordination authority for
federal disaster relief into one entity (a new agencyor a sub-agency under an existing Department) and maintaining FPA functional responsibilities and policy planning
and coordination authority for the Federal Governmen.t' s
continuity in a separate structure.

a.
Maximize f.r;agmentation and overlap of
responsibilities. While a national focal point for
all Federal disaster policy planning and coordination
authority would not be established, this option
would provide a more balanced and interlocking
approach to rela.tionships with State and local
governments. FPA has minimum contact with State
and local governments, but DCPA and FDAA bo-th
provide direct s.ervices to those units. Further,
the same State agency is usually the recipient
of those services.
b.
Maximize clarity of authori.ties and
enforcement capabilities. This option would clarify
issues rela.ted to Federal support of state and local
disaster preparedness efforts·. However, FPA and
FDAA both have a respons.ibili ty for planning and
coordinating federal response to various but not
clearly.differentiated types of emergencies. Main-.
taining FDAA responsibilities in a separate s·tructure
would not clear up this confusion.
c.
Maximize caeability for centralized crisis
management. Applicat~on of this criterion is
similar to b above. Currently, the greatest overlap
in crisis management respons'ibili ties exists between
FBA and FDAA.
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d.
.Minimize potential for policy conflict.
This option would reduce potential for policy conflict
among Federal programs~which address State and local
government disaster preparedness. It would not, however,
provide a forum for development of national policy
encompassing both attack and disaster preparedness.
Nor would it resolve potential conflicts between crisis
management and disaster response~·.
e.
Minimize need for changes in legisla,tion.
No legislation would be needed to implement this option.
Legislative modifications to clarify the intent of
Congress relative to the dual-use -Issue would be
desirable, however. ·
f~
Maximize recognition of emergency
·preparedness and response as a national priority.
State and local officials and private citizens need
to perceive that emergency preparedness and response
has a national priority. That constituency is served
primarily by FDAA and DCPA. With no change in the
status of FPA, however, Federal agencies would still
be subject to uncertain preparedness policy guidance.

g. · Maximize potential for public sector
acceptance. In order to insure that the potential
effectiveness of emergency preparedness and response
be readily recognized by the public, maximum exposure
is required. With. the exception of combining all
three agencies, this option, because of the d'irect
contact and visibility FDAA and DCPA have at State
and local levels, would be most likely to gain State
and local support.
h.
Minimize involvement. with competing functions
and responsibilities. A combination of the two agencies
would result J..n more concentrated leadership atten.tion
because of the political sensitivity of both programs.
i.
Minimize prolram disruption •. The degree of
program disruption wou~d depend primarily on·internal
organization and not external. Since some internal
realignment. would be required, some confusion could .be
anticipated.
·
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j.
Minimize budget implications. To the extent
that a firm and consistent policy on the ·dual use'
of resources for civil defense and disaster relief
could be developed and- implemented, budget pressure·s
could. be restrained.
A consolidation of DCPA and FDAA would be a significant
step toward reducing fragmentation of Federal preparednes's.
assistance and response programs for natural disasters and
attack emergencies. This would be of particular benefit to
State and local governments. Under the Federal. Civil
Defense ·Act, as amended by PL 94-361, DCPA plans and
administers the civil defense program with State and
local governments to achieve a state of readiness for·
enemy attack (as its primary objective) and authorizes the
use of civil de·fense resources for emergency response to
peacetime disasters. FDAA administers the Disaster Relief
Act of 1974 to assist States to prepare for the occurrence
of na.tural disas-ters and emergencies and coordina.tes and
directs the overall Federal response, including the
administration of Federal aid, when a disaster strikes.
Unification of these authori.ties in one agency, including
reg.ional· staffing for program implementation at the State
and local level, would reduce fragmentation and overlap
at the delivery points of Federal services. This consolidation could also improve. coordination and implementation
of Federal disaster relief programs by bringing together
the planning resources of civil defense and the relief
authorities of FDAA.
--

Excluding FPA from this merger, however, would perpetuate
several identified problems. There would continue to be a
fragmentation of Federal emergency coordination and planning
responsibilities and authorities, specifically with respect
to. establishing uniform civil defense and national s-urvival
and recovery priorities and program objectives after an
attack (now shared by DCPA and FPA) and in setting and
coordinating the implementation of Federal agency emergency
mobilization, preparedness and relie-f priori ties and
resource management policies in readiness for and response
to natural or other peacetime emergencies (now shared by
FDAA and FPA) • This organization would not provide an
e-ffective focal point for establishing- uniform and
complementary emergency preparedness and disaster relief
policies and programs. It would provide no basis for
resolving policy and-planning -conflicts among Federal
interagency emergency authorities. · In summary, it fails
to eliminate··the confusion and misunderstanding. which now
exist at the policy and' coordination '·levels.
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3.
Merge DCPA and FPA. This option would involve
combining functional responsibilities of DCPA and FPA
as. well as policy, pl~anning_ and coordination authority
for federal contimitity planning into one entity (under
DOD or a civil agency) and maintaining FDAA functional
responsibilities and policy, planning and coordination
authority for Federal disaster assis.tance in a
separate structure.. No Federal f.ocal .point with allrisk hazard policy, planning and coordination authority
would be established.
a.
Mi·nimize fragmenta.tion and overlap responsibilities. This option would substantially reduce overlap
and fragmentation. in attack preparedne.ss. It would
consolidate pre, trans, and post attack planning in
one agency so that comprehensive attack and national
recovery pla:nn_inq_c.ould be better achieved. In
combining DCP~. and FPA, however; the. separation -(Jf __ ..
of attack preparedness from- disaster-· preparedness
would continue. The field perception of fragmenta.tion
between attack preparedness and peacetime emergency
preparedness programs would not be addressed.
b.
Maximize clarity of authorities and
enforcement capabilities. As indicated in the
criterion above, this option would bring
together attack pr~e~:predn~~~ policy and_operations
by combining DCPA ' and FPA under a single o.fficfal.
Department of Defense studies and Congressiorral
hearings, however, indicate that the primary concern
of most of the electorate, the legislators and .
the officials of State and local jurisdictions is
about protection against the effects of natural
disasters.: and other peacetime emergencies. These
threats are perceived as being more immediate than
the prospects of nuclear war. This option may
improve attack preparedness authorities by organizational merger but does not resolve the natural
disaster concerns of State and local governments.
c.
Maximize capability for centralized cri·sis
management. This. option does· consolidate the a.ttack
prepar·edness ma:nag.ement structure. It does not, however,
provide a single focal point to State and local
governments for all preparedness and response
activities. nor does the ·merge-r adequately resolve
such other emergency preparedness issues as dual-use.
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d. Minimize potential for policy conflict.
Executive Order 10952 assigns to FPA responsibilities
for "advising and assisting" the President in de.ter.. mining civil de.fense policy, for directing and coordinating the overall civil defense program. The
disagreement between FPA and DCPA is over the role the
former agency is to play in providing civil defense
policy guidance to DCPA. This option partially
satisfies the criterion by placirig all policy determination authority in one agency, thereby decreasing
the potential for policy conflict--but only for attack
preparedness. In a broader context, this option would
not minimize the policy conflictsbetween attack preparedness and peacetime disaster preparedness.
e. Minimize need for changes in legislation.
No legislation would be required to implement this
option.
f. Maximize recognition of emergency preparedness
and response as a national priority. This option is
not compatible with the criterion because it continues
the separation of attack and peacetime emergency preparedness programs. In addition, a solution of the
dual-use issue would not be forthcoming from a merger
of DCPA and FPA .•
g. Maximize potential for public sector
acceptance. The State and local governmental officials·
who are interested in civil defense and peacetime preparedness programs fi_nd it difficult to pinpoint ..
functional respons,ibili ties and points of Contact.
These conditions tend to support pe-rceptions by the
public of fragmentation among civil defense and related
preparedness programs. This option reinforces this
perception of fragmentation by addressing only attac·k
preparednes·s at the expens·e of an integrated Federal
approach to attack and peacetime emergency preparedness
programs.
h. Minimize involvement.with competing functions.
and responsibilities. The merger of DCPj\and FPA
would partially meet this criterion,,_ more so if
the merg.ed organization was not placed within DOD or
GSA. In a broader context, however,.· adoption of this
option would not preclude continued competition with
peacetime emergency preparedness requirements.
i. Minimize program disruption. ·Partially meets
.the criterion by merging those programs which have the
closest functional relationship.
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would
would
which
which

j . . Minimize budget implications. This option
not significantly impac·t the budget, since it
continue the separation of the two programs
relate to State and local constituencies, from
budget pr:es:sures will most likely come.

A consolidation of DCPA and FPA would help to clarify and
provide consistency to Federal coordination, planning and
programming for national emergencies such as an enemy
attack. It could significantly improve program performance
at the Federal level where departmental support, commitment
and accountability to national emergency assignments has
been haphazard and ineffective because of the poorly de.fined
objectives of DCPA and FPA.
This option does not resolve the overall Federal emergency
coordination and planning difficulties which now exist
because of segregation of FPA and FDAA authorities. The
fragmentation between civil defense planning functions
(DCPA) and peacetimedisaster preparedness and emergency
relief responsibilities (FDAA) would be continued notw.i thstanding. a unanimous appeal by State and local public
officials that this fragmentation be eliminated.
4. Merge FPA and FDAA. This option would involve
combining the functional responsibil.i ties of FPA and FDAA
as well a·s policy, planning and coordination authority for
all Federal civil emergency programs into one entity.
DCPA functional responsibilities would be left under DOD
authority.
a. Minimize fragmentation and overlap of
responsibilities. The option does not satisfy this
cri ter.ion well. While it does combine in one agency
the fundamental authorities for civil emergency preparedness activities, it does not address the perception of fragmentation between attack and natural
disaster preparedness programs and in disaster response
and relief operations in the field.

; !

b. Maximize c.larityof authorities and enforcement capabilities. As.indicated above, the option will
bring the major authorities in this area under one
organization and is thus well designed to satisfy the
first part of this criteri.on. It does not adversely
affectFDAAisability to. marshall the resources of
the Federal Government in responding to natural
disasters. Howeve·r, on the basis of both prior- ex-·
· perienc.e ·and present a·ppropriation structures, this
option does not·resolve the present inability of FPA to
exercise effectively its delegated authority over
national civil defensepolicy.
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c •. Maximum capability for cen·tralized crisis
management. This option would create an o~ganization
with appropriate authority, broad program cognizance,
and a limited field capability; all of which would be
useful in meeting this criterion.
.

d • . Minirni~e

eotent~al

f<?r Pc;>lic;r conflict.
this· cr~ter~on ~n the f.ormal
sense by placing all policy-determination authority
in one agency. In the operational sense it will not
satisfy the criterion to the extent that DOD would
continue to use its operational control of civil
defense programs to make civil defense policy de facto.
Th~s

opt~on

sat~sf~es

e. Minimize need for chang.es in . legislation.
One of· the continuing dif·ferences of opinion in the
administration of preparedness programs at the State
l.evel of government revolves around the "dual-use"
issue, or the extent to which funds appropriated for
nuclear attack preparednes's purposes can or should be
used to achieve.collateral benefits for day-to-day
emergency response functions and organizations. This
dispute is· one of the fundamental issues which led to
the need for a reorganization study. This difference
can be obscured by a change in policy or eliminated by
a change in legislation.
Drawing on the thesis developed in the discussion of
criterion d, above, a policy resolution could not be
anticipated under this option, and a legislative change
would be desirable. To this extent, the combination
of FPA and FDAA would. not satisfactorily meet this
C·riterion.
f. Maximize recognition of emergency preparedness
and resl?onse as a national priority. The option is not
respons~ve to this criterion, primarily because it
continues the separation of the preparedness programs
of DCPA from those of FPA and FDAA. This continued
separation is parti.cularly undesirable in view of the
"dual-use" controversy ·discussed above •
.g. Maximize potential for public sector
acceptance. Public sector acceptance will be conditioned
upon the degree to which the Federal Government speaks
and acts with a unity of. purpose on ·eme·rgency preparednes·s and response matters: at the State and local level.
By continuing the division between attack and natural
disaster programs and policies, this option will not
satisfy this criterion."
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.
h. Mi~~i~e.involvement ~ith competing functions
and respons1.bJ.lJ. t1.es •· The opt1.on meets the cri ter.ion
only partially, since it presumes retention of the
civil defense program by DOD.

i. Minimize program disruption. Since FDAA's
programs have traditionally been minimally sensitive
to their organizational location,. and since FPA' s
programs have negligible_impact outside the Federal
structure and are flexible with respect to their movement within the Federal structure, exercise of this
option would have minimal impact on the ongoing
programs of the respective agencies.
j. Minimize budget implications.
Thi.s option
will not significantly impact the budget for the·same
reasons discussed in option 1, above.

The consolidation-of F.OAA and FPA would unify under one
agency all major authorities and responsibilities for
planning, coordinating and establishing Federal programs
to prepare for a,nd respond to both national emergencies
and natural disasters. This would inc.lude setting overall
civil defense program goals and obj·ecti ves to be administered
by DCPA in DOD. This merger would reduce the current fragmentation in authorities to coordinate emergency planning
and disaster relief programs of the Federal departments and
agencies. Also, it would provide an overall policy and
coordinating focal point for Federal activities for protection of and assistance to the civilian population.
·-·

However, as in option 3, this consolidation would not
eliminate the greatest concern of State and local governments, which is the splintering of Federal preparedness
programs conducted principal.ly by DCPA from the Federal
disaster reli.ef activities administered by FDAA.
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5. . Merge DCPA, FPA and FDAA. This option would
involve a consolidation o-f functional responsibilities of
the three agencies, as well-as policy, planning and coordination authority for all Federal emergency preparedness and
response planning (Federal cont·inui ty planning and Federal
disaster assistance planning) into one entity (either within
an existing Department or as a separate new agency) • Under
this option, the focal point for all Federal d'isaster policy,
planning and coordination autho.ri ty would be the new agency.
a.

Minimize fragmentation and overlap of
Of th options considered, this
opt~on best meets this criterion.
It would
consolidate Federal policy,.planning, coordinating
and operating authorities and resposibilities for
both at.tack and peacetime emergencies in one
organization. This would significantly enhance•
the probability that these responsibilities would
be implemented in .a uniform and cons'istent manner.
res~onsibilities.

b.
•Maximize clarity of authorities and
endorcement capabilities. This option meets this
criterion. I.t would minimize inconsistent interpretations of authority in establishing comprehensive
Federal policy on an interagency-basis for both
attack readiness and peacetime emergency preparedness,
and would clarify the Federal role in assisting the
emergency preparedness and relie.f efforts of State
and local governments. It would also provide a
bas:is for clear assignments of responsibility and
accountability among 'Federal departments and agencies
whether in support of attack or peacetime preparedness
requirements.
c.
Maximize caeability for centralized crisis
management. This o.pt~on would provide a focal point
for Federal crisis management and a single source of
authority for State and local governments to turn to.
It would assure that uniform and consistent crisis
support policies were developed.
d.
Minimize potential for policy conflict.
This option., of those being considered, would be most
effec-tive in meeting this criterion. A structure which
consolidates the policy authorities of the thre;e
agencies should eliminate policy diff~~_en_'?_es_wi tl:t _.......... .
--respect-to attack and-pe-acetime preparedness .. ass~stance
l!'elie~.
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e.
Minimizeneed for chan~es in legislation.
Consolidation of the three agenc~es requires no change
to legislative authorities. However, a redistribution
of functions on the order necessary to implement this
option requires submission of a Reorganization Plan
under the President.' s reorgani.zation authorities.
f.
Maximize recognition of emergency preparedness
and response as a national priority. The current
organizational locations of DCPA, FPA, and FDAA do
not enhance the national image of their programs.
Each is .looked upon as an appendage of its department
or .agency. A Federal agency encompassing the
activities of the three agencies, with its own
program statement-and budget authority would be
looked upon as having·more authority and stature and
could more effectively establish a base for public
awareness of Federal emergency programs.
g •.· Maximize potential for public sector
acceptance. This option will receive strong public
sector support.•. Consolidation of the three agencies
has been proposed in several bills before the
Congress, recommended in Congressional studies,
endorsed by most Governors, and sup.ported by State
and·-rocal civil defense assodiatioris.
h.
Minimize involvement with com etin
This option sat~s ~es · is cr~ter~on etter t
e
other options under .consideration. The three agencies
considered for reorganization are located within- large
agencies which have responsibilities for a broad range
of national initiatives and priorities. This has
caused emergency planning, preparedness and relief
programs to compete for top management attention, and.
resource dedication with other programs of national
significance. This has diffused needed management
oversight for these programs.
In a consolidated
agency charged with these. responsibilities, this
would tend less to be the case.
i.
Minimizeerogram disruption. This option
does not fulfill th~s criterion. A consolidation
of the three, agencies could result in disruption of
on-going efforts; particularly in the short-term.
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j.
Minimize budget implications. A
consolidated agency will provide a focal point for
civil emergency preparedness and re;sponse constituencies.
Pressures for budget increases will be less easily
diffused .•

6.
EOP oversight for options 1 .through 5.
EOP oversight. would place final responsibility for
monitoring and guiding., as necessary, all Federal
emergency policy, planning, coordination, and response.
with a staff in the Executive Office. of the President.
Although the dimensions of the task might vary, depending
on which of options 1 through 5 is adopted, the nature of
the responsibility would not vary. The following is
based on the assumptions that the EOP oversight authority
would be significant and well defined, and that oversight,
as defined above, would be the only function of the EOP
oversight staff.
a.
Minimize fragmentation and overlap of
responsibilities. Assuming that unneces·sary and
unacceptab.Le fragmentat~on and overlap presently
exist, EOP oversight could (a) facilitate efforts
to coordinate decision making and ass~stance activities;
lb) minimize. redundant activities; and (c) he.Lp
clarify responsibil~ties for a.Ll functions. Fragmentation coula increase ~f the EOP oversight assumed
powers b.eyond its mandate.
b.
Maximize ·clarity of authorities and
enforcement of capabilities. I.f the
is
accepted, EOP oversight should oe able to resolve
questions of authority or jurisdiction. Any one
of options. 2-~ would provide the opporutni ty for
authorities to be stated clearly through the
reorganization process.
In a.Ll instances, an EOP
oversight should be able to estab.Lish accountability
amoung agencies with preparedness and response
assignments.
.
c.
Maximize capabili t:( for cent~alized crisis
management. With the except~on of Opt~on .5, EO~
oversight would best provide a Federal focal po~nt
for crisis management. This would•·be especially
relevant to Options 1-4, which maintain
authorities in separate agencies and leave open
opportunities for interagency disputes.

I
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d.
Minimize potential for policy conflict.
EOP oversight could coordinate policy formulation and
therefore minimi~e policy conflict in options 1-4.
This would not be as necessary for Option 5. EOP oversight could provide an objective and detached view
which could contribute to the effective resolution
of policy conflict.
(A potential problem -- this·
might bring policy conflict too close to the l?resi::dent.
e.
Minimize the need for·changes in
legislation. EOP oversight could be implemented
without any legislation and seems to have some
Congressional support.
f.
Maximize recognition of emergency
preparedness and response as a national prioritx.
The lodging of oversight responsibili t:i::e.s in. the
EOP would emphasize the pri.o:ri:ty Gf enie;r;gency
preparedness and response programs.
g.
Maximize potential for public sector
acceptance. There seems to be substantial support
~n Congress and at the State and local level for a
continuing EOP oversight role· to assure rapid
mobilization and effective coordination of
Federal resources for meeting emerg.encies.
h.
Minimize involvement with compe.ting functions
and responsibilities. The overs•ight option lodged
in EOP would not. necessarily minimize involvement
with competitive functions for option 1, but
might for options 2-5. Th,is depends largely on the
powers of· the EOP • oversight staff.
i.
Minimize program·disruption. oversight
by EOP would tend to minimize program disruptions
for al.L options .
.

. ·.·

., ...
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j•
1-!inimi:i-e ~b-udiget- irnpi !c-ations. . . This option·
would likely have the same· effect as opt~on 5.
While this option can be implemented with minimum disruption
to current relationships it wa·s not considered acceptable
because it would enlarg.e the EOP staf.f and would separate
coordination and planning from administrative and operational
funct~ons to an extent that could increase, rather than
reduce, policy f~iction.
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V.

RECOMMENDATION FOR CONSOLIDATION/SECONDARY OPTION

This option most satisfactorily fills the requirements
of all the criteria except-two: -it will not minimize program
disruption, particularly at the field level where program coordination and delivery takes place (the status quo option
most satisfactorily meets this criterion), and it will not
minimize potential budget pressures (combination of these
programs into a single agency will imply ari increased emphasis
and a conconunitant willingness to spend more money) • On
___ balance, however, t_l].e_ Prqject canna~ find that these objections· out----~-~-~gh the bene'fi ts to be gained in satisfying the remaining criteria.
-----·
--------------- ---------------------------------------------------------· -----------

--~----

--···

---~

----

--

.

.

---

The next preferred option--the combination of FPA and
DCPA and the maintenance of FDAA as a separate organization-is strongly preferred by those whose concerns revolve ar,ound
the distractions for defense emergency planning which day-to-day
disaster response requirements represent. The study did not
choose to pursue this option for reasons which are central to
the justification for a consolidated agency. As mentioned
earlier, the fundamental purpose o-f government is to protect
its citizens against calamity. The Federal Government cannot
meet this responsibility alone--it must be able to depend on
the, willingness and ability of State and local governments to
devote some of their own resources to this end.
Given the nature of our democra,tic system, these governments
will most willingly respond to the need for resources to meet
credible threats such as floods, fires, tornadoes, and earthquakes-~situations in which there is. visible and demonstrable
benefit derived from the commitment of these resources. This
is not the case, however, with respect to the threat ·which'
less immediate but ultimately more devastating--a nulcear
attack upon the United States. The study demonstrates conclusively that States and local governments are willing to
devote resources to preparations for this eventuality only
under one of two conditions:
(1) the Federal Government pays
100 percent of the cost, or (2) there is a demonstrable dual
benefit of attack preparedness programs which can be applied
-in meeting the effects of natural disasters.

is

Tile Pro]ect_c_6iiciudes- tl'iaE -segregation- into -diffe~reri!---~agericie·s
of natural.disaster preparedness and response activities and war
preparednes-s programs dooms the latter to half-hearted and ineffectual implementation in the absence of a commitment by the
Federal Government to assume the entire fiscal burden.
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VI.

INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION/ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

The Project· has found a broad consensus on a number of
points.which support the recommendation that the programs and
functions of DCPA, FDAA and FPA be included in an independent
agency.
o To accomplish their goals, mitigation and emergency
preparedness programs require a continuity of emphasis
and attention which will not be achieved so long as they
must compete for management attention in organizations
for which these programs are of a secondary nature.
o Within the Executive branch there is need for a
strong, consistent voice in support of Federal continuity
of government programs. The. image of these programs, for
which there is no natural constituency, will be enhanced
by their incorporation in an independent agency.
o The nature of attack preparedness programs is such
that if they are to achieve their purposes, a clear
statemen.t of Federal intent in this area is necessary.
The creation o£ an independent agency in which these
programs play a major role will be such a statement.
Given the Project consensus that it is rational to consolidate the fundamental emergency preparedness and response
authorities currently in DCPA, FDAA and FPA, attention was
focused on the emergency preparedness and response activities
and programs of other Federal agencies to determine their
appropriate relationship to the proposed organization.. It
became apparent that there are a number of authorities andprograms· relating directly to the core functions of the pro.posed new agency whi.ch should be included as part of its
responsibilities. These are discussed in detail in Appendices
through
It is clear that an ag.ency which has as its sole focus
the planning and preparedness for events such as nuclear attack, which have little apparent relevance to the normal concerns of the American people, is doomed to be ineffectual
regardless of the organizational prestige accorded to it by
its placement in the Executive branch. To be credible, the
organization must have relevance. To be relevan_t, it must
have responsibility for programs which call for production
of tangible results in response to "real world" needs.
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In our Federal system, and most particularly with regard
to the programs· examined by this study, much of what is accomplished. depends on the understanding, willingness and active
involvement of State and local governments. In an independent
organization in which is -incorporated the entire spectrum of
emergency services concerns, from mitigation through preparedness, to response and recovery, the possibilities are greatly
enhanced for development of empathetic relationships with the
State and local organizations which must ultimately determine
the success or failure of preparednes·s and response programs.

a

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF FEDERAL ORGANIZATIONAL ARRA~GEMENTS
FOR CIVIL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND R•ESPONSE

I.

lntroduc.tion
The central purpose of this .historical survey is to seek

to derive lessons· from experience of past reorganizations that
may help to guide a sound choice among organizational a·lterna,...
ti ves for the fu,ture.

There is a large volume of background

materials available, but it is somewha:t:.. unevenly distributed
in terms of· historical periods covered and of -substantive
content.

The. survey seeks to· avoid leaving significant gaps.

in our knowledge of wha:t ha·s. gone before, where such knowledg.e
would· be relevant in influencing .future organizational decisions.
· Conceptually, the:re are three major componen.ts of the
total ci vi 1 emerg.ency preparedness: and response ac,tivi ty:
(1) .war-related measures (or national-security
mea•sures) such a:s civil de-fense., continui-ty o.f gover.nment, and resour:ce:management measures--the latter
including industrial mobi liza;tion-, materials stockpiling
anO. economic stabilization planning..
('2)

Disaster preparedness and response measures

related mainly to natural disasters.
(3)

An intermediate category of civil emergency

preparednesS' and response measures, not necessarily
ielated either to wartime contingencies or to natural
disasters~

but related to man-made situations such as
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threats or acts .af.terrorism, peacetime nuclear emergencies I or C·ri tical shortages or disruptions of
essential resources or services such as petroleum,
electricity., or· transporta·tion.
This pa.per will present as bac-kground a resume of the.
evolution in the United Sta·tes of programs dealing with the
three: categories of emergencies described above.

It will· trace

briefly the organizational history related to these programs.
But i-t will concentra,te mainly on identifying the ration·ales
associated with major reorganization r:>roposal:s and decisions,
·on analyzing th.e strengths and weaknesses of alternatives considered, and on describing why various so.lu.tions previously
tried were judged to be unsatis-factory.

Particular. attention

will be focused on the reorganizations of '1958, 1961, and 1973.
The objective of the survey is to identify, if possible, principles or patterns from earlier experience that may help
illuminate the path toward an organizational solution that will
work effectively in 1978 and the years ahead.
II.

Evolution of War-Related Civil Emergency Preparedness in
the United States
Origins
_Currently, the principal Federal war-related civil emer-

gency preparedness functions in the United States are divided
between the Fede-ral Preparedness Agency in the General· Services
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Administration and the ·Defeh·se Civil. Preparedness Agency in·
the Department of Defense.

Th~'programs

administered by ·those

ag.encies., and the org.a•:r:lizational placement of ·those pro.grams,
are the· outgrowth· of· a complex historical experience, .representing efforts over the years to ·provide plans and pre.parati·ons
to protect lives and property and to :manage the ·country's resources in wartime emergencies..

·These plans and pr-eparations

are ·concerned with the survival and perpetuation of rtat.ional
institutions (e.g., continuity of government), with the·adequacy
of the Nation's vital ·resources (incl!uding, ·emergency programs
for manpower, health, food, fuel, transportation, communications
·.and production.), and with support to civilian and milit:ary needs
in ..time of war or other national security· emer.gencies (including
industrial mobili-zation) and with civil .defense (which concerns
emergency operations to save _l,i·fe and ·property in the e:ve:nt ·of
actual attack) .
The first .element·S -Of what later became. known as civil
emergency preparedness in the United States haQ. their origins
during World War I,· when for .the first time it became possible
for

a

nation ·a.t war to bypass military forces in the field and

attack by air civilian populations and inqustrial facilities.
No such threat to the United States materi.alizeQ., of cours.e,
and no actual civilian protectionmeasures·were undertaken
during World War I.

There was, however, extensive economic

mobilization activity under· the War Indus·.tries Board, headed
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by Bernard Baruch.

After.the war, the need for advance prepara-

tion of industrial and economic mobilization plans for use in
the event of future hostilities was generally recognized, and
the National Defense Act of 1920 charged the Assistant Secretary
of War with peacetime responsibility for industrial mobilization
planning.

Two years later, the Army-Navy Munitions· Board was

established to aid in carrying out this responsibility.

The

first org.anized effort at planning for industrial mobilization
was thus carried out under militarysponsorship.
World War

II brought considerable attention to bear on

the civil de.fense problem, and gave the .United States farranging and intensive experience with industrial mobilization
under actual emergency conditions.

As early as May 19·41, a

Federal Office of Civil Defense was established by

E~ecutiv:e

Order, and New York Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia became its first
Director.

Progres·s in developing a program was s'low, particu-

larly since·Mayor LaGuardia served only on a part-time basis.
Soon after Pearl Harbo.r, Presid!entRoosevelt appointed .James M.
I.oandis Direct,or of the Office of .Civil ·Defense in an e.ffort to
revitalize the program.

But the absence of an actual threat

to the civilian population made it increasingly difficult to
s.ustairi a high level of activity and in 1945 the Office of
Civil Defense. wars abolished.

In spite of the difficulties

encountered by·the program, some hundreds of thousands of
i

~

volunteers gave of their time and energy dl:l:ring the. war years.
i

·:
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Wo~ld

War II also .was·a period of intensive experience

with industria·! .mobilization,~ resulting from the basic wartime
condi.tion that demand exce·eded supply.

Despite two decades of

planning following World Wa~. I, the nation again moved by uncertain steps to imp~ovise economic controls and to establish
·control agencies.

The need for a: ·centra-l mechanism to. rela,te.

the· work of the ·various. agenci·es charged with control functions
was probably not fully appreci:ated.
The Early Post-world War II.Period
As World

Wa~

II drew to a .clos'e,, st·rong arguments were

advanced for the establishment of a

pe~manent

emergency planning

agency to deal wi·th industrial and economic mobilization
problems on an ongoing. basis.

The. Chairman of the War Pro-

duction Board., for example, iR' transmitting to the. President
his final report in

Novembe~

.1945, stated that we "must take

steps now to capitalize on the know-how gained in this war to
maiHtain up-to-date.plans for .rapid mobilization for the next
emergency."

He recomme:r1ded.the establishment of a "skeletal"

peacetime organ.i:czation; charged specifically with the development of plaHs for such wartime industrial mobilization as might
be required in. the future.

His letter to the President in-

eluded these highly significant passages:

"Ju:s·t ·as you have

military agencies under your direction developing the strategic
plans to cover the eventuality of war, it is essential that you
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have a civilian agency in the Executive Of_fice to develop and
keep current a practical plan .for promptly mobili.zing the
economy in case. of an emergency.

The broad questions of public

policy tha.t will confront such an agency are too impo-rtant to
leave for decision at lower levels of the government; and they
go too· much to the very structure of our society to permit
their removal from immediate civilian control.

i•

(Emphasis

supplied.)
A·S

an outgrowth of World War II experience, the National

Security Resources Board (NSRB)* was established by the National
Security Act of 1947, reporting directly to the Preside.nt.

This

first permanent civilian peacetime mobilization planning, agency,
whose Chairman was a statutory member of the National Security
Council, was made a part of the Executive Office of the President by Reorganization Plan 4 of 1949.
NSRB were to advise the

P~esident

The functions of the

concerning the

coo~dination

of military, industrial, and civilian mobilization, including
such facets as effective use in time of war of manpower and
materiel, stabilization of the civilian economy in. time of war,
establishing reserves of strategic and-critical materials.,
strategic

relo~ation

of industries and other facilities, and

continuity of g.overii.ment.

*The Board consisted of a Chairman and such heads or representatives o.f various Departments and agencies as were designated
by the President. The Chairman wa·s a spokesman on the effects
of national security activities on the civilian economy.
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Meanwhile; intermittent attention was given to the problem
of civil defense organization at the Federal level.

When the

Office of Civil Defense was abolished i~ 1945, the Army had
inherited responsibility for the program •. La.te in 1946, a
board headed by Major General Harold R. Bull,

u.s.

Army, under-

took a study of civil defense in the United States.

Early in

194.7, the Board recommended. that t'he Army be reli.eved of its
civil defense responsibilities and that a separate civil defense
agency be created which would report directly to the (then
proposed) Secretary of Defense.

An Office of Civil Defense

Planning, under the direc.torship of Major General Russell J.
Hopley, was established in the Department of Defense in March
1948.

The Office of Civil Defense Planning issued a report in

October 1948 proposing .the establishment within the Executive
Branch of the Federal Government of an "Office.of Civil Defense ...
headed by a Director who should be a civilian of outstanding
ability and qualifications and who should report directly
either to the Pr.esiO.ent or the Secretary of De·fense.
The Hopley report sugg.ested placing basi.c responsibility
for civil defense in. the States and communi ties.

It also

encouraged the use of the civil de£ense organization for
natural disaster work, as had the Bull report.
President Truman considered, however, that a permanent
civil defense office was not needed at the time, and in March

·,"
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1~49

he transferred responsibility fo·r civil defense planning

to the NSRB.

An NSRB review of the civil defense probl.em re-

sulted in the creation late.in -1.950 of an agency called the
Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA) within the Office
of Emergency Management, Executive Office of the President ..
This action was followed promptly by enactment of the Federal
Civil Defens·e Act of 19'50, ·which established FCDA by statute
as an independent agency.

The Federal Civil Defense Act 'of

1950 sets forth the intent of the Congress "to provide a plan
of civil defense for the protection of l:ife and property in
the United States from attack."

Civil defense ·is de.fined in

the Act as activities and measures to minimize the effects upon
the civilian population of attack on the United States, dealing
with

emerg~ncy

conditions which would be created by such an

attack, and undertaking emergency

rep~ir

and

r~storation

activities related to vital titilitie:s and fa·cilities destroyed
or damaged by such an attack.

FCDA remained a separate Federal

agency until 1958.
The NSRB had j'ust begun to function as a planning and
advisory agency when hostilities broke out in.Korea in June

1950.

The NSRB was not·designed to carry out the active

operational responsibilities required by U. S. involvement in
military hostilities.

In late

195~,

the Office of Defense

Mobilization (ODM)• was created by the President, as a part of
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his Executive Office.

The. President vested in OI>M, the Defense

Production Administration,. and a nurnber of othe.r constituent
production and economic control agencies responsibility for
. directing the broad economic and production control measures
w}1ich had been granted to him by the :De.fense Production Act of
1950.

The Director of Defense Mobilization directed, controlled

and coordinated mobilization activities of the Executive
Branch; including production, procurement, manpower, stabilization and ·transport.
wide range o'f

The Defeil·se Production Act contained .a

authoriti~s

to strengthen the mobilization base,.

produc.e military. goods,· control and stabiliz.e the economy, , and
in general to mobilize the Nation's resources in·support of.the
war effort.

But the creation of ODM, with these important

defense mobi1i.zation authorities, left the status and role .of
the NSRB unclear.
In April 1953, with the Korean war nearly over, .the
President sent a message to the Congress pointing out the undesirability of the existence in the Executive Office of the.
President of the two· related agencies, NSRB and ODM.

By

!

Reorganization Plan, the President then created a new ODM,
within the Executive Office, and transferred to it all the
functions of the former ODM, all, the ;furic.tiOJ1S that had been
exercised by NSRB, and also the responsibilities for stockpiling pursuant to the Strategic and Critical Stock Piling
Act of 194·6 • . The Director of the new ODM became a mernber of

.

·.

'f
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the National Security Council.

Thus, all the basic resource

mobiliz·ation planning and advisory functions that had been
vested in NSRB in 1.94 7 were br9u<:fht tog.ether with the
coordinating responsibilities t:hat had been exercised by ODM
to meet the mobilization requ.irements of the Korean War.
Incidentally, in sending forward his April 1953 reorganization plan, the President endorsed the concept of combining
within the same ins·ti tutional framework the planning ap.d
direction of both current national security progra·ms and of.
readiness for any future national emergency.

"The progress

of the current mobilization effort," he observed, "has made
plain how artificial is the separation of these functions."
The new ODM thus emerged, effective in June 1953, as a single
staff arm responsible for assisting the President in carrying
out the central leadership, direction and coordination of
the readiness and mobilization programs of the Federal
Government.
In 1953 and in succeeding years, the new ODM wps given
added mobilization responsibilities, including such matters
as procurement unde·r the Buy American Act of 1933, the
national security aspects.of imports under the Trade Agreentents
''r'

Extension Act of 1955, advice to the President on g:overnment
t.elecomrntinications activities pursuant to the Telecommunications
Act of 1944, and acquisition of material for the supplemental
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stockpile ·\:Hider the Agricultural Trade Development and Assi.s-tance Act of 19·54.

·Thus, by the middle o.f the·l950's, there

had been centralized in ODM the responsibility for coordination
of a11 major Federal.civil emergency preparedness programs
except civil defense.

As will be described later, disa:ster

assistance_ functions during that period were placed. along with
civil defense in FCDA.
The Reorganization of 1958
From 1953 to 19'5.8, there existed two major agencies in
the FederaL Government concerned with civil emergency preparedness: · the Office of Defense Mobilization and the Federal .Civil
Defense Administra-tion.

ODM was concerned during that period

'f

mainly with developing mobilization plans to meet conventional
war conditions, although its planning gradually tended to. give
more attention to the consequence of nuclear attack on the
United States.

ODl-1 1 s approach assl:lilled wide use of Federal

ag.encies which would carry out mobilization functions· from
the national level, using the Federal field organization as
necessary.

Meanwhile, FCDA based its civil defense plans on

the assumption that an emergency would start w.i th a nuclear
attack on the United States.

Its principal concern was with

the protection of life and property immediately following an
attack.

FCDA's approach was to work closely with State and

local civil defense officials.

This was in consonance with

the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, which declared that it

. ·1·.
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was the poli.cy and intent of Congress that the responsibility
for ci vi.l defense shall be vested primarily in the s.e:veral
States and their political subdivisions.
In due course, both FCDA and ODM adopted the pl:'actice,
pursuant to their respective authorities, of delegating.or
assigning responsibilities to other Federal agencies.

Com-

plaints developed from these agencies that FCDA and ODM sometimes· asked them to perform duplicating, and in some instances
conflicting, functions.

This orgianizational problem came to

the attention of the House ·Gommittee on Government Operations
as early as 1956; in that year it was proposed that a permanent
Department of Civil Defense be created, combining the civil
defense functions of FCDA arid ODr-1.

In 1957, the Gaither Report

(entitled "Deterrence and Survival in the Nuclear Age"} also.
drew atten,tion to the overlap that had developed be,tween ODM
and FCDA functions.

The

stag~

was thus set for a major re-

organization in 1958.
Late in 1957, the Bureau of the Budget contracted with a
manag.ement consultant firm, Mc·Kinsey and Company,. to study the
whole problem of nonmilitary defense in the United

State.s~

This study concluded, int.er alia, that:.
o

Federal responsibility for nonmilitary defense

cannot be divided effective·ly for organizational purposes

~·)
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o

Nonmilitary readines·s is so vi tal, and ·the emer-.

gency actions required so significant~ that co~tinuous
Pr~sidential

o

action is required

Existing Federal, State and local governmental

·machinery must constitute the basic structure to manag.e.
avail~ble

resources and provide essential services

fol!lowing, an attack
o

An organization is needed to assist the President

in the discha·rge of !lOnmil!itary defense functions
o

A staff agency for this.

pur.~ose

the Executive Office of the Pres:ident.

should remain in
This ag.ency ·

should concentrate.on planning and coordinating nonmilitary
defense preparedness measures that would, by Presid.ential.
dele·ga tion, be .carried out by estqbli:shed departments and
agencies. of the, Government.
o

The director .of the key coordinating agency,

relieved of the burden of' supervising operating functions,
would be in a pos.i tion to as.s.ume his prope·r role as
·princi'pa± advisor on the readiness of the nation's nonmilitary defenses
The report concluded that:

•

"in most areas of nonmilitary defense planning,
confusion or duplication exists among the organizations involved in that planning. No precise and
accepted definition indicates who shall be responsible for essential activities in the event of an attack.
In total, this Nation lacks the organizational arrangements needed for developing a consistent, wel.l-defined
program for surviving and recoverying from a massive
·nuclear attack."

0
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· Three main organizational concepts were considered as
alternatives by the McKinsey report:

(a) the dual command

concept, represented by the existing.ODM--FCDA arrangement;
(b) the executive department concept, which had been recommended by the House Military Operations· Subcommittee; and (c)
the Executive Office concept, trhich was adopted in Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958 described below·.

The McKinsey report

had satisfied i ts·e·lf that the dual command concept was directly
respon·sible for much o.f the confusion and duplication existing
in nonmilitary defense planning in the middle 1950's, and concluded that this alternative was unacceptable.
The McKinsey report then listed the advantages in giving
civil defense departmental status:
(1)

Greater ac·ceptance of the need for nonmilitary

defense would be encouraged, with resultant developments
of in-being postattack capability at State and local
levels.
(2)

A focal point would be provided for direction

and coordination of pro.grams to reduce vulnerability· and
increase the Natio11's readiness to survive an atta·ck.
(3)

Prestige of the agency would be enhanced in

the eyes of the public and among othe·r Federal agencies.
( 4)

Morale in the ag,ency would be ra.ised.

(5)

Cabinet status for the head of the agency

would be permanently settled.

l

1

1
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(6)

Financial support, might be more easily gained.

On the other hand,·the McKinsey report saw the following
disadva:n.tages attaching to departmen;t:.al -status:,
(1)

Duplic,ation in sources of policy guidance and

direction of other agencies still would rema,in (presumably
as between the President's Executive Office and the.
department head)., causing continued confusion and retarding efforts to develop postattack capability.
( 2)

The ne.w department would face the same problems

of gaining acceptance for, and compliance with, its
delegations to other ag,enci:es, or i t would be forced· into
uneconomical duplication of activities.

Older coequal

departments would not readily accept monitoring and
direction of their activities by a new department.
(3)

Departmental status would tend to freeze the

organizational structure, or at least slow 1:1p organizational changes because of the need to submit them for
legislative approval.

The President's ability to modify

organizational arrangements for quick adaptation to new
conditions would be retarded.
The McKinsey report then concluded that the proposal for
a Cabinet department was based on "questionable assumptions"
and raised "serious doubts that this alternative would solve
the organizational problems of the Federal Government's nonmilitary defense activities."
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Finally I

the: McKinsey repor·t considered {and endorsed)

the Executive Office concept, predicated on the assumption
that policy guidance, direction, and coordination should be
forthcoming by or in the name of the President, and that
"operational" or "speciali~ed" functions should b~ placed in
agencies suitable for

pe~forming

them.

The advantages of the Executive Office arrangement'were
said to be these:

{1)

Greater assurance would be provided that plans

for the entire nonmilitary defense j1ob woulq be integrated
and consistent.

The President would have direct and

readily accessible staff assistance for the whole gamut
of his nonmilitary defense responsibilities.
(2)

By locating responsibility for planhing and

coordinating all nonmilitary defens.e activities in the
Executive Office of the President, great~r stature would
be given to those charged with supervising the Federal
departments and agencies performing assigned functions.
(3)

Attention would be focused on the importance

of the job to be done, and g·reater public awareness would
be created.
(4)

Policy guidance and direction from a single

source would reduce confusion resulting from dual and
sometimes confliciing assignments to Federal departments
and agencies and establish the importance of thedelegated
assi.gnments.
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(5.)

.Maximum use would be made of exist1ng depart-

ments and agencies.

A simpler framework would be created

for expediting. formulation· of policy and for settling
quest·ions as they. arise, thus promot·ing the development
of' realistic plans· and giving greater as·surance that
Federal departments and agencies would be prepared to
perform effectively in emergencies.
(6)

The President would have f·lexibility in changing

delegations and' in modifying the organizational s·t.ructure
quickly to meet new needs in rapidly changing circumstances.
Two possible bases of· criticism against this plan were
mentioned:

(1)

As a proponent for nonmilitary defense, t'he new

agency in the Execu·ti ve Office of the President might not
be able to serve effectively in resolving conflicting
claims for crit'ical: resources.
( 2)

The new agency would be charged '"i th certain

functions not traditionally performed within the Executive
Office, such as informing the public and training State:
and local civil defense leaders, which would involve
direc.t relations· with governors and mayors and maintenance
of a substantial field staff.
Responding to the fir'st point, the McKinsey .report mai:n.tained that central pr_ogranuning and allocation of certain basic
res·ources were very limited during World War II and the Korean
conflict, that the Federal departments and a9e:n.cies for the
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:n;tost part could perform·these programming and allocating
~unctions

for resources within their jurisdictions, that in

the event of a limited war there would be time to build up
whatever central controls would be necessary, and that .in the
event of a nuclear attack on the. United States such central
controls would not likely be operat.i,ve for many months after
the initial attack.

Sta't.:Lng that i t was not practicable to

maintain standby centrq.l programming and allocation machinery
over a long· cold-war.peri.od, the report conceived that the
new agency could plan for the establishment of such machinery
w,ithout necessarily.functioning .in that capacity •
. As to the second point, the report noted that the function
of keeping the public informed of the nature of the threat is
appropriate to a central directing. and coordinating ?tgency, and
during World War II emergency agencies in the Executive Office
of the President discharged comparable responsibilities without
adverse results.
In summary, the McKinsey report concluded that the Executive Office alternative offered a sound basis for remedying
present organizational deficiencies and was better than the
cither alternatives

discussed~

Reorg.anization Plan No. 1 of 195.8 \'las transmitted to the
Congress in April. 1958.

It followed literally the McKinsey

recomlnendation that steps be taken by means of a reorganization
plan to (1} transfer to the President functions vested in ODH
and FCDA·,

(2}

abolish those agencies,

(3) authorize the
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President t.o .delegate functions,

(4) create a new; ag.ency* in

(5) staff it with a Director, Deputy

the Executive Office,

Director, and other high-level assistants,

(6)

make the new.

Director a member
of the National .Secur.i,_ty
Counc.i.l
and (7}
.,· , ·'.•. ,·.~·'
__._,·.:.
· ~; ...1
, ··~ :-,;·•:•:-t-fr,"': .·:n·-~tran~f~r th~ Civil Defense Advisory Council to the new agency.

In sending the 19 58 reorgani za ti.on plan to the Congress,.
President Eisenhower said:
"Initially, the Office of Defense and Civilian
Mobilization will perform the civil defense and
defense mobilization functions now performed by the
Office of Defense. Mobili.zation and the Federal Civil
Defense Administration. One. of its first. tasks will
be to advise me with respect to the actions to be
taken to clarify and expand the roles of the Federal
departments and agencies.in carrying out nonmilitary
defense preparednes.s functi.ons. · After such actions
are taken, the directi,on and coordination of the
civil defense and defense mobilization activities
assigned to_. the departments and agencies 'Ylill
comprise a principal remaining responsibility of
the Office of Defense and Civilian Mobilization."
In testifying, on the proposed reorganization, the Director
of ODM, Mr. Gordon Gray, commented as follows:

"The role of

the Office of Defense and Civilian Mobilization, at best, will
be one ·Of direction, coordination, and stimulation of all of
the many efforts throughout the country which g.o to make up
mobilization readiness.

This direction, coordination, and

stimulation can best be done by an agency which is as clo.se
.

to the President as

.

.

possible.~

Thus in 195'8 all major civil emergency preparedness and
response programs at the Federal level were consolidated in
*The Office of Defense; and Civilian Mobilization; its title was
changed a few months later to the Office of Civil and Defense
Mobilization.
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one agency in the Executive Office of the Pres,ident.

The

coordinating responsibilities for.civil defense and mobilization planning were thus placed in a direct and cl6se relationship to the -President.

But some troubling questions remained.

In recommending approval of the Reorganization Plan, the
r·Hlitary Operations Subcommittee of.the House Committee on
Government Operations pointed out that "this plan should be
considered as a trial effort by the President in a complex and
difficult area of federal activity."

The subcommittee suggested

that it would-be important to watch for answers to the following
questions:
(a)

Will the transfer of authority under the

plan be real or nominal, as far as the President's
personal supervision is concerned?
(b)

Will this plan cause a breakdown of the

organizational base for civil defense and dispersal of
these functions by delegation even more widely than
they are now dispersed?
(c)

Will the new Office of Defense. and Civilian

Mobilization, acting for the President, be able to
ride herd on Government agencies performing delegated
functions and to bring about concerted effort and
systematic progress?
(d)

Will the Executive Office of the President

be able to accommodate "operating" and field functions?
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These questions remain relevant and in fact at least
partially unanswered even todq.y.

..

Also ±n 195B, the Federal Civil I;)ef.ense Act was amended;
civil defense was declared to be the joint responsibility of
the Federal Government, the States, and their political subdivisions, whereas earlier legislation had emphasized only
the responsibilities o.f State and local authorities.

This.

laid the groundwork, at least in principle, f.or a more vigorous
Federal role in civil defense.
The· Reorga'nization of 1961
OCDM had been established as a consolidated agency in
1958, primarily to ge,t rid of the duplication that had.
existed when civil emerg.ency preparedness functions were
divided between FCDA and ODM.

In attempting to mesh .the

former FC·DA and ODM ;prog:rams, however, OCDM encountered di ffi.:..
culties both organiz.ational and functional in nature.

It

prbved to be difficult to develop an adequate, integrated nonmilitary defens·e program, especially one which would receiv;e
sufficient financial support from the Cong.ress.
On.January 23, 1961, when President Kennedy announced his
intention to appoint a new Director of OCDM, he took note of
problems that had arisen in connecti·on with the FCDA-ODM consolidation.

He sta;ted that "OCDM as

.pres~ntly

constituted is

charged with the staff fuNction of mobilization planning and,
at the same time, with the operating functions of civil defense.

.r;·-
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Both of these tasks are of vi tal impo:rtance to our n·ational
security.

I conside,r it imperative that they be organized and

performed with maximum ef·fectiveness

0

II

Accordingly, the

President asked the OCDM Director-Designee, as his first task,
to join with the .Director of the Bureau of the Budget in .a
thoroughgoing review of the nation's non-military defense and
mobilization prog.rams, in.consultation with the Secretary of
Defens'e and other appropriate officials.

The Presiden·t further

stated that he would "await the results of this survey with
interest and concern."
In February 1961, the Director of OCDM submitted a report
to the President entitled Civil Defe.n:se and Defense Mobilization-Roles, Organization and Prog.rams.

One of its principal findings

was that OCDlv1, in order to assume its proper role in.the Executive Office, must divest itself of all operating functions that
can be performed by other agencies, and that it must concentrate
on directing and coordinating the total nonmilitary defense··
effort.

The report indicated that the OCDM staf·f had apparently

been preoccupied \vith the conduct of civil de.fense operations
programs, and with determining the Agency's role in directing
emerg.ency operations.

These activities repo·rtedly had a strong

tendency to subordinate the basic planning and coordinating
respons.ibi li ties of OCDM.

The report sugg.ested that OCDM

should plan and develop new programs as requiredby changing
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concepts in rionmili tary. defense. but should develop or ope.rate
them only until they can be delegated to o,ther departments and
agencies.

The report also discussed anumber of specific

functions that might appropriately be delegated.
During the ensuing several months, a thorough rev.i~w.of
l'}Onmilitary defense and mobilization programs :was unge.rtc:t.lcei1.
qn 1\.fay 25, 1961, · in a message to Congress, President Kennedy
announced that (a} he was assigning respo.nsibility for certain
qivil defense functions to the "top civilian authority already
responsible for continental defense,n the Sec:retary of Defense;
(b) he would reconstitute the ocm-1 as a small staff agency t.o
assist in the coordination of these functions; and. (c) the.,
title of OCDM should be changed to the Office of Emergency
Planning, i.n_order to describe its role more accurately.
the
Heanwhile, :the Bureau of/Budget had again contracted with
the private consulting firm of McKinsey and Company, which had
developed the study so instrur.1ental in the 19 58 . merg,er, for a
study of the advisability-of'transferring greater responsioilities for nonmilitary defense to the Department of Defense.
The HcKinsey report, completed in early July .1961, sugg.ested
that, based on the previous 15 years' experience, seven
principles had emerged that should guide next steps in organizing
for nonmilitary defense:
. (1) ·

The United States must be prepared for defense

in three fundamentally different kinds.of'warfare:

\ ..
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all-out nuclear attack, limited conventional war, and
j..ndefini te· continuance of cold war.
~lmost

OCiltvl has concentrated

entirely on the nuclear attack problem, to the

detriment of t·he agency's r~le· and effectiveness.
( 2)

Increasingly, military and nonmi 1i tar-y de tense

arrangements interlink and overlap. ·The current ro;Le of
the Department of. Defense in the protection o.f the
civilian population does not adequately re•flect

the~e

increasing interrelati.onships.
· '(3)

The time· for preparedness is now.

There 'will

no iong.er be time after a c:lecla:ration ·Of war to mobiTi.ze

,,

resources; planning and organiza.tion mti·st be geared to
achieving "f\:1·11 readiness·."
(4)

ExistingFederal, State and local governmental

units must ·of necessity constitute the basic s.tructure to
respond to attack.

But the' reluctance of OCIDf.1

(~uririg

the period 1958 - 1961) to reconunend delegating subs·tantial nonmilitary defense functions to o·ther Federal d'epartmen.ts and agencies has' resulted in failure to make full

use 'of

the po·tential' capaci cy of existing governrh~:mtal

machinery.
(5)

'F:he· line•of communications to which Federal,

State and local officials are accustomed is from the
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President (and his· assistants} to the Governors (and their
assis·tants} .

The OCDM regional offices have oerformed
'

~

useful functions, but the basic line of authority must
be from the President to the Governors'.•
(6}

There is a need for an organization to assist

the President in formulating policies, in providing
leadership, in evaluating the adequacy of planning and
readiness p:tog:r:;ams, and in guiding and coordinating the
nonmilitary de£ense efforts of the various Federal
departments and agencies.

The retention within OCDM of

major operating and operational planning activities that
.'·

.

'

it was assumed would be delegated (when Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1958 was· made effective.) has denied the
President the aid of such an objective staff agency to
assist in coordinat·ing the nonmilitary defense e.ffor·ts o:f
. the various Federal departments and agencies.
·(7}

Organizational arrangements for nonmilitary

defense must be so structured '•that they can be modified
easily and quickly as changes occur in the concepts of
war, in enemy capabilities and intentions, and in the
technology of defense.

The failure of OCDM to delegate

more.fully has tended to prevent the agency from objectively
adapting itself and the whole Federal structure to changing
concep-ts of '"'ar, g·,rowing enemy capabilities., and the
evolving technology of defense.
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'!The :HcKi·ns·ey -l:'e.por.t .outlined 1thnee .alternati-ve appr:.o.aches
:t:o '":±;rt1p:ttmv:i:ng :·nonmili-tary :de'fense"'

'~y

as:si.gni;ng additional

<c·ivi.l, :de'liense :r.es:EJons'i~bili.ties ±:o the 'Depa,rtme:n~t ,of .Defense ..
.Alte;r.patii::V.:e 1 'would .assign :to ·D:OD ~:tesponsi:biiity for the shelte~r
-,p>:Iiog5r.p;m". · ;Al,ter:native 3 w.mild .'assign .to. DGD ·.s:ubs,tantially .al.i
;progrp.ms .and .ac,t'i:v:±-.tie:s designed ·.to -ensure su:rv.i;v.:al _of the
:civil:;ia'n :popu'la tii'on i.n 'the ,event of nuclear .a-ttack..

Al t.e·rna,tive

2" :an( irid:erme.d'i-a,te opt ::Lon, '"would as' sign to ~DOD ,the :she-lte'r
program ·,plus se\V:era1 -·o,ther activities ~r.ela.ted to :sheiite-r fo.r
·which, DOD> :has

di~s:tirrc,ti.ve

capabili:tles .and 'in whioch :oGD ·!i.:f3

.a.lready
;participating :to :some :cl:eg.r.ee-~
-,

'The repor-t aJ:s.o d_is:cussed

thre-e al,ternati-ves :for o1r.ganizi.ng within .the :Department ofD.e·-f.ense::

:as<sig.ning civil de'fense oac-ti-vi.ty to .an admini-st·r:a,tor

·who -would -raolik •wi.th the :Secreta>ries of- .the th.r.ee s.ervirces·;
as:signing c.lLvil defens-e to .the -s-ecr.e,tar-y of _:the .Army; and
assigning :elemen·t-s ;of ·c:±·vi 1 defens:e ac.ti-vi ty wherever appr,opriat'e .wi.thin .DOD· ,to ensure integ-ra't·ion wi.th -O'th.e-r continental
·de.fense ac.tivities.

-the ·new O·ffi.ce of ·Emergency
.answering .the ques.tion·:

:Plan~ing

·Shou1.d be defined by

'"What -.does ,the President need d:n '.the

form of· immediate :staf;f :a-ss:i·stance 'to
the

~Na-.tion'',s

· :nonmTilita•r-y :cle.fens.es·,?"'

~enabl-e

!him :to ,maximize

'Th.e repor.t ;s:t·res·sed ·:tha-t::

".'if the American :.people .are to :unders.tand ·the threats and
if .the-ir governments .and the_¥ as inclividual:s and as
;f:amili·e'S ar,e -to ;make ,adequate ·pr.e.parat'i.0ns,, the P~residen.t

.J
must lead in acquainting them with the threats and in
indicating the nature of preparations that need be
made by the Government and.by the individual~"
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On July 7, 1961, the Director of OCDM submitted to the
President a memorandum proposing a wide range of actions which
were later incorporated in Executive Order 10952, issued on

.

/.

July 20, 1.961.

The Executive Order assigned most civil defense

functions to the Secretary of Defe~~e, and also transferred re~
late.d personnel and funds from OCDM to the Department of Defense.
·.

.

In accepting these new functions, Secretary McNamara .made these
points:
o

The civil defense effort must remain under

civilian direction and control.
o

Civil defense must be integrated with all

aspects of military defense. against thermonuclear
a.ttack.
··':

o

Civil defense functions must not be permitted

to downg,rade the military capabilities of our armed
forces.
o
-'

Expenditures for civil defense must be directed

toward obtaining maxin\um protection for lowest possible
cost.

1

o

The civil defense function will be organized

within the Department of Defense as a civilian functidn,
drawing ,where necessary ort the military departments for
available support.

. .

.

::~x.e..~J;I:tiv:e :.O~d.er . 110!9.<52 ,~_of.:;~IU..lfy.;2:q, ~1.96:1, :del.e_gate'd

::to ·,::the

:?,S~@·:J?~\tf~::r,'Y ·:::e;;;;f Y~e·fense·~.~mos:t ·,:ci~iil,~d.efense :func.tions., ::i:h'C..lud±n:g .
:J::~\J~t"<:"J1~:t.:~l.:i:·:mtt.e.d ::to :.the .'fO~llow.~ng::

,:o ;'!A .:fi,a)l.l:ou:t .'.she:lt.er ··-pr.ogr<im
·o .'A .•. ch.emica::l., '.bio:lqgical, ·:ana ·r.aaio.!lq,g.icc:H "·wa:ff:a:re
.:d:§:·.f:.ens:~

7,:PrOg·rcam

·::o -/.A.J;J .:s.t~p.s ::ne.c.e:ssa:r::Y ·:..to ;.warn ·:or :•a.'l:e·rt :::Fe'der:c:U

,;q:J1P _:.t:h~e ,~c.i v:il:.ian :pop1.il'a;tion

.:.o :r:A,l.l :functiO.IlS .pe:r.ta.:imfing ·:to communi:ca,tion:s, ,:iin. ~:lw:l;.i:ng. ::.a
o

·:warni~g

;netw.ork

~Emer.g.enc.·Y :assts~tanc.e

·.to

:~s:tate

'and :lo:cal

~go:v:e·rn~

:men:ts . in ,a ?P.Osta-.t·,tack ;periocL, .inc:l.udin_g .wa.ter, ·debr'±'s . ,
·.....
fi.r.e
·'· :1 "hea:1th
.. . . . ., ".
., ..'.tra"f'f.ic
. . . . . . ·I :pol ice .and -:evac.ua:t·i0n •ca.o·abi liiti•es
o

:Pro-h.ec.ti.on .·,and ;emergency :qper.ati:onal cc;pabi'-iJ.:i;t.,y

P.J:ans :fo.r ·th.e:c.ontinui:t;y ,o.f •';gov:ernmen.t
:o

:J:>rograms

11-;i::m:S.e'JI:::f ·:tbe po.we.r ;t:.o

~~fo.r

making· :finan.ci·a:1 .:cont.r.ibu.tions ''.to

~a.e;leg1at.e cj:~i:II.

de£ense ·f.unct·ions,, the 're,..

.spo.:P.:$lX'l::>ili;t:y for t:he ·-medi:cal sto.c:kpile :and ·±:he .food ;S;t-ockpfi.le,
-~no _c,~r:tain

:emerg:e-n:cy .civi;l defense power:s.

By ;Exe9-uti:v:e -Order
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:t-0958, dated August 14, 1961, the medical·· stockpile and food
I

-

stockpile functions were transfe.rred to the Secretary of Healtl:1,
Education and \'lelfare and to the· Secretary of Agriculture,
respectively.
But some important functions
were retained by OCDM.

relatir:~.g.to

civil defense

Executive Order 10952 left with the

Director of OCDH the follo\'ling functions:
( 1)

Advising and assisting the President in.:
o

Determining pol icy· for, planning, directing

and coordin:ating the total civil defense program
o

Reviewing and coordinating the civil defense.
i!

activities of Federal agenci.es with ea.ch other and
with the States and neighbor,ing countries
o

Determining the appropriate civil defense

roles of Federal agencies, mobilizing national
. support for the effort, evaluating the progress of
programs, and reporting to the Cong·ress on civil
defense matters
o

Promoting interstate civil defens·e compacbs

. and reciprocal civil defense legislation
o

Assisting States in arranging mutual civil

defense aid between States and neighboring countries
(2)

Develop plans, conduct programs, and coordinate

preparations for the continuity of Federal, State, and
local governments in the event of attack.

j'

G:llea•rly.,. it .w:a:s intended. t.hat OCDNI (later OE.P} should,
i

ha:v:~;

,,

an. ac.t±v:e: and: extensive: ,r:oill'e in. se.tting: civi.l'. de:fense·

pe:iliii;cy:,, .in c.oord.inq'ting., the ov:eralT pr.ogram and' in reviewing;
pr:o,g;ram. e•ff:'ectivene•ss·..
c±~v.:±Jl'.

It s.hmrld' be· noted,, too,, that no.t aiT

defenf3te--related functions: were trans.ferred f:rom G_CDM' to•

the• Department. o:f. Defense.

All.· O•ther func.tfons· formerly

ves:t;pd: in; 0CDM:,. including. t·fue; disas·te·r as•si•Sltance £:unction,.
rema,ined( in. OCDM·..

~

On September 22:, 19:6] ,. thet Agency''s name

In: retrospect,. sev:era!t factorst appear ·to: have conver.g.ed::

to· b!I'ing about the' :r:eorgani.za,ti•Ol,!L o·f 1.9c6l.

Firs.t, there· was.

the. poi'nt. of vi.ew that.·OCDM·: had:. become. too. ope!I'at·iona:I.

(and~

perhaps· too bi9'.) ; it. was not. func.tioni-ng a.t a. sufficiently·
broad and: detached r:eve·E to. prov::ide optimum support·. to. the
President:.

s:econd ,, there w.as:, .the a·rgument that as the· :threa.t

expanded, it. became increa·singl.y meaningTes•s to separate: milita·ry

w.a,s:. required.

Third, i.t w.as arg;ued. that the Department o:f''

subs:tan.b:·al
r; relevant resources:. th'a't' c.ou-Id' be•. used:
Defens:e·· had
.
: .
.
to streng.then the, civ.ill'. de·f'ense> gr:ogir'am-.,
observers, w.ou·ld:

say~

Fo.uir'th., and some

mos,t·. important.,, it was hoped th'a.t a ci.vil

defense: budget submitted: by the· S'ecreta:ry o:f' Defense· wou·ld. rec.eiv:e more g.enerous: t·reaib.mentt :from the' Congre•s:s·, than, a bbld9et
coming from an entirely civilia'n. agency· ...

···~

!'i
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Subsequent. events have indicated that the delegation of
substantial civil defense functi.ons to the

De~artment

of Defense.

a,nd the retention by OEP of only· a sta·ff or advisory role. r.e.sulted. in the loss by.OEP of policy control and even policy
influence over the civil defense program.
quplication of field or'ganiza.tions.

It also resulted in

The argument as t0 the

:r;elevance of civil defense to militarY strategy has not been
qefini tively resolved.

Department of Defens.e resources have

:peen us·eful in developing. and supporting civil defense programs;
a question remains as to whether these resources cou•ld be
~qually

US'eful if policy control over ·Civil defense were re-

moved from the Pef.ltagon.

Finally, the Department of Defense

was successful for one year in obta·ining substantially larger
appropriations for civil defen.se--but only for one year.
It seems fair to conclude that whatever merit the rationale for
the 196.1 reorganization had in theory, the :tesul ts ·in practice.
were by no means an unqualified success ..
Other Developments 1961 - 1973
In September 1962, the President issued Executive Order
.11051, restating OEP's preparedness assignments and related

functions and describing its responsibility for leadership and
.

.

coordination of Federal civil emergency preparednes:s activities·
The Agency wa·s desclibed. <:~ .a• ."true S·taff arm" with the
"overriding responsibility" for advising· and. a·ssisting the
President with regard to the total nonmilitary de.fense program.

Ma-j:o1r .ac.tivities·· of OEJ?· d.u,ri.ng; the. Jl96Q·''·s ±ncl\ide.d th.e,
ci'FeMe:]opment o:f' a· "'comprehensive pt:1og.ram" fe·r ·s:b3.te· emer.g,ency;·
E:eso.ri·rc.e. ma•n:a.g.ement.,. supported by- Fedier.all . fina-nc:iai CI.SSis·tanc:e ;:
and1 a "'Memorandum of Unders.tandingn• between. OEP· _a,nd th.e Of.fice•
o,f; C'iv;'.i:l· Defens:e·.,, under which OEP. would guide· federal. agen.c::les
in the manag.erner.ft. o:·f "pr·ima•ry"'

~gen:_e£al.ly ,,

inte-1rsta,te} resource.s·,

wh;i]e,· the S.tate and lo.c:al. g:ove·rn.."tlen.ts, with. OCD· planning; as.s-istance·-,. WO·Uld, have· res;pons,ibilLty f:or use· o-f

Em~rgency.·

'~secondary:"

PJlann:ing: c·ommittee, ..chaired~ by· th.el Ddir:ector of' OEIP'·,.

Mr 1• M'c'Derrno·t.t, and includin<IJ• the: Direetor of the Bureau of the
Budg~e•t

(,Mr. S:taa.t.s'), and: a s·eni.or !Department o-f De,fense official

(:Mr. ·Ho1rw.itzt ..

This: Comm±.t.te'e: urid'erto.ok a s·earching. r.e:v:i.ew of

FedeJra1 po.licy and planning: with respect to mea•sures, that would
be req:uired in t.he event of nuclear

a~ttack

on the t:Jni;tecil States:.

In! 19;6.3, - 196:4:,. OEP issued th.e! National Plan for Emergenc.y
Prepa·redness, a landmark plan.ning; and guidance· document..

Al•so

inl ] 9'6 4, OEP issued an example: s.tate .plan for the emerg,ency

manag:emen:t of resources;. and ir:t June 19·64, the p,residen·t: approved
1i

the concept of an eme·rgency Office o.f Defense Re:sources ,, to.
I

maria,g,e federal resource ·programs in a serious na·tional emergency.
In. 19165, OEP published off'icia;JL guidelines. for no.nrnilita-ry;
defel\lse· plannin·g.

In 19:66, OEP undertook: a study o·f t·fue,

economic impact of continued., increa,s:ed or· terminated

u.s ..
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m.i,litary efforts .in Vietnam ..

During· 1967 and 19·6:8, the

Directors and elements of the sta.ff of OEP were engaged in a
s~ecial Presidential program to promote.cooperation with the

St,ates (the so called 'iNew Federalism" approa•ch).

While this

Pl}Oject had very little to do directly \d th emergency preparedness, the Agency was employed for this purpose ·becaus.e of its
i

e~tensive

working relationships with other federal .agencies

and with State governments.

Meanwhile, the title of the Office

Emergency Planning was changed by statute, late in 1968,
to the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
NationaiL preparedness planning, however, was not limited.
to the top level agencies.

In 1.961, OCm1 had beenordered to

establish both civil defense and defense mobilizatio.n. planning
assignments (entit·led "Emergency Preparednes·s Orders") which
each department and ag.ency was to prepare in as uni.form a
manner as possible.
;.,

a~.signments

The tasks of making emergency preparedness

and/or coordinating departmental and ag.ency eme-:t;...

g,ency plans were assigned in 1962 to OEP, and., in a series of
executive orders (1962-1968), departments and agencies were
instructed to develop preparedness plans and programs.

The

latter were replaced in 19·69 by a revised, consolidated order
(EO 114.90), which in turn has been amend~d, adjusted and updated.
In the civil defense area, a major fallout shelter.survey
prog.ram was initia,ted in 1962.

Also in that year, civil defense
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awareness and the

''
p~ed

fdr

peri<i)d of the Cuban missile

she~ters reac~ed

cr~sis.

a peak during the

As a companion

mea~ure

to the shelter survey. prog.ram, legislation was introduced to
authoriz.e subsidy payments for the inclusion of she·lter1 in new
construction.

The House approved a bill, but the Senate failed

to a9.t: for· the reported reason that a shelter program should be
considered in the .context of decisions on the antiballistic
'

. miss~le system.

The budget for civil .defens.e purpose·s was

gradually reduced until,· in FY 1969, it was back to the,leve1
of the 1950's, a level thathad been described by the
of Defense in 196.1 in these terms:

S~cretary

"Tt buys an organization;

but it does not huy a program.".
In the early 1970's, s.pe<;:ific emphasts was pl,aced on·
peacetime as well as attack hazar.ds and those arising gradual+y
as well as rap·idly.

The early 197·0 's also brought new eMphasis

on wliat·was t:alled on-site assistance--an

atte~pt

to upgrade

.local governments' ability to make coordinated use of all
relevant as!sets available to a community in an emergency .. ·
This:meant working .closely. with }-ocal officials to define the
I

emergency readiness needs of cormnunities, and it involved
emphasis •on 'dual use of people., planning., training and pther
resources.

And by FY 1974, the:re

'\<Tas

emphasis on crisis re-

location pil.annhrg, ·contingency planning to ev:acuate populations
from "high--risk areas during periods of international te.rision.

r: :

!·
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Neanwhile, the Office of Civil: Def:ense·, which from 1961 - 1964
had been under an Assistant Secretary of Defense and which from
19·6 4 - 19 72 had been located within the Department of the Army,
wa•s transformed in 1972 to the Defense Civil Preparedness
reporting directly to the Secretary

of

Agency~

Defense.

In January 1969, the President instructed the new Director
of OEP to give top priority to
National Security Council.
1

his ro.le as a member of the

During that 'year, OEP led a major

interagency study of the civil defense program for the NSC.
~his

study

even~ually

led to Presidential guidance in

19~2,

which directed that " . . . there be increased emphasis on dual
. use plans, procedures and preparedness within the limits O·f
existing. authority, including appropriate related improvements
in crisis· manag.ement planning."

This guidance tended to rein-

force the e.fforts of the Office of Civil Defense (described
above) to focus on peacetimeas well as attack hazards.

In

this connection, the Director of OEP, late in 1971 and early
in 1972, arranged for the Office of Civil Defense to undertake
certain tasks related to local preparedness for disasters.
In 1969, OEP also undertook

of

a

study entitled."Continuity

Government in a Nuclear Environment."

In the fall of that

tear, the President approved an omnibus Executive Order,
~eplacing

a series of separate Executive Orders, assigning

~esponsibility

to federal agencies for civil emergency
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pr,eparedne.SiS ac.ti vi ties.

.In 196·9 aBd 1970, .OE.P became in- ... ·'·
.

.

creasingly involved in the. national security aspects :of the: :.oil
import prog,ram, and the Dire.ctor
level Oil Policy Corruni ttee.

be~'ame

Chairman of a Cabinet

Intensive wo-rk was also done i-n

analyzing existing .stockpiling policies.
Although t.J.1,ere were substantial national ·security (or
war related)·planning activities during the .period 1969 to
197 3, the Agency became increasing.ly heavily involved in an

expanded disaster assistance program., and .:in dealing ,with. nonwa;r ernerg.enci,es such as energ.y shortages and the \oiag.e _pricefre.eze of 1971.

These activities are described in more detail

in the sections-III and IV below.
Tl1e Reorganization -of 1973
During .the period 1970 to 1972, the.re were several intragovernmental studies aff;ecting federal civil emergency prepa'rednes;s.
di 1saster.

.Tn. transmitting to the Congress proposed. new

a~sis:tance

legislation in the sprin<; of 1970t, . President

Ni'xon directed that a careful study be made of the relationship·
between.civil defense and natural disasters . . The requirement
·'

for this .study grew in part out of inadequate coordination
between OEP and OCD, partiqularly at State and local levels,.
in dealing with. disaster preparednes·s.

An interagency study

. group, headed by Major General Otto L.. Nelson (Retired),
undertook an examination of alternative organizational
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.,
arrangements for ·dealing with.disaster assistance and civil
defense responsibilities.

The study group's report, completed

in March 1971, examined a total of seven organizational options,
of which only three were given serious consideration by the
group.

These three wer·e as follows:
o

A minimum changeapproach, which would have left

both OEP and OCD in existence but which would have given
OCD an increased role in predisaster planning and preparednes's assistance to State and local governments (this
solution was favored by the representatives of the
Department of De.fense and the National Security Council
staf·f) •
o

An approach that would tr'ansfer all ci vfl defense

policy, planning, and management functions f:rom the
Secretary of Defense as well a·s from other departments
-

to the Di.rector of OEP in the Executive Office of th.e
President (this approach was favored by General Nelson
and by the OEP member) .
o

The es.tablislunent of a small office in the Execu-

tive Off.ice of the President devoted solely to the
direction and coordination of all disaster response
activities whether they be of natural, man-made or nuclear
origin.

This would have involved abolishing both OEP and

J

1

Ll!?>Y

;;~t:he r:. two .~MB ·:members.~~) .•

uNo :·f:Grmal :act,ion was ':taken ·on 'the Nel·son Report.
'''~lean,whilE;l', ·~during

cl\97'0, <th·e 'E~r.es.iden:t !.:s 'Adv.i:s.ory·~:Council :

con)rE~ecil:l:tiv~ :Qrg:anization }the ''"'Ash r €ol!lncii'") ·made .a ::s'ei.i:es df

; :.JZ;e~.oramendat-ions <Q.esi gned •·to ,-r.e'duc:.e •:drasti cal.ly .the 'Si:~:e· (Of c:t'lref
. . ~.x~G.u:ti.ve ;'O'f:fi~c.e ·of .:the :Hr.es.ident..
.;:abo.l.i.shed OEP and ,·the ,·oo:sition,·.of :.iLts··o±rec,tor ;;as :a member
d'f
.
..

.

.

.

.

'

~

'

~~t·h,~ •.;NSC, ;.transferred '~,prepare'dness pol.icy<" ·•.to -the :NSC:, :tr.an's-

:f:err_e.d .n.atural disaster .re.lief to '.:m.m, '.trans:ferxe·a cs:to:ck:pi:ling
;poJ.;.icy :.to .·the NS.G., ·transferred <GEP''.;s trel:ocat·ion s:±t·e :and
;r.e.spons.iJ:~i:li::ti.e:s

··trans:fer.red. OEP
Repo.rt. dea.J:.t

d::o the .;Gener:cil 'B:e:rvd:ces

·~s

~on1l:Y

'Admin·i!:s'tr.a~t±:on,

computer ..c~p.abili'.ty ,to OIIIJB.

::ana

.'The ··A:sh,Coun·crl

<.n\\Tith ·the :Executive .Of'fice of the :P.rersident

.and .did ·no.t .rtouch ·.on OCD'',;s •.organiza-tion :or ::func±ions.•. ,;No
'

,·formal action was ·t.3.ken :·.on :thes:e ,propos'als

~o:f

the Ash ·:C:oun·cil,..

I

1During 19 71, .there \vere -Mi thin :OMB :fur:ther ..i!n:.terna:l ,s:tuai:e's
of the problem.

The main thrus.t ;:of ·:.these :study _.prqposals.

tto c.rea:te a new '"Off;ice of ;Federal
.•Execut:.ive O'ff·ic:e

~of

.uhe .PresHtertt,

·:Eme~gency .~:Response"

~a

wa~;;

:in '.the

:proposal ·.owh'irch ,'had .:been

definitive action on ·thi.s proposal was 'taken.

.. . ...

•

.

...~,... .....- ,-., ....

MeanwhiTe, .the
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P:r;esident's reorganization authority lapsed in April 1971, and
was not renewed again until December 1971.
Early. in 197 3, the Pres;ident announced that OEP would be·
al:plis.hed.

His proposed reorganization involved abolishing the

role of the Director of OEP as a member of the National Security
Council; transferring all OEP responsibilities having to do with
·preparedness for and relief of d·isasters to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development; transferring OEP functions involving the investigation of imports which might threaten to
impair the national security to the Department of the Treasury;
t:ttansferring the chairmanship .of the Qil Policy Conuni ttee· to·.·

. '·i.l:

the Deputy Secretary of the ':'reasury; and ·transferring. all
other former OEP functions to the General Services Administration.

This was to leave all war-related {.and also other

man-made) eme·rgency preparedness responsibilities, except
civil defense, in a new offic·e subordinate to the Administrator
of General Services.

For the fir:st time since 1949, there

wduld be no official charg,ed with broad c,ivil emergency responsibili ties either w·i thin the Executive Office of the
President or a;s a member of the National Secut"ity Council.
So far as can be determined, there was no systematic analysi~
underlying this reorganization decision.

The stated rationale

was that 'the size of the Executive Office of the P.residen·t
needed to be reduced I and that some of OEP Is functions we·re
of an operational nature and could properly be decentralized.

..

'.

~ _}
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The provisions of the· President's reorg-anization :p,lan;

summarized above, .became effective on July I, 1973.

An·.

Off·::tce

of ,Preparednes's was establishe_d in the General Serv±c.es Adminis•t:ra·ti'on, and the' Federal Disaster Assistance Adminis.tration

(.FOAAl ·was established in HBD·, to carry out the functi.ons
t!rciits,ferred from OEP.

The Office· of Civil Defense, which had

be~n redesignated in 1972 as the Def·ense Civil Preparedness
Ag~ncy

(DCPA:}, 'was 'not affected by the- reorgani.z.ation.~.

In·

principle, at· 1eas·t, the Director .of the Office of Preparedness
in ·_the,_ qenera·l Services· Administratio.n retained the broad policy
if

gu±d~ri'c~

authority over civil defense programs that had- pre-

viously been vested in the Di.rector of OEP.

But as a practical

matter, the Director of the Office of Preparedness (later
renamed the Federal Preparedness Agency [FPA]} had less and.
less effective influence on civil defense policy and programs.
I

This reorga·riization also meant that all three of 'the majo·r

age!lcies concerned with civil emergency preparedness

a~fter

J:uri.e 30', 19·73, · mainta-ined their own separate regional: offices.
Con·pequently, State officials were required to. deal with at
lea-s·t three set·s of Federal regional officials on often closely
rel,ated substantive program issues·.

It is probably fair to say

that State an·d local dissatis·.faction ttli th the fra.gmentation of
federal emergency preparedness organizational arrangements grew
substantially after the 1973 r'eorganization.

.

,
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Recent Develouments
This mounting dissatisfaction was at least in part responsible for extensive Congressional activity in. this area
d;uring 1976.

The Joint Committee on Defense Production issued

in Apri.l 1977 a report on the civil preparedness rev:iew they
cpnducted during the period April .through November 1976.

Their

report pointed out that disa·ster pn3paredness has taken on
b_!'oader s.cope in recent years.

At the close of t-7orld War IJ,

the terms "preparedness" and "readiness" had! almost exclusively
m~litary

connotations; but now t.'I:J.ese te·rms include not only

measures aimed at securing the country's def.enses arid the protection of the population, but also a host of activities
designed to prevent and mitigate the effects on persons and
p-roperty of natural disasters, resource crises and other
economic disruptions, industrial and transportation accidents-such as nuclear pmver plant emergencies, spillage of flammable

-·

d~

corrosive chemicals, train derailments--and certain forms

d£ te£rorist activity.

The Committee report recommended that the emergency p.reparedness functions of DCPA, FPA., and FDAA be combined into a
single independent ag-ency, the Federal Preparedness Administration.

It would also assign to the Director of the new Fede.ral

~reparedness Administratiori authority and budget control for

the specific preparedness programs of othe.r departments and
'.

!-r
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a•g.enc ies such as were ass;i,.gned to the former Dfrector of •OEP
under· the. ·''-delegate agency f;unding'" •COncemt.

of

:Direct·o,r

It'would .make the

.the •Federal Preparedness Admli..nis-tcl:ation a •member of

'bhe · Na-tional Security Cbunci 1.
:Q.n August 25., [.'977, · President Carter -directed the
za·ti·on · P.roject staff .a.t :OJVT..B

to

Reo~::gani-

carry out a comprehensive s·tudy
j

of the Federal Government·• s role in .preparing f;or and r:es,pondi-ng
'

to nataral, accidren.tal ~ and wartime civil disas.t:ers.
III.

'Ev:ol:u.t·ion Of :the Di s.as·ter :Assi.s',tance Function in the
United Sta-tes

·-

Introduction

At the present time, the ;provisioning ·o.f assis-tance to
victims of natural disasters is a responsibility o£ the Federal
•:..

Disas'ter .1\:s•s.istance
.
Administra-tion (F.OAA) of the Department of
' ~. ; .

Housing and Urba·B Development (HUD).

T~is

responsibil~ty

con.,..

sists principally of supplying specified types o.f aid and
I

I

.

'

coQrdinating similar efforts by o.ther Federal agencies .and by
j

....

volunteer relief organiza.tions.

Some of the Federal agencies

have independent statutory authorities to act, at times with
_·,.

'

,.

and at times without the need ifor a ".major disaster" or
,.

'

"emergency'" declaration by tl~e President.
•

'

.

' ~

The authority to

<

.make such a declaration rests ·:with the President alone, ho.wever.
)

The types of assi s.tance aTe many, from gran.bs to therehabilitation of essential public facilities and loans to
conununities, to temporary housing, unemployment assistance,
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fbod coupons, and grants to individuals.

And the types have

expanded, at times g:r;-adually; at times--often after a largemagnitude disaster--rather rapidly into what is now a permanent,
comprehensive program.

Depending on. the number and severity

o,f disasters in any given year, the annual cost of this program
f?Upported from the President's Disaster Re.lief Fund alone amounts to
some $200-25D mLllion.
'rhe pl:lrpose of this brief historical review is to trace
the development of disaste:r assistance activities in this
~ountry

and attempt to derive from it the most significant

org.anizational and procedural implications.

These implications,

of course, are but one set of considerations to be weighed in
solving the complex problem of the most e.ffective organization
of emergency preparedness and response agencies of the Federal
Government.
Early Disaster Assistance Activities
Up to thirty years ag,o, there was no permanent program of
assistance t·o victims of natural di.sasters in this country.
:i:n response to appeals from State and local governments tha.t
had insufficient resources to cope with the effects of natural
disasters, however, the Federal Government from time to time
passed special assistanc~ legislation.

These laws--some 100 in

humber between 1803 and the end of World War II--were all
enacted after a disastef and in response. to a specific event~
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For ·-these reasons, there were frequent delays be for~; :l!'_e4Ef,:r:Ftl,
assis.tance reached the affected localities and the n_ature of
the,assistance was quite restricted.
1

It should be pointed out, however_, that there were ongoing

act~vities

(other than those mandated by specia.l legislation)

that di¢1 in fact provide relief.

+n the first place, the

American National Red Cross gave mas-s care, such as emergency
hou~in;g,

Federp.l
,''

food, clothing, and
~gencies,.
;

'

such as the

financia~

support.

d~pression~spawned
.

.

;

. ,..

''

..

Secondll.y,
organizations

(e.g., Federal Civil Works Administrat_io:n,_,wor.ks Progress
Administration, and Publi.c \'lorks J\dministr:ation) as well as
mission agencies, lik-e the Corp.s of Engineers, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the Bureau of Public Roads supplied
effective aid to communities even though the programs of some
of them were not specifically des·igned for this purpose.
· The management of these early assistance activities restedsolely with the agency having the ne·ces•sary statutory authority.
In the absence of any permanent assistance legis.lation· at the
Federal level, there· was no requirement for coordinatibn of
their activities.

And -v1ith popular expectations in this area

low in thos days, complaints were either non-existent or not
rec&r_d-ed~

A seminal action in the disaster assistance fiel~ was

tak~n by C'ongres.s in July 1947~ when it passed P.L. 80'-233.

The la'W·authorized the War Assets Administration (WAA), which
had custody of surplus war property, to transfer items from its
stocks (of an expendable as wel.l as· unexpendable nature) to the
Federal Works Administration (FWA) .
'·. ;..··

!'

F\'7A in turn made them

•'

available to State and local governments to alleviate the damage
caused by floods andother catastrophes.
The major significance of this law lies in the .f•act that,
first of all, it was permanent, that is prospectively applicable
to disasters regardless of when they would happen, and that,
second, it was passed riot post facto, but in anticipation of
future disasters.

That the proximate causes for its enactment

were hurri.cane and f]ood dis'asters along the Gulf Coast and
the Hi ssouri-Mississippi Rivers, respectively, detract·s nothing.
from the significance of the step taken by the· Congress in
creating for the first tii:ne a permanent assistance program on
a nationwide basis.
Organizationally, the law also broke new ground'.· Not only
FWA, but all other Federal agencies were mandated to cooperate
with the WAA; and employees of Federal as well as State and
local governments could be used to further the objectives O·f
the Act.

The President triggered the provisions of the law

whenever he determined it to be necessary .or appropriate
because of floods "or other catastrophes."

'In the· field, the

assistance was provided by the district engineer of FWA's

';'.

. t
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Bu;reau of Community Facilitie.s, working in conj'unction :with
WAf\ Is field representative.
merit officials.

:aoth then d.eal t with loqal govern-

Several organi.zational and management concepts

that were adopted for effecting the provisions of this law can
be· eas.ily recognized' in t,oday' s assistance program.
As surplus war property was exhausted, P.L. 80--233 became
an . increasingly le.ss effective mechah:ism for providing as·sistance to victims of natural disasters.

Assistance in_ the form

of· ca•sh grants to State and local governments began tp be used
instead.

The monies w.ere allocated fr.om the Emergency. Fund of

the President, a fund that hacl·· already been in e.xistence,
probably since 1948.

. The Independent Offi.ces AppropriatiOn

Act of 1950 (P.L. 81-266), however, granted specific authority
for its discretionary use by tpe Presid.ent to all-eviate hardships caus:ed by natural disasters, whenever a Governor
cert.ified that Federal support was required to supplement a
.reasonable.. amo1.mt that the State itself and affected !localities
could provide--legal provisos that have survived virtually
intact to this day.
. ,.,.
.

.,

The General Services Administration administered the fund,

:I

btit the Pres.ident, apparently,~ designated the agency actual.ly
chArged with supplying assistance in each instance.

Detai.l,s

on.how this aspect of the assistance was carried out in
practice are not readily available, how.ever.
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The

Fede~al

Disaster Act of.l950 (PL 81-875, as· Amended)

Whiie many significant conceJ?tS, administrative procedures,
and financial mechanisms for disaster assistance had already
been developed by 1950, .it remained for PL 81-875: to recodify
them, expand upon them, and put onto them a long-lasting imprint.
This Act is a true landmark piece of legislation, since it was
both permanent (as PL 80-233 was) and comprehensive,, as no
predecessor law was.
The assistance authorized by. this law and its amendments
consists of:

emE!rgency repair _and temporary restoration of

ess.ential public facilities (or, by a .subsequent administrative
ru~e,

providing the equivalent in cost, if the State or

locality decided on permanen.t restoration) ; protective or other
wotk essential to life and prop.erty preservation; clearing of
det>ris; provision of temporary housing or emerg·ency

shelter~

.

contributions to State and local g.overnments for the above,...
stated purposes; and donation or loan of surplus government
property (consumable or nonconsumable) to a· State.

A.-nendments

also "triggered" emergency assistance (loans, feed.for livestock, and seed for planting as well as surplus farm commodities),
in agricu1tural areas provided under authority of the Department of Agriculture.

Moreover, ,permanent restoration of

Federal facilities was authori.zed.

The scope of .assistance

had indeed increased considerablv since enactment of PL 80-233.
.

.

~
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From the management point of view, PL 81-875 reinforced
the already existing legislativemandate for all Federal
; ·. agencies to cooperate with each ·other in providing disas·ter
assistance.

The law went further, however.

It authori.zed the

·President to coordinate in any manner deemed appropriate the
assistance activities of Federal agencies and direct the
utilizatiort of their resources. ·This grant of explicit power
to the President, deemed necessary by the Congress because of
the new and enlarged scope of assistance ac,tivities contained
in the ·statute, is the legislative cornerstone of the concept
of a single agency responsible for the coordination of natural
disaster activities.
By Executive Order 10221 of Marcp :j.95.l, these nef
rnanager·ial·. functions were at first delegated by the Presi,derit
to the Housing and Home Financing Agency (HHFA)--an independent
agency created in i947·to conduct Federal housing programs.
·, Within HHFA, the Community Faciiities Service was assigned the
specific responsibility under PL 81-875.

The reasons for this

delegation to HHFA were apparently twofold:

(1) availability

within that agency of engineering expertise, rightly deemed
essential for provision of.disaster assistance; and (2)
experience in administering such assistance on the part of
the Community Facilities Service, pres:umably a successor
organization (direct or once-removed) of FWA's Buteau of
Community Facilities that had a similar (but more restricted)
responsibility under Pt B0-233.

I
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Less

thc~m

two years later--in January 1953--Executive

Order 10427 transferred disaster assistance responsibility from
HHFA to the Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA).

~'lith

p;edecessors reaching. back t6 the-inunediate World War II period,
FCDA had beeri established as_an independent agency in February
1951 by t:.he "Federal civil Defense Act of 1950" (PL. 81.:..920).

Tbe

in

new Executive Order broadened considerably FCDA's authority
assis·tance matters compared to .the authoxity that HHFA had

under the earlier Executive Order 10222, especially in the
area of coordination .of otlier Federal agencies, and development
of State and lo.cal response preparedness.
These new authorities were to:
o

Coordinatethe m(iking of plans and preparations

by the Federal agencies in anticipation of their responsibilities in the event of a major disas.ter.
o

Foster the development of such State and local

organizations and plans as may be necessary to cope
with major disasters.
o

COordinate the disaster relie£ assistance

afforded by Federal agencies under their own statutory
authority.
Thus the first steps were taken in the twin. efforts that
continue to this day to improve the capability of State and
local governments to accept their shared role in responding

·:::.

so
to

dfsasters~-on

the intergovernmental level--and ensure that

all the resources of the Federal government (regardless of
specific le!gislative authority) are effectively utilized in a
natura.l disaster--at the Federal. level.
The Executive Order also reconfirmed a number of significant
procedural concepts.

The most noteworthy were the: ·supplemental

nature o·f the ass.is,tance, the obligation of States and localities
to expend a reasonable:amount of funds to help themselves, and
the need to make fiscal provisions for these eventualities.
Armed. with this expanded authority, FCDA developed a predisaster
plan encompassing the major Federal agencies· and a formal understanding with the American National Red Cross at the Federal
level.

Moreove·r, a relief. coordinator, for the most part in

the person of the ·State civil de:fense. director, was established
in almos.t all States.
Executive Order 10737, (iss~ed four years later, in
October 1957)

1

was processes oriented.

It codi.fied in detail

the steps to be taken prior to a major di.saster declaration
(or--interestingly
disaster).

enough~-"upon

the threa·t" of a major

It·included procedures for determining the nature and

cumulative amount of State commitment,· an estimate o.f damage
hardships caused by the disaster, and the specific items of
Federal aid that were required..

A Federal-Sta·te ag.reement (or

contract) was al.so formally made a requirement for providing
assistance.

Thi.s order,

change to take place.

:

however~

caused no organizational
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The earlier Executive Order {No. 10427) did cause changes,
but gave no reasons for transferring the disaster assistance
functions from HHFA to FCDA.

A careful reading of it, however,

coupled with the contents of a Presidential message to the
Congress .on disaster assistance issued slightly more than .a
year later (July 1954), provides a clearindication of what
those reasons were:
o

The interests of HHFA were too narrow for the

broad spectrum of activities authorized in PL 81-875.
There was little affinity for disaster matters in HHFA
and the latter must have been considered then as causing
an unwanted diversion of management and operational
resources from the main responsibility:
as now a·· very difficult task.

housing, then

One former member of HHFA

who remained with the assistance program until retirement
opines that HHFA was g,lad to be relieved of the disaster
responsibilities.
o

The increas•e magnitude and importance of the

assistance program required an administering agency not
only with broad authority, but also with a capability
to coo.rdinate effectively many Federal agencies and encourage a considerable level of State and local
participation.

A streamlining of disaster operations

was obviously required ..
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o

In the words of the Presidential

rnessag~~-

"The

part.icipatiort of biv.:i..l-defense organizations in natural
ciis·aster operations ~.:Lii increase their capacity
and
..
~~.

.

effectiveness to cope .with situations which could occur
in event of enemy attack.."

a

would accrhe included

Collateral benefits that

trained State and local civil-

defense orgarli~ation--an asset for any community--and
the opportunity fdr providing a reco.gnized community
service~

" • • • t:.herebyerecting a new dimension of

peacetime citizen~h.:i..p."

The argument for "dual use"

could hardly have been presented in a more telling manner.
·.·

.

.

Although not covered by the available literature two
t.

.

•·'

.

additional reasons must have played a role in assigning FCDA
the disaster function:

the linkages that FCDA had already ·.

e:stabli-shed with state and local governments for civil defense
purposes were very useful for disaster assistance efforts and

,

.

the rather wide spectrum of expertise and disciplines to be
friund in FCDA were also useful for dealing with disaster
situations.
Organizational stabi.ll.i ty· and J?rograM G:ro,'lth. (1953 to 1973)
Continuing a trend that had become well established by
the early 1950's, the disaster program carne to include many
)

new benefits during the ensuing 20 years.

The expansion often

,Jas trig.gered by a disaster of above-average severity and
trtagnitude.

The. legislative authorities and the major additional
·'

features are as

follo~s:

5.3
o

PL 87-502 (1962.) -~Eligip.ility for Guall\, American

Samoa, and the Trust Territories and for Statepublic
facilities.
o

PL 818-451 (1964.) --Ad' hoc provisions to help

restore earthquake. damag.e in Alaska (more liberal loan
terms and loan adjustments to individuals, larger
Federal share for road repairs, expanded urban renewal
and civil p!rojects funding, and purchase of State bonds).
o

PL 89-41 (1965) _..;Ad hoc provisions to. help re.store

roads and timber trails in five westernStates damaged
by floods.
o

PL 89-113 (1965}--Aid for reconstruction of

public elementary or secondary schoo.ls, and for current
school expenditures ·(including instructional materials}.
o

PL 89-339 (1965}--Ad hoc provisions to help

victims of Hurricane Betsy in Florida., Louisiana, and
Mississippi: with loan c·ancellations and e.ligibili ty
to purchase trailers provided as emergency housing.
o

PL 8-9-76.9 (1966) --Liberalization of loan pro-

visions, ex.tension ·Of eligibi.li ty to rural communi ti.es
and unincorpo.rated towns and villages and to institutions of higher education., and Federal cost sharing for
repair o.f facilities of Sta:te and local g,overnments
damaged while under construction.
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o

PL 90-241

(19:68) --Aid for reconstruction of

public, techniCal; vocational, and other soecial education
:f.aciiities at the. e·lementary or secondary school level.
o

PL 91..;.19 (i96·9) ..;.'-Federal cos.t-sharing for repair
.

~

of highway facili t·ies not on Federal-aid systems, aid for
timber operations, grants to State and local governments
for remova:i of de:bt:i..s from private property, food coupons,
unemployment ass·istarice·, and fire suppression grants.
(These. benefits· were in addition to those authorized by
previous .iegi.sla:tion and were to be in effect fbr 15
months.)
o

PL 9i...;606 (i970) --.Major recodification of disaster'

as:sis'ta:nce with new significant benefits, including assis_.
tance before

a:

disas·ter actually occurs, provision of

emergeil'cy communications arid public transportation, reempl.oymerl't assi.s'tcrrice, temporary mortgage o:t rent
payments, a{d to rrlajor so·urces of employment, provision
of legal services, disaster grants for communities, and
reloca,tiori' a:ss·istaiilce, and for the first time· matching
f.unds with the States for State disaster planning.
o·

PL 9'2..;.2'@'9' (19:71):--Grants to medical care

facilities· m11ne'd by t·a:x-exempt organizations.
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o

PL 92-385 (1972)--'Liberalization of loans to

individuals and busin~ss' 'ahd grants for repa·ir of
private non-prof.it educatiorLal facilities and equipment
at all

(These w~l:''e in addition to benefits

levels~

covered by prior legislation and were intended to aid only
victims of Tropical Storm Agnes.)
At first glance, the expa::n.sion of the disaster assistance
activities seemed to be accompanied by considerable organizat.ional changes.

The·responsibilities of FCDA were transferred

by Executive Order 10773 of July 1, 1958, to the Office of
Defense and Civilia:n. Mobilization (ODCM) in the Executive Office
of the President, created by the Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1958.

ODCM, which combined all the emergency preparedness and

response functions as they are generically called today, became
the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization. (OCDH) ·by virtue
of PL 85-763 and Executive Order 10782 later in 1958.

The

consolidated agency was split by the transfer o.f the. civil
defense functions to the Department of Defense by Executive
Order 10952 of July 1961, leaving continuity of government,
stockpile, and disaster assistance functions in OCDM.

OCDN's

name was changed to Office of Emergency Planning by P.L. 87-296
.

.

.

.

..

.

in September of 1961 and finally to Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) by P.L. 90-60-8 iri October of 1968.
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r~ality,

In

Of'gCiniz~tional

cg~b~natiop.

q~ring

PfOgram underwent no structural
this period.

.Assistqnc.~

to

disaster!:) was not a<. factor in either the
I

tqqt res-qlted :j..n ODC.M or. the splitting that left
Exec~t:j..v~

in the

qisa~ter

che3,nges

n(.it~ra],

vi(:tims pf

q~f

the

pperational func"!::i,.ons

Office of the President and placed the
o~

civil.defense in the Department

Q~

Defen.se.

0.~

coordipat:j..ng the! (.iqt:i,.yities of many other Federal agencies,

o£ten in
tpe

fH:rt-her.! :i,. t~ esS1ential characteristic

st:re~stul

E~ecutive

~itg~tion~,

seemed

Office of the Pre!:;ident.

an

appropriate function of
If its separation from

t_pe civil defense operation functions caused any real or perc~ived

loss of

q:,gmmented

up~m

effe~tivepess,

such loss was not at that time

in the (.iVa;ilab;Le documents.

Structural organizational stability during this 20-year per:j..od, however, was accompqnied by program growth and increased
~omplexity.

Afte:r ec;19h larger-than-(.iverage disaster, such as

Camille (1969}, San

F~rn(.indo

(1971} c:md Agnes (1972} extensive

<;:ongression(.il hea:ring:s \,'/ere held in Washington and the field
;J...eading t() program
preparedness.
9~P

exparJ.l~L:ion,

including a new emphasis on disa9ter

rn this connection, in response to PL

91-606~

s.ent to the Congres.s in January 1972 a three-volume report r

pisaster Preparedness, that was to become a landmark publicaticpn.
~t

was the first .comprehensive analysis and evaluation of all

Federal, State, and local programs relating to natural hazards

~

..

.

.

,and risks in the Uni.ted States and the systems, policies,

plan~.
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and programs for reducing and mitigating them before the
The me~hanisms that it.identified included

disaste-rs occurred..

comprehensive disaster insurance, 'i.mpro"ed land-use.and building
codes and pra6tices, safety ins~ections, regulation of weather
modification and utilization of new technology.

OEP

subsequently

made some progress in increasing disaster mitigation measures.
These initia,tives were stunted, however, by the events of 1973
(that are cover~d in the next sectiori of this paper).
Recent Disaster Assistance Activities .(1973 to the Present)
A comprehensive revision of the Disaster Act was proposed
by the Administration early in 1973 following an a....,month effort
of a joint OMB-OEP study group with the participation O·f the
highest levels of the Executive branch; some 30 Federal agencies,
public interest and researcl}. groups, ancj many consul tp.nts.

The·

resultant proposed "Disaster Prepar~dness and Assistance ,Act
'

of 1973" ~as " . . . intended to produce a program rrio::r;e equit~ble,
f;

}

•

I

.

·,

:

1

:

effici~:nt II effective t and economi.cial
1

. with the use of grants

to assure needed Federal funding unfettered by a multiplicity
of procedural requirements.
message accompanying it.
no organizational chang.e.

.

."

in the words of the Pre•sidential

The proposed bill, however, recommended
Had .it passed as proposed, it would

have caused the consolidation of all rlisaster l~an activities
into one agency -- a topic th~i is ~till being studied today -- by
administrative rule.

No other organizatfonal change wa·s con-

templated, and it was assumedthat the program would continue

sa.
urider OEP.

As it happened; the bill fared poorly at _the hands

of the Congress.

After

~ ~ear

of hearings ahd deliberations

arid under th~ pressure gene~ated by ~he tornado disasters of
April 1974, the Congress passed the currently operatiye act,
tne

11

Disaster Relief Act of 1974ii (P.L. 93-288).

This Act

resembles the proposed bill in only a few respects, note\'TOrthy
arikmg which is Title It; 'iDisaster Preparedness Assistance, ..
cdntainiri~

legislative authority for undertaking mitigation

arid preparedness activitie~.
I

Like the proposed Administration bili, PL 93-288 contained
nd organizational provision.s, all powers being vested in the
President.

By the time it became law, however, in May 1974

a very significarit restt~cturing of the whole emergency preparedness functions in the Federal Government -- including disaster
assistance.:.-had already taken place by Presidential initiative
urider the Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973, effective on July
1; 1973.
This B.eorganization Plan and its implementing Executive
Orders 11725 and 11749 abolished OEP and placed the disaster
assistance prog.ram in a newly created element of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, the Federal Disaster Assistance
Administration, where it now rests.

For the first time ih almost

20 years this program found it-self outside the Executive Offi.ce
I

of the President and for the first time ever it was embedded in
'

a large line

;

~

department_wi~~

whic::h it had only limited affinity.
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Despite its serious impl:j.cations not only on disaster
programs but also·on the whole emergency preparedness responsibilities of the Federal Government, the only announced motive
for this Reorganization Plan had nothing specifically to do with
functions_, responsibilities, performance or organizational
problems of the affected programs.

According to testimony pre-

sented to the Congress, the reason ridduced in support of transferring the disaster program to HUD was the close relationship
between the emergency housing element of disaster assistance and
HUD's community planning and development functions.

The.central

motive was the desire on. tl:.le part of the Adrninistra't.ion to
reduce the size of the Executive Office of the President.
Because of the recency of the events, it is difficult to
as-sess the impacts o.f the 197 3 organizational change.

At the

Federal level, the additional layer represented by the
Secretary of HUD between the FDAA and the President's Office
does not seem to have been a real impediment to the provision
of assistance to disaster victims.

Direct contacts bet\.,een

FDAA and the White House have been close and effective.

However,

during this period, State and local officials have indicated a
growing discontent with having to deal with three different
Federal regional offices with apparent overlapping jurisdiction
in disaster preparedness and response •
. . ·- ~
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IV .. Evolution d~ ci~ti~~ ~~~e~or!es bf Civil ~~ergsricy

Prepar-edness· iri

u~ S ~ ·

th~

··· ·

Ctirreht.ly; the prlriclpi=i.i F~deral emergency preparedness
hmct:Lohs not reidted tb war or ~0 natural disaster are assuming

±t is

lincreasirig iin~orta~ce.

orily within the last decade or s6

ihat these probi~m~ hav~ received systematic attention within

the Fede:rcii Gdte~rilherit.

There have been some earlier ex-

a

perierice$-i"'for exarttple; wj_bh

chlorine parge that threatened

to leak deadly g~s Hi the lower .Mississippi Valley some 15
~ears a~ot and ~he~~ ~~~~ ~ihor resource crises of various

kinds

o~sr th~ ye~rs.

~Ut

tecentiy this new range of problems

~rid potehtl~i ~~obie~s, lri~iddihg threats or acts of terrorism~

peacetime h~~i~at ~hle~~eridie~, critical shorta~e~ of vital
~upplies

sUch as petroibi.irri, cind disruptions of essential services

such as eiectric:L~y
f._

>

~ederal

I

i

:

dr tbirisportation, have demanded increasing
A d~~8rlptioh of an illustrative list of

1

atteritiori.

these pt6biehl~ ~biiow~~
~e~ihri.iri~

ab6Jt

i~id; the birector of OEP became in-

breasirigly irivoived V,rith a ntimber of broad emergency problems
facing the A~~tic~n ~~bile.
.

power

: :

'

. ' . . .

av~ilabilit.y

agriculture

, '··

' :

'

These ranged from reduced electrical

.. ,o..

.

.

ahd !Hdlistriai problems.

President. established.

ari

tn February 1970, the

Oil Policy Committee under the

bhairmanship of the birector of OEP._ This Committee provided
policy direct.ioh, coordination, and surveillance of the oil
import program.

L

t.o oil embargo contingencies and fuel-related
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In order to deal with a growing di,stillate fuel oil shortage
in the fail 'of l~no 1 President ·Nixon: announced creation .of a
jc::>int Board on Fuel Supply arid Fuel Transport ..

The Director

df OEP was appointed Chairman of this Joint Board. . As fuel
supplies dwindled and prices rose ·in the succeeding three y~ars,
t.he. Joint Board launched conservation programs and devised
various gasoline and fuel oil contingency plans for the'nation~
fhis expetience ~et a pattern for dealing with other resource
~rises

that occurred in subsequent years.

In September 1973, after

to

th~

transfer of maj·or OEP functions

GSA, GSA/FPA was ca1llied upon to assi.st in the organizational

development of the Federal Energy Office and in the planning
and management of the Voluntary Petroleum Allocation Program
ahd its successor; the ~1andatory Petroleum Allocation Program.
An Energy Resources Council was established in 1973.
R~acting

to anticipated natural gas shortages, the Energy Re-

sources Council i:h May 1975 established an interagency Natural
Gas Policy and Contingency Pianning Task Force under the
leadership of:. the Federal Energy Administration.

A number of

cbntingency plans were developed to alleviate the impact of
natural gas shortages on the economy,· including use of
authorities available to the Director, FPA, under the Defense
Production Act of

1950~

As another example, in the summer and fall of 1975,
chlcrine shortages for water purification purposes threatened
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to cause serious public health problems.

FPA became involved

i.n this issue through its basic responsibility for monitoring
resource shortages and interruptions.
a naiional action plan for

wate~

Under.FPA·. ·: leadership,
- .. ---

crisis treatment was prepared.

Resource Field Boards were conven.ed, based on the pattern of
the Joint Board described above, -to monitor the situation at
regional and state levels.

FPA coordinated the development of

an Executive Order empowering the Secretary of Commerce "to
redelegate to agencies, offi.c·ers, and employees of the government,
functions relating to orders for the

provisi~n

of chemicals

or substances necessary for treatment of water."
Early in 1973, OEP used the authority contained in Executive Order 11051 to promulgate·an agreement on radiological
emergency response planning for fixed nuclear facilities.*

This

agreement assigned AEC as lead agency, supported by DHEW, EPA
and DCPA, to provide coordinated Federal assistance to State and
local governments for radiological emergency response planning.
In December 1975, FPA published a revised agreement designating
NRC as lead agency and expanding the scope o·f the agreement to
include transportation incidents involving radiological materials.
Responsibilities under the revised agreement were also assigned
to ERDA, DOT and HUD/FDAA.

In this s:ituation, FPA performs the

overall c6ordinating role through:
o

Resolving Federal interagency and Federal/State

problems;
*There has been some di.spute as to whether Executive Order 11051
was the appropriate.authority f0r this p~rpose.
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o

Reviewing

a.nd

endorsin'g NRC guidance to other

Federal agencies and NRC guidance and plans as·sistance
to State and local governments;
o

Encour~ging and making arrangements for Federal

representative visits to States toprovide on-·site
planning assistance.
A particularly interesting example of emergency response
to a non-war and non-disaster crisis was the role of OEP in·
managing the wage-price freeze in August.through November 1971.
OEP, as the organizational heir to the National Security Resources
Board, had as one of its primary responsibilities the development
,.

•'

of emergency planning for economic stabilization.

This assign-

ment was visualized primar.i.ly as us.eful in war-related national
emergencies; in 1971 it became clear that OEP's· economic
stabilization function could also be employed effectively in a
peacetime economic crisis.

In the Executive Order O·f August 15,

1971, establishing a 90-day freeze on prices, rents, wages and
salaries, a Cost of Living Council was established to administer
the freeze with the Di.rector of OEP as a member.

Cost of Living·

Council Order No. 1 "delegated to the Director, OEP, responsibilities and authority to implement, administer, monitor and
enforce the stabili.zation· of prices, rents, wages and salaries
as directed by section 1 of

~he

order."

Working through its

ten regional office!?, and s.upported by the field establishment
of the Internal Revenue.

Service·~·.

OEP actively managed the

freeze operatio:n until those responsibilities were turned over
to the Internal Revenue Service in a Phase II follow-on program.

6~
reso.tirce~

Amohg the. many

e,mergencies which can beset the

nation, wides.pread railroad. ,and·. motor truck service interruptidns
ria~e been partittilarly ~etious in iheir potential ~d~erse e£fedt

tipon the economy.

Iri these situations, FPA and its predecessor

~gencies ha~e coordin~~ed the Federal government response.
e*ampie~ wl)eh

a

Foi

nationwide raii strike of two weeks duration

occurred in July-August 1971, OEP assembled information on the

the ~trike;

status of

On

prepared impact statements of its effect

the ecortoitry, arid Submitted twice-daily reports to the White

ifbuse.

.An arourici-the"'"cilock operations and information center

monitored the activities of the ten OEP regional offices and
f.

.

con~erned

other

.

.•

Federal

.

a~ehcies

in locating critical resource

s6ortages arid takiri~ ~bti6ris to correct them.
F:i?A and its predecessor agencies have thus had significant
ihvolvemerit in cboperc:iting with State and local officials in
the management Of resource disruptions of the kind described
above.

It~ regibrial oltices in the ten·Federal Regional Council

~itie·s have

a

highly important role ih carrying out these

responsibilities; but thedr effectiveness is sharply limited
b~ the minimal staffing available.

Regional Field Boards have

been converted from·titne to tiine to cope with such varying
situations as transportation and coal strikes, power and fuel
deficiencie~,

cropdrying;.and chemical supplies for water

purification.

·In this coririection, the FPA Guide for Contingency

Pianning:

The Management of Resour~e Crises for State,
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Mi.lhicipal, and Community· Levels "('1976) ha·s helped develop a
b~tter coordinated and better ~ntegrated approach to cri~is

management at the State ··level.
The above discussion by no means covers the full range of
non-war and non-natural disaster problems emerging in the civil
I.

erii.ergencypreparedness field; but it is illustrative of those
problems.

In 1914, FPA in an internal reorganization separated

"6onflict preparedness" from "civil crisis preparedness," a
refl~ction

of the growing, importance of non-war emergencies.

There·appears to be ample justification for taking int6·account
crises and emergencies of non-war and non-natural disaster
origin in designing an improved overall organization·for
Federal civil emergency preparedness and respons.e.

There may

be a need to obtain, through legislation, clarification of
authorities in this area.

v.

Some Implications for Future Organizational

Developm~nt

It is evident. that organizational arrangements for Federal
civil emergency preparedness in the United States have gone
through many periods o£ turbulence.

Changes in organization

hav-e been made to reflect changes in the S'trategic situation
and the perceived threat, to reflect efforts to stimulate
public and Congressional support, and in some instances to
reflect changing management concepts.
h~ve

Most of the changes that

occurred have involved the war-related or national security

a~pects

of Federal emergency preparedness programs.

During the

past 10 years, however, the natural disaster assistance programs
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have expanded to

th.~

'point where. they now. constitute a hi_ghly

important factor in deciding on

organizati~:mal

Preparedness for. .other kinds ·of

civiil;.;;:;eiJr~rgencies

arrangements.
(e.g.,

peace-time nuclear incidents, terrorism;: :.and economic disr\lptions}
have no:t. been a maj,or factor in past. reorganfz.ations.
-~

•

•

•

•

~-

1

....

:.

•

•

'

Concern

•

over:, these types• of civil. emergencies is g.rowihg, however, and
.

':';':\

•

'

.

• ;

.·

.

.

. .

i

'

:

•.

'.

·.

.

.

.

. •

.

:\

'

:, : :; '

. ;

future organizat-ional arrangements should explicitly take such
emergencies into

account~

The. wa·r-related programs grew. out of experience in World
War II, which brought military devastation to many civilian
populc;ttions· in Europe and Asia, and which underlined the
importance of having an economy and an industrial base that
could be quickly geared to meeting

em~rg~ncy

requirements.

The Korean War reinforced the belief in the United States that
industrial mobilization planning and preparedness, on a con.tinuing bas·i,s; were essential to the Nation's security.
During the past three decades, the capability of potential
adversaries to inflict casualties and damage on the United
States has grown phenomenally, and in the same period likely
warning time has shrunk dramat:ically.

But these changes in

the magnitude and immediacy of the potential threat have not
been accompanied.. by a -growth in attention to war-related civil
emergency preparedness. measures.

In fac·t there has, on the

whole, been growing apathy .towards .civil -defense and related
programs.

This apathy is probably due at least in part to a
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combination of the fact that there has be.en no actual attack
.

..

~

·..

on the United States., a beli·ef that nuclear war won't really
'

occur, and the view often expressed that if it does occur it
will be so catastrophically destructi~e that preparednes's would
do li ttl.e good.

In any event, increasing complacency since the

early 1960's has made it politically very difficult to promote
extensive civil de·fense programs in the United States.
While public attention to and Congressional support for
war-related civil emergency preparedness programs have generally
waned, the opposite trend has characteriz.ed reactions to natural
disaster assistance programs.

The Congress has, over the pa'st

decade particularly, provided increasingly generous assis·tance
to victims of major hatural disasters.

And there is geriuine

State and local interest in such programs, especially in areas
where actual disasters have occurred.
Meanwhile, growing concentrations of popul2.tion., prpliferation of man-made structures, increasing interdependence of
people, and expanding use of new technologies such as

nuclea~

power have resulted in growing vulnerabilities to a wider range
of possible emergencies.

These now include not only war--related

situations and natural dtsasters, but such intermediate potential
hazards as terrorism, nu6lear reactor incidents, foreign
petroleum embargoes, prolonged massive blackouts, and largescale industrial accidents.
Although some of.the trends noted above have affected
programs, there appears to be a less direct relationship between
these trends and the various organizational solutions that have
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. ·..< .\.

t.r:::·

'

. .
~

beem proposed br addpted ov~r the years.
I

•

'

•

•

;

.

.

•

.

A p6ssible exception

~

'

h~s been the disaster assistance function which, because of

thEk expanding attention and resources devoted to it, became
a ~ighificant factor irt brcjahi:iatiorial considerations beginning
abbut i970.
Most of tHe :l.ssu~s that Have been studied and disctfssed
iri~ident tb eiiriler re;organiiatioris irt this area have been

ba~ic Or~ariizatlbn~i ~li~ihibhs rather than ptogra~ ~uestions.
Th~se inclUde hd~ fuu~h c~htraiiiatioh of ftiridtions is
de~irable, exactly which fiihd::ibhs should be consolidated and

which dispersecL

how

high

up

ih the Federal hierarchy the

fo6al point oi:- pbirits fbr civil emergency preparedness should
be located, arid how ililibh op~rating responsibility should be
cieiegated by

the

poiicy making arid coordiriating body or bodies.

The nUmber arid rdrlge bf substantive programs and activities
involved, the number

of agencies

affected at all levels of

government, and t.He fact that these programs deal 1in part with
dikasters arid e~er~ehcies that act~aliy happeh and in part
.with cohtihgericies (sUch as a Huciear attack) that hopefully
wiii never occur combine

to

or~anizatiorlal probiefu.

It is very probable that there is no

make this an extraordinarily difficuit

.ideal organiiatioriai . sbititi6h
at the .Federal
level for dealing
'
..
.

'

;

with preparedness for arid response to the full range of nonmilitary crises, emergenbies, and •r:"·
disasters that could occur
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in the late 1970's,br "~arly 1.980's.

But the organizational

history of the past three decades .suggests that certain fundamental principles or guidelines· merit care.ful attention in
connection with organizational studies in this area.

The

following seem particularly relevant:
o

The agency charged with economic mobilization and

other civil emergency preparedness and response functions
should be a·civilian agency, because these are civil
government responsibilities even though they affect both
civilian and military needs.

The military establishment

should, of course, have an important supporting role in.
·dealing with these problems.
o

Responsibility at the Federal level for civil

emergency preparedness and response should be centralized
in a sing.le agency, for administrative effici.ency, to
avoi~

dupLication, to encourage dual use o£ available resources,

and to promote better coordinated planning and prog.ramming.
o

The single, central Federal agency should have a

very clo.se relationship to the President, because the
functions involved are, by law or necessity, sufficiently
vital that they should command the·President's attention.
Furthermore, they cut across the functional rol-es of most
Federal agencies, and involve extensive coope·ration with

.

State and local governments at the highest levels .
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o

The singie, central agency should seek to avoid

involvernerit lri operatiohal functions.

Otherwise, it

would be~ofue too cu~bersonie and would be undertaking
tasks that other, speci~lized agencies are better equipped
to carry out.
o

The ~~nge ~nd diversity of crises and emergencies

for whi~h ceht~al:Lzed Fede~ai pian·~ing should be done is
:':: •.

growing~

~ '

.. ~ .

The .s.i~gle, central agency should be designed

to addr~~~
0

fhii ~pectrthn of such cri·ses and emergencies~

the

:!-

our Federal

; i

;

t.J.ria.er

.

system, and the concept of

shared respohs:tbility, :F~deral ~nd state emergency preparea-

he~s ~nd response organizations shouid be compa~ible ..
}!

0

;

I

.,

, , .

Finaiiy~ orgariiz~ti6~al changes alone wi.ll not
.. '

~

solve aii the problems inherent iri this complex area.
Pubi.ic ~~pport, e:c;~~tessional interest, active .Presidential
direction, and top q~~li ty people i!l key posi tion.s may
~

,

~

,

:

·. •

,

~

, ';I

, ,

.I

•

,

well be ni6re important than any particular organizational
..

''

solution.

:BU:t a ~o~ridly conceived organization can make

an important contfibrltion.to improved. programs in this
area of such vital concern to the nation.

·r

c

Appendix

c

SummatioB of Public Involvement
for the
Federal Emergency Preparednes·s· and Response
Reorganization Project
The Fede·ral Emergency Preparedness and Response (FEPR)
Reorganization Proj'ect had several goals for ..its public
invotvement process:

o In consonance .with the g.eneral philosophy of the
President's Reorganization Project it sought public
,participation in the identification of proqr'ammatic and
organizational problems in the area of Federal emergency
preparedness and disaster response.
o It sought to keep the public informed of the FEPR
Study's purpose and·progress.
o .It sought public comment on the FEPR Study's findings
and proposed reorganization options.
o It sought to generate public understanding of and support for .the FEPR project.
Correspondence
The first step toward achieving these goals was the
dissemination of the Work Plan for t:.he FEPR Study~ Fifteen
hundred copies of the Nark Plan were distributed to:
Gov·ernors;
State··. Directors for Disaster Preparedness;
State. Departments of Community Affairs.;

.
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In addition the U. S~ Civil Defense Council nublished
an article in its November "Bulletin" which described the
FEPR study and solicited comments from its membership.·
The response to these initiatives was comprehensive.
and informative. Every state and the territories of the·
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone, American
Samoa and Guam com_rnented on the Work Plan . and·. issues. they.. . .
felt were relevant to the study.
Local governm~nt officials,
volunta:ry organizations, members of Congress and concerned ·
individuals sent another 138 letters expressing their views
on the subject of Federal emergency preparedness and response.
The problems they identified and the recommendations
they made are tabulated on the following page. For simplicity's sake the problems are tabulated in the broad categories
of program authorities, policy making, program structure and
disaster mitigation and relief. Specific issues that were
raised under ea~h of these categories are stated in Part II,
Problem Identification of Appendix A.
The most frequently cited problems were:
- lack of clear program authorities;
- lack of continuity and national leader~
ship in policy development;
- duplication in and poor coordination of
prepared:ness and response programs, and;
- faill:lre to integrate hazard mitigation,
preparedness and response planning and programming.
Seventy-three percent of the responses recommended
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public interest groups, ten environmental groups, nineteen
voluntary organizations and nine environmental and private
interest groups. This was the means by which the Project
Director kept a broad group of people generally advised
of the Project's activities during the data analysis stage
of the project.
The FEPR Project has worked closely with the Disaster
Assistance Subcommittee of the National Governors' Association which has initiated a study of s.tate. o-rganization
for emergency preparedness and response that parallels the
FEPR Study. On December 12, 1977, Governor Mike O'Callaghan,
in his capacity as chairman of this Subcommittee, sent out a
"Disas.ter Preparedness Survey"' that requested feedback on
is-sues being addressed by the FEPR ·Study. All. of the States
responded to this survey.
Forty-two states specifically recommended consolidating
DCPA, FDAA and FPA~ They emphasized the need to provide
states with one Federal-point of contact regarding emergency
preparedness and response policy and the need for effective
coordination of disaster response programs. The survey responses also highlighted individual problems created by the
existing Federal organization of these programs.
•Meetings

Greg Schneiders, FEPR Project Director, attended the
-first meeting of the full Governors' Subcommittee on December
. 19, 1977. At that time he reviewed the progress of the FEPR
Study and discussed the Project's most likely reorganization
recommendation -- formulation of an all hazard preparedness
policy and consolidation of DCPA, FDAA and FPA. The Subcommi tt_ee ·wa~ unanimous in·_ its suppocrt o.f .· thi~" rec_orru_n~nd:ation •.
~l~Ei:&:~~;_I:'!-.':·::•O;;>· ,_ -.- _¢,he~~.proc~·eqings o:(. this: ~e~t~Iig;~-g~_e_- ~u~<;1ri-ze_d in -'~Atta-i:hmerit ~- .-·.- _
·•c··:·-~---- ~:~:.->~_";~_?-~-~~-~~f-5 -~pap_e5~.- -__ - · --- - · ·.'·'-"~----~.:~:"·~-:~:?=·
-~- _--~~~-~
~~~~~:·::.--::··:_:- ~--~:

__·- -:_-- ·-:

__ ···.:

;____ ·.:·-
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Among the points stressed by these organizations were:
The Federal government must begin to integrate
haz~rd mitigation, emergency preparedness and disaster r~sponse
programs;
Greater ~oordination of Federal disaster response
programs is needed, and;
The Federal government must assume a leadershiprole
in emergency preparedness.
The FEPR Project held four regional meetings ·in Chicago,
San Francisco, Philadelphia and Atlanta in January.
These
meetings began w.i th an overview of the FEPR Reorganization
Project and a. su:mrnation of Study activities, findings and
possible reorganization recommendations. The f.ormat of the
meetings allowed general public.comrnent on the Study, questions and statements for the record and small group discussion
of specific organizational issues based upon a dis.cus·sion
paper prepared by the FEPR Project staff.
The regional meetings were well-attended with more than
100 people at each of the meetings in Chicago, San Francisco
and Atlanta. Participants came from nearly all fifty states
with the New England states being the notable exception.
Attendance from these states was limited by the severe winte
storm that struck the northeast just prior to the January 19
meeting in Philadelphia. However, several of these states
did submit written comments in lieu of being represented at
the meeting. In addition to broad geographical representation, a cross-section of interests was represented. Voluntary reli.ef organizations were well represented· at each meeting
as were the Governor's officies, State legislative bodies,
county government, city government and the Nationa~ Guard.

~

t

6

Council, several meetings with the Executive Committee and
two with the full membership of the National Association of
State Directors for Disaster Preparedness (NASDDP) meetings
with individual State Dire.ctors and meetings with officials
of voluntary relie-f organizations, public interest groups, and
the insurance industry.
The case studies conducted for the FEPR study were also
vehicles for public problem identification and comment. The
Kentucky Flood case study, the Drought case study, the Crisis
Relocation Planning case study and the Flood Insurance case
study were all particularly effective in this regard. Proj.ect
s·taff also interviewed State and local officials and private
citizens in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, in order to compare the
flood experience there with the findings O·f the Kentucky flood
case study.
Public Sector Advisors
Finally, the FEPR Project sought feedback on specific
elements of the study, such as the case study findings and
the reorga·nization options from selected public sector advisors.
These advisors included ten U.S. Senators and Representatives,
the members of the NGA Disaster Assis·tance SUbcommittee and
representatives of· the National Association of State d!:lirectors
for Disaster Preparedness and the U.S. Civil Defense Council.
Three informal discussion meetings were held with 14 recognized
experts in civil emerg.ency preparedness.· Half of these were
officials of emergency preparedness organizations in previous
adminis-trations. The others were from academic life or Congressional policy staff. These advisors provided the project
with an important means of testing its findings, organization
analysis and proposed recommendations against the public per. ::::.~;-:-··: .:~"':- ception of_ probl_e)lls and possible solutions to those problems
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Conferences and Discussions by Members
of the FEPR Reorqanizat.ion Proiect
May 1.1, 1977

Meeting with repres~ntatives of
the National Association of State
Directors for Disaster Preparedness
(NASDDP), Washingtori, D.C.

July ll-13, 1977

Annual meeting of NASDDP, Seattle,
\vas h.

July 15, 1977

Meeting with Director and staff of
National Governors' Association,
Washington, D.C.

September 8-9, 1977

:·: ;-::~>,:icc,:;~;~-~,;-~-

.,

Semi-Annual meeting of the National
Governors' Association, Detroit,
_Michigan

October 3-5, 1977

Annual Conference of the U. S. Civil
Defense Council, Long Beach, Calif.

October 26, 1977

American Insurance Association
Commit tee Mee.ting, Crystal City,

November 14-15, 1977
and
December 6, 1977

Meetings of Reorganization
Subcommittee of the U.S. Civil
De-fense Council \vashington, D.C.

December 7-8, 1977

Meeting of Reorganization Committee
of NASDDP, Asheville, North Carolina

January 31, 1978

Voluntary Relief Organizations'
subcommittee .on Domestic Disaster

:~;.~; ..;.,:;:::.~ ~-. ~-?::-:::<~~: ..,, :::'" ':;:.; '';";~:~: .;:c:;,;: -
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Attachment I
Meeting. Summaries
Voluntary Relief Organizations - December 8, 1977.
Greg Schneiders, Director of the FEPR Reorganization
Project, chaired a meeting with representatives of fourteen
voluntary relief organizations including the American National
Red Cross, the Salvation Army, the National Catholic Disaster
Relief Committee and the Mennonite Disaster Service.
The primary pt:Irpose of this meeting was to discuss issues
that these org;anizations with particular expertise in the
area of disaster relief believed were relevant to the FEPR Study.
'Three general themes ran through the discussion:
1. An emphasis on cooperation and coordina.tion, rather
than dir-ection and control, in the relationship between the
Federal government and the private, nonprofit sector;
2. The need to place more importance on natural
disaster preparedness and to integrate natural disaster
preparedness and response, and;
3. The need to maintain civilian control over emergency
preparedness and response.

··•.·

__ _;.,_:' ::_:.. :_c ___

'I'he most pressing problem these organizations wanted
addressed by the FEPR Project was the duplicate information
required by Federal agencies providing disaster assistance.
They felt that information obtained from disaster victims
should be shared between agencies .and that the Privacy Act
should be amended to allow this information to be shared
\'lith voluntary organizations.
In addition they felt that
:Ji'~d~ral assistance programs should be better coorqinated
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The group felt that the following changes were needed
at the Federal level:

. '

I

1. A more coordinated Federal response to · natural_
disasters;
2. Development of a leadership role for the Federal
government in natural disaster preparedness, and;
3 •. Integration of attack _.and natural diSCi?ter p.repa~~d
nes·s and response through conso.lidation of the DCPA, FDA..i\
and FPA.
Problems cited by the g.roup included the confusion and
lack of coordination in Federal natural disaster response
programs and the lack of a well-de-fined Federal role in
natural hazard mitigation and preparedness for natural
disasters.
Environmental and Private Interest Groups - December 9, 1977.
Since the National Flood Insurance Program is the largest
Federal, nonstructural, natural hazard mitigation program,
environmental and private interest groups with specific in.,.terest in this program were invited to a meeting chaired by
Greg Schneiders on December 9, 1977. They included the
American Insurance Association, the American Bankers' Assoc_ tion, the U. S. League of Savings Association, the National
Association of Homebuilders and the National Association of
Realtors. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss this
group's view of the NFIP and its relation to a reorganization
of Federal emergency preparedness and response programs.

··"

Meeting participants agreed that flood insurance is the
alternative to increased Federal outlays for disaster relief.
.· _· _ • · . ~>:::'They. also ·pninted out i;l1Ci:t _most_ people:· a:t::~ ;-got.:ii1C~~-ned .t07 ~ ·::·

,

3

In summary, participants felt that the Federal govern-·
ment provides too much in the way of disaster response as .
compared to the few incentives for preparednes·s and mitigation.
They felt that a consolidation of Federal preparedness
and response programs ought to include strong emphasis on
mitigation.
·
NGA Disaster Ass.istance Subcommittee 1 December 19 1 1977.
Greg Schneiders, Director 1 FEPR Proj,ect, met with members
of the National Governors' Association Disaster Assis.tance
Subcommittee, chaired by Nevada Governor Mike O'Callaghan
on Dec.ember 19, 1977.
The Subcommittee is supervising a DCP.A funded project,
to deve.lop an information manual for Governors on State
preparedness for all types of emergencies. The purpose
of the meeting was to enhance cooperation between the //
Subcommittee's project and the FEPR Project..
Subcommittee
members did poin,t out several area•s of state concern regarding Federal reorganization:
1. T.he Federal government ought to develop a comprehensive policy defining the steps necessary for a disaster
declaration as well as federal services for mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery;
2. -The FPA, FDAA and DCPA ought to be consolidated,
and;
3. The consolidated agency must have the authority and
influence to manage federal assistance programs (regardless
of agency designation) in the be.st interest of vi.ctims.

·: _ -. .. :·-
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These meetings were designed to encourage-further- problem identification at the State and local level and to inform
State and local government officials, voluntary organi~ations
private interest groups and concerned individuals of the
preliminary findings and reorganization options being considered by the Project staff. The format of the meetings
_
included presentations by Greg Schneiders, Project Dir~ctor,
and Deputy Directors Bill .Jones and Nye Stevens, questions
and statements for the record from the whole group and smiili·
group discussion of specific reorganization issues based
upon discussion papers prepared by the Project.
Invitations went to Governors, State officials with
responsibilities for emergency preparedness or disaster
response, State Leg.islators, State Associations of Counties,
Mayors, Regional Councils, Voluntary Organizations and public
and private interest groups. ·Four hundred thirty-five people
representing most of the states and a broad cross-section
of interests, attended the four meetings.
The most commonly expressed concerns were lack of a
clearly defined Federal role in natural disas·ter preparedness.,
lack of national leadership in civilian attack preparedness,.
lack of Federal coordination in natural disaster response
and failure to integrate Federal preparedness and response
programs. Participants expressed nearly unanimous support
for an all hazard preparedness program and consolidation of
DCPA, FDAA and FPA.
Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations February 23, 1978.
-···~.

Greg Schneiders, Project Director, Nye Stevens and
___ G,eorge ;.]et:t:: met w:!-th the Joint Council ~f National Fire

5

PubLic Interest Groups -March 1, 1978.
Greg Schneiders, Project Director, Nye Stevens and
George Jett met with representatives of the National
Fire Chiefs Foundation,· the Urban Consortium, the National
League of Cities and the International City Management
Association to discuss the possible inclusion of the
NFPCA in a :new ha.zard mitigation, emergency preparedness
and response agency. Similarities and differences between
the NFPCA's functions and the activities of other agencies
targeted for inclusion were reviewed.

7
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APPENDIX

D

FUNCTIONS OF FDAA, FPA AND DCPA.

Federal Preparedness Agency (GSA)
The FPA is responsible for the coordination and development
of national civil preparedness policie~s and plans and the fos·tering of Stat·e and local participation in preparedness programs.
It·also conducts policy and programing functions incident to
emergency mobilization of industrial re,sources to meet defense
needs and the maintenance and disposal of critical stockpile
materials.
Particular responsibilities inc.lude: emergency availabil~ty
of resources (e.g., manpower, materials, industrial capacity);
civil defense policy; emerge:acy organization of government;
·.emergency stabilization of the civilian economy; rehabilitation
after ,enemy attack; continuity of Federal, State and local
governments; administration and coordination of the NatioRal
De.fense Executive Reserve Program; and participation in the
NATO and other international civil emergency plai:ming activities.
Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (HUD)

·.,. . . .

The FDAA is responsible for the direction, management and
coordination of the Federal disaster assistance program authorized in the ·Federal Disaster Relie.f Act of 1974. The FDAA pro-.
vides· dir-ection and overall policy coordination for disaster
program activities delegated the President, which involves
administration of the President's Disaster Relief Fund; management or programs concerned with disaster research,, preparedne•ss,
readiness evaluation, disaster relief and recovery; and coordination of other agency disaste,r as,sistance activities. The
FDAA directs regional and field office disaster assistance
. ~c;tqt~vi tie~ through the Regional Directors. for Federal Disaster
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alert the population of enemy attack, a program to provide
emergency assistance to State and local governments in a postattack period; and programs for making financial contributions
to the States for civil defense purposes.
DCPA is also responsible for supporting programs including
training and education, research and development, emergency
public information, participation by industry and national
organizations, and foreign civil defense liaison.
A breakout of the specific functions· of the three· agehcH~s,
in terms of mitigation, preparedness, relief and recovery, is
attached. This array was useful to the Project in assessing
the nature and scope of responsibilities now as·surned by each
agency.
FPA Mitigation Functions
o manages the FPA special facility and the interagency
communications system which are central elements in the Federal
continuity of government program
FDAA Mitigation Functions
o · supports a program of hazard mitigation as a condition
of loans or grants for disaster relief
o provides technical assistance to the States for develop-·
ing comprehensive plans for hazard reduction, avoidance., and
mitigation
DCPA Preparednes·s Functions
o coordinates civil defense policy, planning and administration with Federal departments and agencies
·

________________________
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o administers a program of disaste~ preparedness assistance
to State and local government which includes:
(a) support of State and local civil defense staffing
(b) construction, maintenance and equipping of State
and local Emergency Opera.tions Centers
(c) support of State and local communications and warning
systems, plans and materials
(d) technical support of State and local direction and
control planning
(e) systems maintenance and training fo~ radiological
defense
(f) support of State and local civil defense trai·ning
seminars and materials
(g) support for .State and local emergency public information plans/materials
(h) support for State and local shelter surveys and marking
(i) support of State and local plans for in-place and
crisis relocation protection
(j ). provision of Federal property (excess) to State and
local government
o administers a prog.ram (with U.S. Army) to provide national
civil defense warning and emergency communication systems at
Federal, State and local level
o administers a program for the development, engineering,
procurement, supply and support of radiological de.fense- systems
o administers a program to design, develop, publish and disseminate civil defense public information
o administers a program for research, development and
systems design of civil de.fense systems and equipment
o administers a program to enhance and assure dissemination
of. eme:r:-gen<::¥ _cbril def~ns_e__ information to offi_C:i~ls and t:he public
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FPA Preparedness Functions
o advises and assists the President in the determination
and coordination of policies and requirements for emergency
preparedness activities o£ the Federal government during all
conditions of national emergencies
o provides US permanent representation to the NATO
Civil Emerg.ency Planning Committee
o formulates policies for the management of the National
stockpile of S·trategic and critical materials
o administers a program for the identification and prevention of resource shorta9es which threaten the national defense
o conducts assessments of US industrial base capabilities
to support military and civilian requirements for a range of
. national security contingencies, develops recomme·ndations to
improve the base, and coordinates interagency activities related
to industrial preparedness
o provides plans and policies and coordinates Federal
responses for the mobiliza-tion and management of the Nation's
human, natural and industrial resources during all conditions
of-national emergency
o maintains a standby program for the stabilization of
the civilian economy in time of national emergency
o administers a program to assure the continuity of the
Federal government during national emergencies and provides
guidance on the continuity of State and local governments
o

administers a National De-fens·e. Executive Rese-rve program
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o provides a mathematics and computation capability for
rese.arch and analysis as a basis for decision making in
emergency preparedness
o

provides for administrative s-upport to the FPA staff

FDAA Preparedne-ss· Functions
o preparation of plans for warning, emergency operations,
rehabilitation, and recovery
o

training and exercises

o

post-disaster critiques and evaluations

o coordination with Federal, State and local preparedness
programs
.·.,
o

research

o one-time grants to~ States for the development of plans,
programs and capabilities for disaster preparedness and
prevention
o technical assistance to State and local governments
for preparation against a·nd a·ssistance following emergencies
and major disasters
o annual matching grants to States for improving, maintaining and updating State domestic-disaster assistance plans
FPA Respons.e Functions

6

.
o establishes field offices, public information systems,
communication networks, emergency support teams, public transportation systems, and resource allocation programs; assures
adequate stocks of food and provides for legal services
·o

issues mission assignments to appropriate Federal
and private relief organizations to carry out emergency
relie-f work in cooperation \vi th State and local governments
~gencies

DCPA Recovery Functions
o conducts post-attack damage assessment, including.
plotting radiological information on broadscale hazards of
\'lea pons detonation for civil government
FDAA Recovery Functions
o administers the President's disaster fund which provides
financial assistance in the form of loans or grants to:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

State and local governments to help repair,
restore, reconstruct or replace public
facilities or private non-profit facilities,
remove debris and wreckage, and reimburse for
emergency actions taken duri.ng the period of
incidence
DHUD for costs of providing temporary housing
D.O.L. for disaster unemployment assistance
State agencies for the Federal share of a grant
program to individuals fo-r meeting serious needs
or necessary expenses
N.I.M.H. for crisis counseling assistance
local governments to cover losses of tax·or
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APPENDIX E

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the agency, under the direction of the
President, is to protect the civilian population and resources
of the Nation and preserve the continuity of constitutional
government in times of major emergency. It shall develop
policies and plans and direct, monitor and coordinate Federal
programs and activities for preparedness for, mitigation of,
response to and r~covery from natural~ accidental, terrorist,
and wartime civil emergencies.

.

The ag.ency, in discharging its responsibilities shall:
(1) advise and. assist the President in the development, coordination, planning and administration of Federal policies, plans
and programs to prepare for, mitigate, and provide rel.ief and
recovery assistance in the event of major ·emerg.encies, to protect the civilian population, the nation's resources and to
assure the continuity of Federal, State and local governments;
(2) direct the planning, coordination and administration of
all Federal activities in support of State and local government
for providing emergency assistance, relief and long-term
recovery to the civilian population in response to a declared
major disaster or emergency, including management ·Of a .national
crisis control center and advising the President on the nature
and extent of the emergency and the degree of need for Fede.ral
.assi.stance, coordination of on-site emergency relief and recovery oper.ations and post...:emergency critique and .evalua.tion;
(3) develop and implement plans and programs and coordinate
activities within the Federal Government and with State and·
local g.overnments to enhance disaster mitigation, ·preparedness,
relief and recovery policies, systems, plans.and procedures;
(4) plan and administer programs f.or the training and education .
of Federal, State and local officials and the public on policies,
plans and programs to prepare for, mitigate and provide relief
_ . from the effects of major emergencies; (5) coordinate, plan,

2

Government, including industrial mobilization planning,
strategic stockpile, import surveillance and pol.icy review
over central resource and assential setvice interruptions; (10)
provide a central point for inquiry to those in need of advice
or information regarding Federal assistance programs designed
to prepare for disasters, to mitigate their impacts and to
help those stricken by major emergencies and (11) prepare
annual reports to the President and the :Congress qn. the. sta.te ·
o.f the Nation's emergency preparedness and the activities
'\!lndertaken by the agency in all aspects of its responsibilities.
The Administrator shall be empowered to delegate, with reallocation of funds as appropriate~ specified authorities to
other departments or agencies.

'

'
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APPENDIX F

DUAL USE
Definition
"Dual use," in the program and policy context of this
report, is the use of resources (personnel, facilities, communications systems, equipment) which are justified on the
has.is of national civil defense requirements and paid for with
funds authorized for civil defense purposes, to meet other thim
civil defense. emergencies. The dual use issue i.s fundamentally
one of the extent to which the authorities and appropriations
of the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 (Public Law 81-920,
as amended) ought to be used to further activities that prepare
for and respond to local emergencies and natural disasters,
particularly in light of separate authorities (the Disaste.r
Relief Act of 1974, Public Law 93-288) which indicate that
Federal disaster relief is supplemental to State and local
efforts.
Background
The dual use controversy is founded i:a those portions of
the Federal Civil Defense. Act which:
o authorize State and local civii defense organizations to claim Federal surplus property;
o provide for Federal contributions, on a 50-50
matching fund basis, to the salaries and expenses of·
State and local civil defense staffs, cmd;
o provide for Federal contributions for approved
civil defense materials and facilities •
.. , .. ·

.. - . The benefits are made available on the .basis of a justi-
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o A closer association o.f civil defense organizations and capabilities with natural disas·te-r preparednes·s
and response will improve public understanding and support·
and increase the credibility of the attack preparedness
aspects of civil defense.
These remain the salient arguments in support of dual use
today. They have been advanced more forcefully in recent years,
principally as the result of two factors:
o The deemphasis of civil defense since the early
1960's which has resulted in an overall decline in Federal
funding for State and local civil defense organizations.
o The attempt of the previous Administration to
reduce·the civil defense. budget from $87 million in .FY
1976 to $40 million in FY 1977 to provide funding only
for those programs directly related to nuclear attack
preparedness.
The proposed action in the FY 1977 budget (which was
ultimately increa·sed substantially by the Congress) resulted
in a number of responses .
. House Hearing.s
In February 1976 a Civil Defense Panel of the Subcommittee
·on Investigations of the House Committee on Armed Services
began hearings on the Civil Defense program, which dealt extensively with the dual-use issue. The Panel reported:

.. . .

• . . witnesses . . • bore down heavily on the adverse
consequences of [the proposed] restrictive approach.
.. They pointed out that emergencies and disasters whether
·.:_··
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subdivisions for civil defense purposes can be e.ffectively utilized, withou.t adversely affecting the basic
civil defense objec.tives of thi.s Act, to provide relief
and assistance to people in areas of the United States
struck by disasters other than disasters caused by
enemy attack.
Joint Committee Hearings
In April of 1976, the Joint Committee on Defense Production beg.an an extensive review of civil preparednes·s in the
United States. Its Report, issued in February of 1977, expressed the Committee's concern that:
Among the most serious of recent trends is.the
tendency to make nuclear attack preparedness an entirely
separate and distinct function from peacetime. emergency
preparedness. . This is of particular concern in view of
the mounting evidence of increased social and economic ·
vulnerability to non-military threats or disasters. A
rig,id distinction of this kind. also contradicts the
experience of most planners that the most important
preparedne's.s functions are non-specific as to type of
disaster and that programs directed against the most
common types of peacetime disaste·r provide a,n excellent
base for nuclear a tta:ck respons·e. • . • The ques:tion ·
. • • is not whether it is feasible to think of nuclear
and natural di-saster a·s conceptually differ;ent but
whether it is desirable to base programs and allocate
resources on these diffe~ences~
The Committee ill,ustrated its conclus·ion that there are
extensive similarities between nuclear attack and other d±:saster
prepat:edness i!l a chart, which is reprodl,lced on the following
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Current Department of Defense Policy
In a "St.a.tement on Civil Defense," approved by DOD
and issued on May 16, 1977, over the signatures of the
Dir~ctor of DCPA, the President-Elect of the National
Assoc~ation of State Directors •for Disaster Preparedness,
DCPA acknowledges that the Federal Government:
• • . cannot carry out its partnership responsibility
to support attack preparedne.ss unless local and State
·
jurisdictions leave adequate total disaster preparedness.
:Local and State governments have the responsibility to
provide preparednes·s for enemy attack as well as peacetime
disasters. Therefore, DCPA' .s financial assistance to
local and State governments in.the future may be. used to
achieve total preparednes·s a•gainst any risk., Local government, State gov·ernment and DCPA will together work out
appropriate guidelines so that the citizens of the
·several States, the President, and the Congress can be
assured of progress in achieving attack preparedness on
a Stat·e-hy-State b~sis.
Conclusions
The Proj.ect concludes that endorse:tnen,t of the dual use
approach is warranted on the following bases:
o It is reasonable to build a nuclear emergency
preparedness and response capability on skills and
organizations whi.ch exist to meet everyday emergencies.
Such an approach makes the planning more realistic,
reinforces its legitimacy, and increases the chances of
the plans being carried out in an actual emergency.

5

Org.anizational Implications
The principal argument against the dual use policy is
that the main purposes of civil defense preparedness will be
diluted and ultimately ignored as the result of excessive
emphasis on natural disaster preparedness and response. This
difficulty was recognized by the House Armed Services Committee
in the Report referenced earlier:
The panel expects that even with the committees
endorsement of the continued dual use of civil defense
funds, the State and local agencies will strike the
proper balance and insure that civil defens·e capabilities
are in the forefront of their preparedness planning and
operations.
The Project believes that the balance can be effectively
acheived only under consistent policy guidance provided by an
agency with management and oversight respons:ibility for both
disaster relief and civil defense authorities. This is one
of the fundamental bases of our reorganization proposal.

APPENDIX G
Fl:lnction/Program:

Earthquake.Hazards Reduction Program

Paren.t Agency Location:

Office of Sc.ience and Technology
Policy, Executive Office of the
President (Temporarily)

Background/Function Description
Development of a comprehensive earthquake hazards reduc-·
tion program (EHRP} and multi-year implementation plan
has been in progress since October 1977, with passage
of the Earthquake Haza;rds Reduction Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-124}.
The objectives are to reduce risks of life and property from
future earthquakes through (1) preparedness and response
planning~
(2} technologically and economically feasible
design and construction methods, procedures and codes; (3)
land-use restrictions; (4) research to develop a reliable
earthquake prediction capability~ ( 5) com1nunication and
education; and (6) appropriate research of physical,
eng:ineering, and social science problems. Research in
progress may in time improve our prediction capabilities
which could also contribute to reducing earthquake losses.

_ .

1

__

The President assigned the responsibility for the
development of a program to the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, Executive Office of .the President, for
the time required to prepare the initial comprehensive
programs and an implementation plan that is mandated by
the Act and must be submitted to the Cong·ress by May 1, 1978.
The program and plan are being developed by OSTP staff,
detailees from Federal agencies, a consultant, and an
· a«:lvisory group..
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2.
Linkag.es to State/local governments, volunteer
agencies, and the private sector, which the core· functions of the new agency have, would be very useful to
the EHRP.
3. State/local governments \'lould have a s.incjle point of
contact for all hazards reduction programs.
4. The EHRP could perform its activities in a more costeffective manner by using support services available to
·the new organization.
5. _Since many EHRP activities are in research, there is
always the prospec.t that the program can become insulated
from real life issues and problems; this can be avoided
by placing EHRP in an organization with continuing ac.tivities in intergovernmental and Federal agency coordination
and in emergency management.
OSTP has no interest in long-term direction of the EHRP
and fully supports incorporation in a new agency with broader
hazard .mi tiga.tion responsibilities. There is some apprehension
within the research community that the new agency, like its
predecessors, may not place enough emphasis on research and
that the EHRP _may be !?Ubmerg.ed ~y other activities and priorities
Transfer of the EHRP to the new agency will fulfill the
requirement under Section S{b) {3) of P.L. 95-124, that .the ·
President designate within 300 days after date of enactment
{October 7, 1977) the Federal organization which shall have
primary responsibility for the development and implementation
of the EHRP. Section 7{a) of P.L. 95-124 authorizes appropriations of ~2,000,000 each for fiscal 1979 and 1980 to implani1ing_
the.
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APPENDIX H

Function/Program:

Dam Safety Coordination and Planning

Parent Agency Location:

Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering and Technology (FCCSET), Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)
(Temporary assignments only)

Background/Function Description:
At present, no single federal agency
is charged with an ongoing and continuing responsibility to plan for and
coordinate the dam safety programs carried out by a number of federal
agene:·; es. Each agency (e.g. , Corps of Engineers , Bureau of Rec 1am a ti on,
TVA). conducts dam safety programs in accordance with its own practices
·and policies. These agencies emphasize· structural safety in their
approach to dam safety. Although the Corps of Er:Jgineers do classify
dams by hazard to peaple and property resuHing from potential dam
fa·ilure, there is little significant Federal work being conducted with
state and local governments to insure the protection of lives and
property through emergency preparedness procedures.
The President recognized the inherent problems associated with this
situation and instituted three actions to i:dentify solutions to problems
resulting from the fragmentation of dam' safety responsibilities among a
number of agencies: (1) internal review of dam safety policies and
practices within agencies charged with site selection, design, construction,
certification or regulation, ins·pection, maintenar:rce and operaUon,
repair and disposition of dams; (2) an interagency effort under the
FCCSET to coordinate and develop cor:~sistent dam safety policies and
procedures and; (3) an independent review of dam safety policies and
practices by a panel of recognized experts uRde,r the OSTP.
These effo.rts provide promise for fruitfu·l results to better
coordinate Fede·ral respons·iibiliti'es in dam safety matters; however, the
principal thrust of these efforts are to the engineering aspects of dam
safety. There s•hould be equal emphasis directed to the emergency
preparedness considerations, public safety planning, emergency warning
procedu1res, evacua:ti on and care of evacuees and recovery operations. ln
.... ·..... addition, there is needed a focal point tocontinuecoordlnation of .... ·. . . . . . . .···

:'Recommendation:
Identify this function as a r.esponsibnity of the
new agency. For non-Federal dams, the President has directed that the
Corps of Engineers wor.k in cooperation with states and private owners to
inspect approximately 9,000 high hazard dams (dams which could cause
significant loss of life a·nd/or property in the event of failure). The
responsible Cabinet secretaries a·rad the Science and Technology Adviser
are to give the President an assessment of the first phase of th,is
fnspection program in the fall of 1978.

··~

Appendix I

Function/Program:

Narning Oversight and Emergency
Broadcacst System (EBS)

Parent Agency Location: Warning Oversight Policy - None
EBS Policy - Office of Telecommunications Policy
Background/Function Description: The Department of
Commerce through NO.Z\A (N~vS) is responsible for issuing
weather warning!s to the public and other des:ignated ·local
authorities. TheDepartment of Transportation, through ·
the FAA and Coast Guard, operates aviation and marine
wea·the·r warning d:issemina tion services. DCPA (with Army
support) provides warning for enemy attack.
The fragmented Fed•eral responsibility fo.r warning was
a specific criticism of a recent GAO report (LCD-76-105,
April 9, 1976)·. GAO recommended that. all Federal requirements for natural disaster and attack warning be better
.defined and further, that an integrated national program
to meet these requirements and prevent prolifera.tion of
warning systems he developed.
OTP \vas suggested as the
agent to carry out this mission (Prior to reorganization
O·f EOP) •
The Emergency
well as State
cating to the
pation in EBS

Broadcast System provides the President as
and local officials with a means of communigeneral public during emergencies. Partici-.
by the broadcast media is voluntary.

In this system, OTP ha·s res:ponsibility for overall policy,
for determination of White House requirements, and for the
procedures for the government control points. The FCC
has responsibility for inte·rf.acing with the broadcast
industry and seeking advice on s·ystem development and

2.

Assessment: The warning overs·ight policy function recommended by GAO is not currently assigned to ar1y agency.
Essentially it is responsible for coordinating Federal
Warning policy and is cons.istent with the mission to be
undertaken by the new agency. It includes the development
of national warning requirement's for all emergencies and
the inte.gration of program, operational and audience. requirements into a balanced system.
Although most of the functions in OTP are scheduled to be transferred to the Department of Commerce, certain national security
telecommunications functions will be retained in EOP agencies.
OTP believes the responsibility for EBS should remain with the
national security functions. However, all emergency communications functions would be centralized in the new ag.ency.
Placement of the EBS with the policy and planning activities
of other emergency communications systems should assure a
more integrated developmentof nationwide systems to meet the
requirements of national a•s weLl as state and local disasters .
. Recommendation:
ag.ency.

Transfer these functions to the consolidated

r

APPENDIX J
Func·tion/Program:

Management of the Cons·equences of Terrorist
Incidents

Parent Agency/Location
FPA has been the locus of the minimal Federal planning
efforts for consequences management, but the authorities for
its involvement are unclear.
Backgroupd/Function Description
In the past, terrorist incidents have been isolated with
only local impact. These have included bombings, hijackings,
kidnappings, arson, murder and extortion. Federal, State and
local 1l.aw enforcement agencies have developed arraRgements that
permit adequate respo:r.1se to these symbolic incidents. Experts
on terrorism predict an increase in the frequency of symbolic
incidents, but, more importantly,. many predict an increase in
the seriousness and scope of attacks by extremist g.roups.
Terrorism could change from isolated events to coordinated
attacks causing major property damage, extensive loss of lif'e,
severe disruptions to resources, disruptions to the continuity
of government or situations of unique political significance.
This new dimension of the threat could c;ause more serious and
more nationally significant social, economic and political
consequences.
The Federal Government must be prepared to cope with the
broadest realistic range of such consequences from disruptive
terrorism.
This preparedness e.ffort must include pr-ovisions to:
o
····-

deal with the incident as a criminal act; and

o reduce the vulnerability of potential targets
_of terrorism and manage. anq coordinate re.lief and long.
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In contrast, the responsibili~ies fbr consequences management are not clear . . As a result, Federal agencies are reluctant
to plan or commit resources. The President has no one source he
can turn to, to report the damage incurred, resources available
to respond, and relief actions underway. To fill the void, the
. new agency would monitor developing. terrorist incidents and, as
required, report the status of consequences manag.ement efforts
to the President. Consequences management in terrorism would
thus be a capability in the broad all-risk, all-emergency
·
functions of the agency. Th.e vulnerability assessment activities
o.f the new agency would be directed toward identifi.cation of
.physical actions that might be taken to reduce damage against
specific kinds of targe.ts, and identification of areas and types
of scenarios that would require consequences management.
Immediately after a terrorist attack in cases where the
domestic situation would be so serious as to become a matter
of national security concern, it is anticipated that the sec
and the White House Emergency Management Committee would meet
together and develop joint recommendations on response for the
President. Staff support would be provided by both the new
agency and the national security organizations. Federal efforts
to meet the crisis would employ the management and coordination
capabilities of both.
Recommendation
Assign responsibility to the consolidated agency for the
development of a Federal capability to respond to the consequences of disruptive terrorism.

K

APPENDIX K

·.Function/Program.:

Disaster (Community) Preparedness Program

Parent Agency/Location:

Department of Commerce, NOAA, National
Weather Service

Background/Function Description
Since 1973, the National Weather Service (NWS) has had a
State and local disaster preparedness program with primary
emphasis on hurricanes, floods, and winter storms. Currently
there are 18 meteorologists assigned to NWS fie.ld offices and
a headquarter·s staff of three professionals and a secretary
involved in the $.900, 000 program. For FY 79, OMB has approved
21 additional people and another million dollars for this
progr~m.
If approved by congress, this will be a $2 million
·program staffed by 43 people.
Based on the original NOAA information submission, the
objective of the program "is to plan and develop preparedness
programs designed to save lives and mitigate the social and
economic impacts of natural disasters." The staff assists
State and local agencies in developing natural disaster preparedness plans, works with these agencies in conducting
periodic disaster drills including school drills, ensures
· rapid dissemination of warnings, encourages proper response to
warnings, and enlists the aid of the media in informationaleducational campaigns to increase public awareness of the threat
of natural disaster. The principal policy decisions "involve
sorting out the priorities in attacking the various problems
associated with hurricanes, flood and flash. floods, tornadoes,
and natural· disasters." Most of the contacts of the staff are
either State/local civil de.fense. ag.encies or agencies that the
civil defense staffs regularly contact. There is a f.ormal
agreement between DCPA and the NWS to cooperate on this.program.
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0
collect information necessary for improvement of
the overall State preparedness program including evaluation of the level of preparedness;
·

o assist in the development and implementation of
training and educational programs on disaster preparedness;
o . identify cornmuni ties v.ulnerable to natural disasters
and participate in d'amage surveys and' prepar'edne'ss
investigations;
o prepare and disseminate weather forecasts (not
over 2.5 percent of the time) .
Typical publications developed under the program include:
"Tornado Preparedness Planning," "Guide for Flood and .Flash
Flood Preparedness Planning" and "The Homeport Story: An
Imaginary City Gets Ready for a Hurricane."
·Assessment
The purposes,.the people and agencies contacted, the
.suggested actions, and the program requirements of the NWS
disaster preparedness program are virtually identical to the
corresponding emergency preparedness elements of DCPA.
Separate contacts. by NWS personnel and DCPA personnel with
State and local agencies on highly rel.ated preparedness
measures support·s the. perception and critic ism of Federal
preparedness program fragmentation.
The NWS has a high degree of competence related to their
forecasting, warning dissemination and natural disaster risk
assessment (e.g., flood assessment) responsibil.ities. Trained
__ . __ _ _ . meteorologists and hydrologist·s are needed for these functions.
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In responding to the PRP proposed transfer, NWS provided
··additional .information to support their disagreement with the
proposal. Their main reason for opposing the transfer is • . •
"'It is their [s·taff' s] scientific and technical knowledge and
background--applied as an integral part o.f NWS 's environment.al
forecast and warning service--that make their service so
essential to the overall preparedness program." The Project
-staff believes these meteorological skills are essential' to
the risk asses·sment and warning responsibilities that are
being retained by NWS, but they are no-t necessarily required
'skills for the preparedness fanctions. The staff agrees that
the non-transferred responsibilities are • . • "essential to the
overal.l preparedness prog:ram" and for that reason the consolidated agency must maintain close contact with the NWS, as
it must with many other agencies having unique technical
capabilities.
Transfer of the preparedness program staff would have some
operational impact on NWS field offices. Since up to 25 percent of the staff's time is spent on forecasting duties, these
responsibilities would have to be assumed by the remaining field
office staff. In view of this objection, PRP has proposed a
compromise involving transfer of the headquarters staff and
only 75 percent of the field staff for a total of 33 persons.
Although the 10 retained staff members coald not provide
additional forecasting assistance at all of the field offices,
adjustments in personnel ceilings and workloads. are probably
possibl.e, particularly since m:ost of the slo.ts involved are
no-t yet filled.
Non-transfer of the preparedness program staff would also
have some operational impact, but on the consolidated ag.ency.
Other than the small Fr>AA preparedness s-taff (19 people} , this
is the only natural disaster preparedness sta·ff to be included
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APPENDIX L
Function/Program:

Parent Agency Location:

Housing and Urban Development
(Federal Insurance Administration)
Background/Func.tion Description
·
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is administered by the Office.of Flood Insurance in the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA) of HUD.
Its two major objectives are: (1) provision of flood insurance at a rate
made affordable by a Federal subsidy, and; (2) promotion
of sound flood plain management practices by conditioning
insurance availability on community adoption of minimum
building and zoning standards for flood prone areas.
The NFIP is by far the largest Federal program designed
for non-structural hazard mitigation.
In FY 79 the NFIP
will spend $114 million on mitigative efforts while the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ·(COE} will spend $8.2 million
for its non-structural flood plain management services.
The COE has discontinued its own flood plain identification
efforts in favor of producing Flood Insurance Studies for
the NFIP and will do $15 million in reimburseable studies
in FY 78.

,

1

National Flood Insurance Program {NFIP)

.

.··

.

·.

·

.....

Flood insurance is also the single alternative to
disaster relief following floods which in recent years have
constituted 75 percent o£ all major disaster d~clarations
ahd have absorbed 8·4 percent of individual assistance funds
expended for those declarations. Other proposals for hazard
insurance with mitigation (e.g. for earthquakes) are patterned
after the NFIP, placing this program in the lead position
for investigating further insurance alternatives to disaster
relief. .
·
.
·

2.
Community participation g.rew slowly following enactment of the law in 1968. Hmvever, \vhen the 1973 Flood
Disaster Prote~tion Act's sanction on mortgage lending
in the flood prone areas of non-~omplying communities took
effect on July 1, 1975, participation nearly doubled.
Within the six months preceding that date 5,376 communities
joined the programs raising the total to 11,151. Last vear
Cm~gress repealed this sanction (Section 202 (b) of the-1973
Act) over HUD objections. Furthe·r attempts to erode the
program's legislation can be expected this spring.
Important insurance industry support for the prog.ram
has been weakened by the deteriorating relationship between
the FIA and the industry in recent years. This has been caused in part by FIA's highly publicized investigations of
the industry (e.g. for red-lining). The controversy surrounding the January, 1978, change from joint industry-government
operation of the NFIP to a wholly government operated pro- _
gram also contributed to this deterioriation.
·
FIA also administers a riot and crime insurance and reinsurance program. This is budgeted for eight staff years,
though only 5.6 slots were filled in FY 1977. The agency
undertakes, from.time to.time, investigatory and consultative assignments relating broadly to insurance though _ there
is no specific statutory authorization for this function.
Assessment
T.here are several arguments for assigning the NFIP to
·the new agency:
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1. The Flood Insurance Program's objectives and
. -.activities complement and, in some cases, overlap responsi-
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3.
2.
It will provide a direct policy making and operational link for the new agency to evaluate various alternative
programs (preparednes'S, mitigation, insurance; relief, recovery) and develop ·cost benefit complementary objectives
for all these programs.
3.
The budget for the program is embodied "!.vi thin the
total HUD appropria.tions. This p.laces it in a subordinate
competitive position for budget priorities. Aligning the
program with kindred functions in a smaller ag.ency will
re.sult in more equitable consideration of program needs.
4.
The program has come under Congressional attack at
least in part because its flood plain management restrictions are not popular 'l:.vith land developers and builders.
HUD has not been .successful in defending the legislation
in recent years.
5.
The flood insurance program now has direct hazard
mitigation enforcement authority over 16 ,QQ.Q local governments.
This "clout," combined with the rni tigation and planning,
authorities of DCPA and FDAA., and N\'JS would provide increased
capability for fostering integrated disaster prevention,
response and recovery plans within those communities.
6.
FIA' s crime and riot insurance programs are sorne.what emergency-related in that they do address civil disruptions.
Thus some jus.tification exists for transferring
all of FIA to the new agency should HUD maintain. its position that the 10 to 15 percen.t of FIA' s staff remaining
after the NFIP trans.fer would' be too small a group to
effectively carry out their remaining functions.
.
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4.
5. The NFIP would no longer be housed in a Cabinet
level department and would be reduced in :rank by being
included with other hazard reduction programs.
R~commendation

It is difficult to see how the new agency can claim
responsibility artd leadership i~ hazard
mitigation if the princip~l program is in ~nether agency.
In addition, the replacement of disaster relief with co~t
effective flood insurance is a fiscally sound goal and
would be highlighted in an agency with a related mission.
The National Flood Insurance Program should be transferred
to the new agency.
comprehensiv~
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APPENDIX

Function/Program:

National Fire Prevention and Control J>rograrri

Parent Agency Location:
Background/Function

M

Commerce (National Fire Prevention and
Control Administration)

Descrip~ion

The NFPCA \vas established in October 1974 tb carry out
the authorities of tb.e Federal Fire Prevention and Control
Act (P.L. 93-298). The functions provided f·or in that legislati'O~, \vhich were assigned speci.fically to the NFP.CA in the
Department of Commerce by statute, include:
l.
Establish and administer a public information program
on fire prevention 1 mitigation and control.
2. Establish a National Academy of Fire. Prevention and
·Control to advance professional development in fire prevention and control through training and education.

3. Administer a technology research program carried out
by the Nationa.l Bureau ot' Standards (Fire Research Center)
.to develop a:nd test systems and equipment, including advanced technology for improved fire suppression, prevention,
mitigation and control, including the issuance and administration of grants and contracts to support such efforts.

4.

Conduct studies and planning of operational and systems
techniques for fire management, suppress±on and control

5. Operate the National Fire Data Center for. the selectior:J.,
·analysis, publication and dissemiHation of informat·ion
.
on fire prevention, occurrence, control and results of fires.
·6 ..· Encourag.e and assist States to

implement·.

,

.
The Project has discussed the proposed transfer extensively
w1.th the Council of National Fire Service Organizations whose
membership cqnsists of:
International Society of Fire Serviceinstructors
International Association of Black Professional
Firefighters
Fire Marshals Association ·Of North.America
Nationai.Fir~ Protection Association
International Fire Service Training Association
International Association of Fire Chiefs
International Municipal Signal Association
International Asso9iation of Firefighters
National Association of Fire Science Administration
Metropolitan Committee of the International Association
of Fire Chief~.
.
·
International Association of Arson Investigators
. The.· Council '.s principal interests concern maintaining the
integrity and national focus of the fire prevention program, and
the creation anc:l: funding of a Fire Service Academy. They are .
concerned that fire programs and resources are not diffused by
co!nbina tion with other program elements of the new agency or
by regionalization of the'program and are seeking assurance
that the program be transferred intact from Commerce. We antic_·
pate their strong endorsement of the recommended transfer provided
final organizational arrangements in the new agency meet these
objectives ·•

_

-·

.c

The Project believes.that the nature and legislative
authorities, of the fire program warrant a separate and intact
.·organizational. identity in the new agency, w.ith the program's .
director, .at the Assista:tlt Administrator level, reporting directly
to the Administrator. _This action will assure that the program's
,

3

The Department of Commerce recommends against the transfer
of l\l'FPCA to the new agency. In its view, this action would:
diminish the attention now given to the fire pr'evention program by merging i t in an agency with
other disaster mitigation prog.rams · (e.g., floods,
earthquakes) ;
-separate it from its key ·institutional linkage
with the Fire Research Center. (NBS) ~n Commerce;
weaken the prog,ram' s focus! on all levei.s of fire ~
transfer in an agency_dealing to a large extent
with major emerg,encies. _· · Commerce also cites the probability that-- reorganization
w.ould not be- acceptable to the Copgress and the- fire service
community.
The Project does notconcur~ith the Commerce views that
NFPCA' s transfer to the new age:p.c'y 'wil,l diminish its- effectiveness or focus particularly in light of. the' or.gariizat:ional treatment to be given to this program as out.lined above.- The prbg.ram
should be significantly enhanced by _the authorities and resources
of the new agency in such areas. as "i:nterage:hcy coordi'nation and
pllianning for fire mitigation standard-s _and intergovernmental
efforts with State and local governments~We do not believe that separation of the prog ram from'
Commerce will adversely affect its performance_in any way. The
agency's programs are not integral. to DOC's ·principal responsibilities for business development .and removal would cause no
detriment to other departmental programs. · The ori-iy significant
_ program linkage to DOC activities 'is the adtninistration,of the --~::-~·->:·· "-_:_;:_- ~f:iire<t~chriology ·rese_arch::prograin_p'erJorrried~_by, th¢ F_ire_ -Re$$~_J;ch --- ,
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Coordination, planning and administration of a
program whose principal goals are hazard prevention and control through enhanced training and
education, technology, planning and standards.
Extensive interagency coordination and planning
within Federal agencies sharing. responsibilities
for fir~ mitigation, prevention and control (e.g.,
HUD, HEW).
b.

c.

Fire prevention artd suppression resources ·(fire departments) are key elements of State and local government
for both planning and response to all forms of emergencies. Consolidationof the program will provide a
vi tal linkage for the new agency within these res.ources
to meet its fire prevention and control responsibilities
.as well as complement and support its full-range of
emergency functions.
Transfer to the new agency·will provide a basis for
better assessing the competing Federal .resources··
commitments for the.full range of emergency functions
and responsibilities (mitigation, . preparednes·s, relief
and recovery) and making adjustments·to priorities to
meet those threats which are most demanding.
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